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ABSTRACT

Under certain conditions, alpha-beta titanium alloys can

show severely reduced high-temperature ductility. These

conditions consist of loading in tension during cooling from a

thermal excursion to above the beta transus. A model for this

behavior, which relates the ductility loss to the volumetric

incompatibility between the beta and alpha lattices during the

beta to alpha transformation, has been previously proposed.

This model was developed and investigated as part of an overall

investigation of the ductility loss with respect to several

metallurgical variables. It was found that the high-

temperature ductility loss is ubiquitous in alpha-beta titanium

alloys, but could not be directly related to lattice

incompatibility. It was instead found that the ductility loss

resulted from gross localized deformation within a particular

microgtructural pomponent, lamellar Widmanstatten olonies.

However, the relationship between the colony microconstituent S

and ductility was found to exist only at high temperature,

indicating that the deformation characteristics of the material

changed with temperature. -,.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM S

Titanium and Its alloys are attractive structural

mate gals because of their high specific strength, elevated-

temperature capabilities, and inherent corrosion resistance.

Titanium alloys have densities in the range of 4-5 g/cc N'%

compared to 2.70 and 7.87 g/cc for aluminum and iron,

respectively. Titanium alloys typically have tensile

strengths of 80-300 ksi, roughly spanning the range of e

strengths available in commercial steels and aluminum S

alloys. The melting point of titanium is 1668°C, above that
.

of iron and aluminum, and its modulus of elasticity is 16.8 I

X 106 psi, midway between the values For aluminum and iron S

(1). The high specific properties of alpha-beta and beta

titanium alloys have led to their extensive use in the

aerospace industry. Unalloyed titanium and alpha titanium

alloys have been and are being increasingly used in the food

and chemical industries due to their excellent corrosion

resistance.

Two classes of titanium alloys, near-alpha and alpha-

beta alloys, can be used to great advantage in marine 5'

environments. Good corrosion and stress corrosion cracking

resistance in salt water environments combined with high

specific strength and rigidity make these classes of'

S

N'

D MjiS
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titanium alloys promising for such applications (3). 0

However, the use of these alloys in any structural capacity

requires that they be fabricated by processes such as hot

rolling, forging, and welding, processes which involve a

combination of stress and exposure to elevated temperatures.

Certain alpha-beta and near-alpha alloys have proven to be

susceptible to low-ductility failure under these conditions.

This phenomenon has been named and will be referred to as

the hot ductility dip. Two common manifestations of this

phenomenon are edge cracking during hot rolling and weld S

cracking (4,5).

Lewis and Caplan experimentally Isolated and Identified

this behavior using Gleeble simulation of GTAW thermal _

cycles, Figure 1.1 (6). They found that Ti-6AI-4V (Ti-64),

Ti-6A1-2Nb-lTa-0.8Mo (Ti-6211), and Ti-6AI suffered severe

drops in ductility when tensile tested at approximately

800 C. This ductility loss only occured on cooling

following a thermal excursion above the beta transus or on

heating during a subsequent thermal cycle. Ti-3A1-2.5V and S

unalloyed titanium had little or no ductility loss,

indicating that the hot ductility dip is a function of alloy

content. The efficient utilization of these alloys requires •

that this loss of high-temperature ductility be

characterized, and that its causes be defined in terms of

S]
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Figure 1.1 High temperature ductility behavior of several

titanium allIoys showing severe ductil ity loss

In alloys containing 6%. aluminum (6).
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traditional metallurgical principles so that it can be

eliminated.

0N.
* 0

'-t
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INTRODUCTION 0

The introduction of this thesis is designed to function

as an overview of the physical metallurgy of titanium alloys

in general, and of alpha-beta alloys In particular. This

section will consist of three parts. The first sub-section

will outline the classification of titanium alloys and 0

describe the general characteristic of each of the major

classes of titanium alloys. The second sub-section will

discuss the relationships between phase stability, heat 0

treatment, and microstructures in alpha-beta and near-alpha A

alloys. The third sub-section contains a brief review of

several investigations into the microstructure-property

relationships in alpha-beta and near-alpha alloys.

2.1 General Characteristics of Titanium Alloys 0

The physical metallurgy of titanium and titanium alloys

is dominated by the allotropic phase transformation between

the bcc beta phase which is stable at high temperatures and

one or more phases which exist at lower temperatures. Under

equilibrium conditions, titanium transforms on cooling from

0
bcc beta to hcp alpha (c/a = 1.587) at 883 C. Titanium may

also undergo a displacive transformation during rapid

cooling to form hexagonal alpha' martensite (1).
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2.1.1 Alloy Additions and Alloy Classification

Alloying additions to titanium are classified on the

basis of their effect on the stability of either the alpha

or beta phase. Aluminum, gallium, germanium, and the

interstitials oxygen, carbon and nitrogen stabilize the

alpha phase. A schematic binary phase diagram for an alpha-

stabilized system Is shown in Figure 2.1. Zirconium, tin, S

and hafnium act primarily as weak alpha stabilizers, but in

some cases can be either neutral or weak beta stabilizers

depending on the other alloying elements present. Vanadium,

molybdenum, tantalum, niobium, chromium, silicon, copper, %

manganese, cobalt, Iron, and hydrogen all act to stabilize

the beta phase. Of these, vanadium, tantalum, niobium, and 0

molybdenum are beta-isomorphous elements. Chromium, -

silicon, copper, manganese, cobalt, iron, and hydrogen are

all eutectic formers. A schematic binary phase diagram of a 0

beta-stabilized system Is shown in Figure 3 (1, 7).

Titanium alloys are classified as either alpha, near-alpha, ,

alpha-beta, or (metastable) beta alloys, depending on the 0

phases present at room temperature when the alloy is in its -,.

final form.

2.1.2 Alpha Alloys ..

Alpha alloys, either unalloyed titanium or binary

alloys of titanium and aluminum, tin, or palladium, contain .

%0P

4-
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essentially no beta at room temperature. The phases present

will be hcp alpha, hexagonal alpha' martensite which can be

created by a sufficiently rapid cooling rate, and, at high

aluminum or interstitial contents, ordered alpha 2 (Ti 3 A]).

Unalloyed titanium properties are controlled by the %

interstitial content, with additions of oxygen, carbon, and

nitrogen increasing the strength of titanium while reducing S

the ductility. The strengthening effect of the

interstitital elements is frequently expressed as an oxygen

equivalent: •

0 eq = %0 + 2(%N) + 0.67(%C)

where each 0.1% 0 equivalent increases the tensile strength

of unalloyed titanium by approximately 17.5 ksi (1). S

In other alpha alloys, aluminum Is the primary addition

because it both reduces the density and increases the

strength of the alloy. The aluminum content is limited to •

approximately 5-6 atomic percent to avoid the formation of p

alpha 2, which can lead to severe embrittlement and reduced

fatigue properties. When considering the formation of alpha •

2, alpha-stabilizing elements are included in an aluminum

equivalent:

Aleq = %Ai + %Sn/3 + %Zr/6 + 10(%0)

where the Al equivalent must be less than 9% to avoid the

Formation of alpha 2. This expression illustrates why tin

%

.°%
Z .. . . .
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and zirconium are frequently added to alpha and alpha-beta S

alloys in place of aluminum or oxygen. Alpha alloys

typically have tensile strengths from 50 ksi for relatively

pure titanium to 125 ksi for Ti-5A1-2.5Sn, and ductilities
a..

of approximately 40%-50% reduction in area. These alloys

are formable, weldable, perform well from cryogenic

temperatures to approximately 550 0 C, and have good corrosion

resistance. They are primarily used in the chemical, food,

medical, and petroleum industries because of their corrosion

resistance (1, 8). •

2.1.3 Near-Alpha Alloys

Near-alpha alloys contain sufficient amounts of beta-
0

stabilizing elements to retain a small amount of beta at %

-.cm temperature, typically less than 10% (7). Two common

)ear-alpha alloys are Ti-6211 and Ti-8AI-lMo-IV (Ti-811).

Near-alpha alloys have good strength and toughness, good

corrosion resistance, high resistance to creep, and are

weldable. Near-alpha alloys have tensile strengths in the

range of 140 ksl, and ductilities of approximately 307.

reduction in area. Typical applications for these alloys ,.

are aircraft engine components and airframes. The excellent

salt-water corrosion resistance and stress corrosion

cracking resistance of TI-6211 has led to its use in marine

applications (1,2). The deep-submergence vehicle used in

............................................
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the recent exploration of the HMS Titanic, the Alvin, used S

Ti-6211 as the material for Its hull (2).

2.1.4 Alpha-Beta Alloys

Alpha-beta alloys retain 10%-50% beta at room

temperature. In addition to the phases present in near-

alpha alloys, heavily stabilized alpha-beta alloys can

contain an orthorhomb!c martensite, alpha". Ti-64, the most

widely used titanium alloy, is an alpha-beta alloy. These

alloys have higher strengths but Inferior corrosion

resistance than do alpha and near-alpha alloys, and are are

slightly heat-treatable. Both the strength and response to

heat treatment of these alloys Increases with increasing

levels of beta stabilization, and the weldability and

corrosion resistance decrease. Approximately 207. retained

beta is usually considered to be the limit for weldability

of alpha-beta alloys (7). These alloys have tensile

strengths of approximately 140 ksi and about 30% reduction Jb

In area. Alpha-beta alloys continue to be the most commonly

used alloys for structural applications in the aerospace

Industry, where they are used primarily for their high

specific strength and stiffness (1, 2, 9, 10).

% W

S%
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2.1.5 Metastable Beta Alloys

Metastable beta alloys, often called beta alloys,

retain 100. beta when quenched to room temperature. These

alloys have sufficient beta stabilizer content to suppress

the martensite start temperature to below room temperature,

shown schematically in Figure 3 (7, 11). Reported minimum

solute levels for 100% beta retention with an Ice water

quench are 15 atomic 5 for vanadium, tantalum, and niobium,

and 7 atomic 5 for molybdenum (7). After quenching, these

alloys can be aged to precipitate various transition phases S

and/or alpha. The fine dispersion of second-phase particles -1
produced by aging give these alloys very high strengths but

limited ductility. In the solution treated and aged S

condition, tensile strengths of greater than 200 ksi are

typical. Metastable beta alloys include Ti-13V-IICr-3A).

Ti-8Mo-8V-2Fe-3A1, and Ti-1I.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn. The first S

significant use of a metastable beta alloy was for airframe

components in the Lockheed SR-71 "Blackbird" (11). Because

of their formability In the "as-quenched" condition and very S

high strengths after aging, metastable beta alloys are now

replacing alpha-beta alloys In structural aerospace

applications (1, 10, 11).

r
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2.2 Mlcrostructures in Alpha-Beta Alloys

The factors used to define microstructures In near-

alpha and alpha-oeta alloys include the size and shape of

the prior beta grain size, and the phases and morphologies

present in the transformation structure. In addition to

alloy content, these microstructures are controlled by the

structure present prior to the beta to alpha transformation,

and the rate at which the transformation occurs. These

factors will be briefly discussed below. Because of the

Importance of the alpha-beta interface, the work describing S

the existence and characteristics of the interface phase e-A

phase will be reviewed as a separate sub-section.

2.2.1 Prior Beta Grain Shape

Two possible prior beta structures exist. Material

that is beta-processed will have a prior beta grain

structure which reflects the processing structure. For

example, in a material that was hot rolled in the one-phase '"

beta region, the prior beta grains will be elongated in the

rolling direction. An equlaxed prior beta grain structure

results from thermally cycling to temperatures above the

beta transus, either as an annealing operation or as a

result of an elevated-temperature fabrication process such

as welding (2). Material that has been annealed at a

temperature below the beta transus will contain a

W .~~~~4 W- r---Ir C
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combination of equiaxed alpha and primary alpha and beta

which reflect the thermal history of the material (12).

2.2.2 Transformation Rate

The rate at which the beta to alpha transformation

proceeds will determine the structure of the transformation

products. Usually allotriomorphic alpha is present at the

prior beta grain boundaries (2, 12). A very slow cool will

result in the creation of a coarse Widmanstatten colony

structure. As the cooling rate increases, the colony

structure is replaced in the center of the prior beta grains

by a fine Widmanstatten basketweave structure. Further

increases in cooling rate refine and increase the amount of
0

the basketweave structure. With sufficiently rapid cooling,

the nucleation and growth transformation can be avoided,

resulting in a structure consisting of alpha' martensite
0

(1,2). These structures are created by the cooling rates

usually seen in fabrication processes, for example, in the

fusion and heat-affected zones of weldments (13). Examples

of these structures are shown In Figure 2.3, micrographs of

Ti-6A1-2Mo. These microstructures will be discussed in far

more detail when the alloys used in this investigation are

described.

A significant mfcrostructural constituent in near-alpha

alloys with high aluminum contents, for example Ti-811, is

, l' 'Oa -¢< w ¢e. << .,... :%%%% .. , .' . .... , . ,, ; .,¢.. . i0
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ordered alpha 2, or TI 3Al. Alpha 2 appears during extended 0

exposure to temperatures near 500 C and occasionally in

material which has been very slowly cooled. This phase is

significant because It Is associated with intense planar

slip and deleterious effects on fatigue properties,

ductility, and fracture toughness (1, 14). Alpha 2 has been

observed in Ti-6211, but not under conditions associated

with standard production or fabrication techniques. In

alloys where alpha 2 does commonly occur, it is usually

eliminated by the use of a duplex anneal. This consists of 0

reheating the furnace-cooled material to high in the alpha

plus beta phase field and air-cooling, creating a disordered

alpha structure with enhanced ductility and Impact S

resistance (2).

2.2.3 Alpha-Beta Interface Phase

Several researchers have noted the existence of a third v

phase at the alpha-beta interface in two-phase alloys (15-

22). The Interface phase is of particular interest in this

investigation because the crack nucleation and propagation

associated with the low-ductility failures occurs at the

alpha-beta interface. Two distinct structures have been

observed in the interface phase, fcc with either a striated

or monolythic substructure, (15-19), and hcp with a striated
,p.,

substructure (16-19). Both phases occur in a wide range of

pa. -p %' 7 ' . .. " .. %"%,," ', .?.-" ,;'-,-'" .i" -.- -;. 4. -
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alloys.

The hcp interface phase has also been type 2 alpha.

This phase Is twin-related to type 1, or alpha which is

itself crystallographically oriented with the parent beta

phase. The type 2 alpha Is twin-related to the type I alpha

with either a (1012) or {1101) twin plane. This structure

has been observed in alpha-beta alloys which have been

furnace or air cooled from the beta field, and In metastable

beta alloys which have been aged. In both instances, the

formation of the interface phase seems to be related to the 0

precipitation of alpha from beta. The type 2 alpha is

believed to be more thermodynamically stable than type I

alpha (18). 0

Two alternate theories exist to explain the formation

of the hcp interface phase. One, favored by Rhodes and

Williams, is that the layer grows by nucleation and growth

driven by a chemical potential differernce (18). The second

theory, favored by Margolin, et.al. (17), is that type 2

alpha results from mechanical twinning to relieve the stress 

produced by the lattice incompatibility of the

transformation. This model is supported by the fact that

the plane by which the two types of alpha are related

changes as a function of alloy composition. The twinning

model is also consistent with the observation that different

- W.. 61% 1
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mm

twinning modes occur in titanium depending on the direction

of the stresses Imposed on the hcp unit cell (15-18).

The fcc interface phase occasionally appears In near-

alpha alloys as well, but is usually associated with slower S.

cools than the hcp Interface phase (15). The fcc interface

phase has not been reported to occur under isothermal

transformation conditions (14). Two theories exist for the r

growth of this phase as well. The first is that a

compositional gradient in vanadium (or another slow-

diffusing element) promotes the nucleation and growth of the 0

fcc layer. The alternate theory is that the fcc layer grows

In response to the strains created by a volumetric expansion

involved In the beta to alpha transformation. This S

expansion puts the growing alpha in compression, promoting

the growth of the more dense fcc layer (14,16).

More recent investigations of the interface phase have 0

suggested that both the hcp and fcc versions are artifacts 'a'.a-
due to specimen preparation. This conclusion had been

reported earlier In the case of the hcp interface phase, S

because it was only observed in thin foil specimens. Isaac

and Hammond (23) have proposed that this is because type 2

alpha, which they agree forms to relieve the lattice 9

Incompatibility between the beta and alpha phases, can only

form when the constraints imposed by bulk specimens are

41
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relieved. Banerjee, Rhodes, and Williams (24) have S

investigated the effect of beta phase composition on the

occurrence of both types of Interface phase. These

researchers have proposed that the relative hydrogen content -•

of the material, which Is affected by specimen type and

.)
preparation techniques, is the cause of the interface phase

and controls what form of interface phase occurs.

2.3 Mechanical Property/Microstructure Correlations

This section will be divided into three parts. The
".0

first Is a very general description of microstructure- -.

property relationships in near-alpha alloys, and the second, %

the review expanded to alpha-beta alloys. The third

subsection is a brief review of work done relating the

microstructures and failure modes and mechanisms in alpha,

near-alpha, and alpha-beta alloys.

2.3.1 Near-Alpha Alloys

In the absence of alpha 2, the room-temperature

mechanical properties of near-alpha alloys are relatively 0

insensitive to microstructural changes. For the same prior "

beta and alpha grain sizes, equiaxed alpha, Widmanstatten

plus grain boundary alpha, and alpha' martensite all have S

essentially the same strength (25). The differences that do

exist are, for the most part, attributable to grain

r q0
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refinement. For example, alpha' is slightly stronger than S

either Widmanstatten or equlaxed alpha, 5%-10% in the case

of Ti-6211, because of the grain refinement and higher N

dislocation density resulting from the displacive

transformation. Also, for a given prior beta grain size,

equiaxed microstructures will usually have slightly higher

strengths than Widmanstatten microstructures. This is 0

because the alpha grain size in an equiaxed structure is

usually smaller than the Widmanstatten colony size in a

Widmanstatten structure.

In addition to grain size strengthening, grain

refinement results in shorter slip path lengths, reduced

stress concentration at dislocation pile ups, and a reduced

tendency to form microvoids. As a result, the ductility,

resistance to Fatigue crack initiation, and low cycle

fatigue performance of equiaxed microstructures are better

than those of Widmanstatten microstructures. Widmanstatten

structures, however, will generally have greater fracture

toughness, due to the more tortuous crack path created by

the thick, randomly oriented alpha plates. Optimum

microstructures can be created f r particular applications

by the use of thermal treatments designed to produce a

combination of equiaxed alpha, coarse acicular alpha, and

fine Widmanstatten alpha plus beta (15).
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2.3.2 Alpha-Beta Alloys

The same general relationships between slip path length

and tensile, fatigue, and Fracture prope-ties apply to

alpha-beta alloys. However, the greater amount of beta

retained makes alpha-beta alloys slightly stronger than

alpha or near-alpha alloys. The bcc structure of bet3 has a

large number of active slip systems. In the beta, 0

dislocations can cross-slip and create dense dislocation

tangles which restrict further dislocation motion. This

permits the beta phase to be used as a strengthener when 0

contained in an alpha matrix (27). Additionally, not only

will more beta be retained at room temperature in more

heavily stabilized alloys, the beta will be stronger than ,

that retained In leaner alloys 1, 2). A second difference

when compared to near-alpha alloys is the greater degree of

variability available with alpha-beta alloys due to the 0

increased beta-stabilizer content. One result of this is

that alpha-beta alloys are somewhat heat-treatable.

Depending on the temperature prior to quenching, either •

alpha' or metastable beta can be retained at room

temperature, Figure 3. Either will be supersaturated in

beta-stabilizing elements and can be aged to precipitate

fine beta, alpha, or transition phase particles, resulting

in an further increases in strength.

,a
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2.3.3 Microstructure-Fallure Mode Relationships

The relationship between microstructure and fracture

-,,

modes at room temperature has been the subject of many

Investigations (25-36). Both transgranular and

intergranular fracture modes have been observed In near-

alpha and alpha-beta alloys. As was noted earlier, equiaxed

microstructures usually have greater tensile ductility and

greater resistance to void nucleation. Widmanstatten plus

grain boundary alpha microstructures, on the other hand,

usually have greater fracture toughness and resistance to

fatigue crack propagation.

Past Investigations have shown that tensile failure of

near-alpha and alpha-beta titanium alloys occurs by 5

microvoid nucleation, followed by coalescence and/or growth. , _

The fracture behavior of these alloys Is usually analyzed in

terr;ms of slip character and slip path length (30, 31).

These Investigations general ly have taken one of two

approaches. The first Is to attempt to derive an overall

fracture criteria, either a critical stress or strain, based

directly on microstructural considerations. The second

approach Is to examine the actual nucleation and growth of

voids and to attempt to characterize these parameters with •

respect to the microstructures present. The following

review will be divided along these lines.

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . .. . .. .... ... ... . . .
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2.3.3.1 Overall Fracture Models One area where

investigators have had reasonable success with the

development of overall fracture criteria is with alloys

where the aluminum content Is sufficiently high to cause the

formation of alpha 2, Ti3Al. Although alpha 2 is usually

seen in alpha and lean alpha-beta alloys, investigators have

reported it in aged Ti-64 (37) and Ti-6211 (38). When alpha •

2 is present Intense slip bands can form when the particles

are sheared because of the local softening and continued

dislocation motion on these planes. In this case, ductility 0

and fracture mode are controlled by the planarity of slip

and the slip path length (31. 39, 40).

Lutjering, et.al. (31) conducted investigations S

quantitatively relating the concepts of planarity of slip

and slip path length to fracture strength and ductility.

This investigation used Ti-8AI processed to create different S

alpha grain sizes and different levels of alpha 2 formation. *

The results of this study showed excellent correlation

between observed mechanical properties and those predicted

using a calculation of stress concentrations based on TEM 1'

observations of dislocation pileups and slip band spacing. '"

It was found that a critical local stress was required for

fracture, and that this stress was constant for all of the

material investigated. The conclusion of this study was

% %
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Lhat thiz critical stress could be reacnea by a combination 6

of externally applied load and stress concentration due to

microstructural considerations (31). A similar

investigation was performed by Gysler, et.al. (41) on Ti-Mo

alloys, metastable beta alloys into which a fine dispersion

of w had been introduced by aging. These alloys showed a

similar dependence on planarity of slip and slip path

length.

Although these investigations dealt with particle

hardened systems which were extremely susceptible to planar

slip, the overall approach Is equally applicable to alpha- p.,

beta alloys provided their slip character is understood.

One example of this is a relationship developed by 0

Greenfield and Margolin (29). Based on an analysis of Ti-

5.25AI-5.5V-O.9Fe-0.5Cu that had been solution treated,

quenched, and aged to produce an equiaxed microstructure, 0

the fracture strength along the tensile axis was predicted

by the following expression: "

o + Kd K2  A + Kd-
o0 d D

5 = the fracture stress, corrected for necking

d = the equiaxed alpha traverse particle diameter

= the mean free path between alpha particles 9

0 = beta matrix grain diameter ,.5 ,.

of Kd' K0, K are constants.

d S

I:.
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2.3.3.2 Void Nucleation Several Investigations have

been made of void nucleation and growth and how they relate

to microstructural considerations (26-36). One model for

the nucleation of microvofds, based on an earlier single

phase model by Cotrell (42), has been proposed by Greenfield

and Margolin (28). They found that In equiaxed alpha

microstructures, voids nucleated preferentially on equiaxed

alpha/aged beta interfaces. In Widmanstatten plus grain ,

boundary alpha structures, the voids nucleated only on one

side of the grain boundary alpha film. In both •

microstructures, the result was intergranular Failure by

microvoid coalescence. Based on these observations and

electron microscopy of the alpha/beta interfaces in strained S

samples, Greenfield and Margolin proposed that slip occurs

preferentially In the softer alpha phase, essentially on one ,

slip system. At a crystallographically oriented alpha/beta

interface, a parallel slip system in the beta can be

activated and slip is transferred across the interface.

This leads to continuous slip lines passing from the alpha 0

to the beta phases. However, at a non-oriented interface,

they observed that the slip lines stop, which suggests a

dislocation pile up. The result of this pile up is high 0

local stresses and void nucleation.

Greenfield and Margolin (28) pointed out that their

' 'NN
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model was consistent with microstructural observations. In

the equiaxed-microstructures, the recrystallized alpha has

no orientation relation with the beta and all alpha/beta

interfaces are equally probable for void nucleation.

Dislocation motion is blocked at the alpha grain boundaries,

either alpha/alpha boundaries, or alpha/aged beta

boundaries. The slip path length in these structures is

determined by the alpha grain size. In the Widmanstatten

structures, individual alpha plates are surrounded by beta

of one orientation and have the orientation relation on both •

sides. This allows slip to pass from the alpha to the beta

within a Widmanstatten colony and dislocations are blocked

only at colony boundaries. The slip path length in these S

mfcrostructures is thus dictated by the Widmanstatten colony

size. In alpha' martensite structures, no orientation

relationship exists between the alpha' and the beta. In

this case, the slip path length is reduced to either the

thickness of the grain boundary alpha film, or the width of .

an alpha' platelet. S

Void nucleation at alpha/transformed beta interfaces

have been found by other investigators as well. However,

void nucleation has also been reported at locations other S

than alpha/beta interfaces. Margolin and Mahajan (32), in a %

study of aged TI-64 and a review of previous investigations, A
SN

ii

S
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found that in equiaxed structures, void nucleation occurred 6

both at alpha/aged beta Interfaces and within the equiaxed

particles. Within the particles, the voids were often, but

not always associated with subboundarles. In Widmanstatten -•

plus grain boundary alpha structures, nucleation was found

to occur at the grain boundary alpha/beta interfaces, at

grain boundary alpha/alpha' interfaces, and within the 0

Widmanstatten alpha platelets where the voids were parallel

to the twin boundaries within the plate. Additionally,

voids were also found at alpha'/beta interfaces and within

the alpha' particles. In an overview of microstructural

effects on mechanical properties, Margolin, et.al. (43)

reported these nucleation sites and also noted void 0

nucleation at slip band intersections.

In spite of the variety of the void nucleation sites

observed, the review of Margolin, et. al. (43) did show that _

in most cases, void nucleation occurred on only one side of

an alpha particle, supporting the model of Greenfield and

Margolin (28). Additional support for the Greenfield and 0

Margolin model was reported by Base!ack and Mahajan (44).

These investigators found void nucleation exclusively at

grain boundary alpha/matrix interfaces and showed slip lines

continuous on one side of the grain boundary alpha film and

being blocked at the other.

0

U%'
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The results of these studies show that void nucleation

seems to be associated with crystallographic Inhomogenelties

of some sort, but no clear dependence exists between slip

path length and void nucleation. In microstructures where

the slip path Is reduced to the width of an alpha' lath or

to the diameter of a sub-grain in an equiaxed particle, void

nucleation still occurs at these sites in addition to sites

associated with longer slip paths (25, 44, 45). It is

possible that the different nature of the various interfaces

overshadows a significant slip path length effect, but this 0

has not been shown.

2.3.3.3 Void Growth Void growth and the final fracture

characteristics have also been extensively studied.

Although Margolin and Greenfield (29) found that the

fracture strength of Ti-5.25A1-5.5V-O.9Fe-O.5Cu was

controlled by void nucleation, this contrasts with the

results of most other Investigators. It Is usually reported

that void growth rather than void nucleation is the cause of

different tensile ductility and fracture characteristics

(29, 37-46). Further, It Is usually reported that growth of

existing voids, rather than continued void nucleation and

coalescence Is the cause of eventual fracture (32, 43, 45).

This Is shown by a linear, rather than accelerating,

relationship between applied strain and the length of the

%
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longest void (32, 43-47). In most cases, the critical event

for fracture Is described as the growth of the longest void

to a point where a criteria based on void length and stress

level is reached. A relationship Is usually developed

between critical fracture strength of and the length of the

longest void, Lf (32, 43-47). One example of this, reported

by Margolin and Mahajan (32), is:

0 + KL 
/ 2

Attempts to relate the growth rate of the longest void

(G1 ) to microstructu:-al considerations have resulted in

conflicting evidence. In some instances, G was found to

Increase with increasing prior beta grain size and grain

boundary alpha thickness (32, 44), while in others it was

not (44). In other investigations, a microstructural

dependence was found in Widmanstatten structures, but not in .

equiaxed structures (32).

The mechanism of crack growth and eventual fracture in

titanium alloys is not well understood. Both transgranular "%.:

and Intergranular fracture have been reported in a wide S

range of al loys and microstructures. Greenfield and

Margolin (28) found that the failures in their Widmanstatten

microstructures were primarily intergranular with respect to 0
e . .d'.

the prior beta grains. They observed that once nucleated,

the cracks propagated within the alpha along the grain

'.

"6','
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boundary alpha/beta interface. Other Investigators have 0

observed similar behavior (19, 29, 30, 32). Growth of

voids along the grain boundary alpha/matrix interface is

usually explained in terms of local plastic flow at the

advancing crack tip (29, 30). Gerberich (30) has described

the crack growth as being similar to that seen in elastic

fracture. He attributed cracking adjacent to the alpha/beta 0

interface to constraint of the alpha phase which results in

triaxiality of stress, a locally higher yield stress for the

alpha, and easy crack propagation. According to this model, S

as the grain boundary alpha thickness increases the fracture

toughness would be expected to Increase due to the lesser

constraint of the alpha film and the attendant reduction in S

void growth. A similar mechanism was proposed in one

investigation of Margolin and Greenfield (28). In an

earlier investigation however (29), these investigators 0

attributed fracture adjacent to the alpha/beta interface to

a breakdown of compatibility at the interface, reduced

constraint of the alpha at the advancing crack tip, and

crack growth by localized plastic flow. A third mechanism

was proposed by Mahajan and Margolin (34) relating the

growth of voids to the elastic discontinuity at the S

interface. Because of this discontinuity, the stress is ,V

highest at the alpha/beta Interface and decreases with
-VO
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distance from the boundary. If the crack moves into the

softer alpha phase, the stress available to propagate the

crack Is diminished because of the diminished distance to

the Interface.

Transgranular crack propagation has been observed in

similar alloys and microstructures by several investigators V

(32-33). In a study on Ti-4.5A1-5Mo-I.5Cr (CORONA 5),

Baselack and Mahajan (33) found that Widmanstatten plus

grain boundary microstructures fracture by both

lntergranular and transgranular crack initiation and 6

propagation. Also, both modes were seen to occur either

with extensive plastic deformation or as interface

separation with little or no deformation. The level of •

deformation observed depended on the orientation of the

applied stress with respect to the crack, but the fracture

mode did not. The low-deformation cracks were proposed to

nucleate and grow as described in the Greenfield model (28)
,.

and the extensive deformation cases were attributed to

shear-induced Interface sliding (33). •

Mahajan and Baselack (27) noted that two alloys with

similar microstructures but different slip accomodation ->

characteristics displayed identical void nucleation

behavior. Both TI-6246 and TI-662 showed void nucleation

exclusively at the grain boundary alpha/beta interface as

'is"
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predicted by the Greenfield model (28). However, in Ti- S

6246, the cracks propagated along the interface, and in Ti-

662, the failure was transgranular. Also, slip lines

appeared to be blocked by alpha/beta interfaces in Ti-6246

but were not in the Ti-662. This seems to contradict the

Greenfield and Margolin void nucleation model and suggests -
A

that slip transferral from alpha to beta is significant in

crack growth but that void nucleation Is controlled by

another mechanism (27).

2.3.3.4 Summary The bulk of the work to date suggests

that the deformation characteristics of titanium alloys may

be thought of in terms of slip character and slip path

length, but these concepts only apply well to systems which

show gross planar slip. In other alloys, there seems to

exist a general correlation, but other factors can

contribute to and even dominate the mechanical behavior.

The model for void nucleation and growth proposed by

Greenfield and Margolin (28) appears to be a good starting

point for a consideration of the behavior of these alloys.

In this model, the nucleation of microvoids requires an

Interface which blocks dislocations. In the case of

Widmanstatten microstructures, void nucleation often occurs .0

at a non-Burgers-related grain boundary alpha/matrix

interface and is associated with long slip path lengths.

* S
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On the other hand, when void nucleation is seen at other .

types of interfaces, no dependence on slip path length is

observed.

Void growth, rather than nucleation, is usually S

considered to be the controlling factor in fracture

ductility. Both intergranular and transgranular void growth

and fracture have been reported. In Wfdmanstatten 0

microstructures, void growth Is usually within the grain

boundary alpha film and adjacent to the non-Burgers-related

interface. This has been associated with slip path length, 0

constraint of the alpha film, and elastic incompatibility

at the interface. However, transgranular fracture has also

been observed and both modes have been observed in the S

alloys used In this Investigation. One possible

explanation for this behavior is that the limited number of

slip systems available in the alpha phase make the S

orientation of the alpha film with respect to the applied

stress the critical factor.

".

4.,'. ,
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ELEVATED TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR AND MODELS S

This section consists of three parts. The first is a i.

review of work specifically addressing the high temperature

behavior of near-alpha and alpha-beta titanium alloys. This

if followed by a discussion of the two models which have

been proposed to explain this behavior. The third section

is the presentation of the lattice incompatibility model,

the model around which this investigation has been

developed.

3.1 Review of Work To Date

The results of six investigations, or groups of

investigations, are reviewed in this section. Each study 0

will be discussed Individually, then general conclusions

will be made based on the data taken as a whole.

3.1.1 Lewis and Caplan

Lewis and Caplan investigated the hot ductility

behavior of several titanium alloys. The results of this S

investigation are presented in Figure 1.1 (6). Three of the

alloys tested, TI-64, Ti-6211, and TI-6A], failed

lntergranularly with a severe reduction in ductility when

tested at approximately 800°C. Ti-3A1-2.5V had only a

moderate loss in ductility and unalloyed titanium had

essentially none. The ductility loss was found to occur on

S

I •

,' '

V '1 3 ; W ; -1% , / % / 
' ' ' i ' ' ' . I ' . ' ' - T - -' .- "-;i ".. ,-". ",.'.,'.-.- ,, -
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cooling following a thermal excursion into the beta region.

When the material was tested on heating following an

excursion into the beta region, the ductility was also

reduced compared to that of the original material, but not

as severely as during cooling in the initial cycle. This

indicated that either the ductility loss is associated with

the dynamic cooling conditions or that the material is

irreversibly conditioned during a thermal cycle into the

beta region. Lewis and Caplan found no evidence of second 
'p.

phase particles on the fracture surfaces of samples tested S

in situ at room temperature and 770 K, but the concentration ".,

of sulfur present on the fracture surfaces was found to be

300 times the bulk concentration (6). S

In other work, Lewis (49) attempted to characterize the

hot ductility dip in Ti-6211 with respect to strain rate,

cooling rate, and microstructure. This investigation showed 0

that the hot ductility dip existed within a particular

window of time-temperature space and corresponded with the

beta to alpha transformation. The results of this 0

investigation are shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure, the

time-temperature ductility map is superimposed on the ?

continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram of Gordine 6

(50). The regions of various hot ductility behavior can be

seen to correspond with the beta to alpha transformation. A.

l%
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In all cases, the hot ductility dip was not affected by

changes in strain rate over the range studied, 1.2 s-1 to 25

Lewis (49) found that at temperatures above the beta to S

alpha start temperature, the failure mode was transgranular

ductile rupture, preceded by a large amount of plastic flow.

At temperatures within the transformation, failure occurred

by a mixture of low-ductility intergranular and high-".

ductility transgranular mechanisms. The ductility decreased

with decreasing temperature and increasing cooling rate, S

corresponding with increasing amounts of alpha phase. Also,

the net section stress decreased with decreasing temperature

in the single phase beta region but increased with •

decreasing temperature in the alpha plus beta region. This

is shown in Figure 3.2 (6). Lewis interpreted this to

indicate that the alpha phase is both stronger and more 4
ductile than the beta phase at temperatures within the

transformat ion.

The lowest ductility observed by Lewis (49) was in S

rapidly cooled samples tested immediately below the beta to

alpha transformation finish. Failure of these samples

occurred by microvoid nucleation and coalescence at the

grain-boundary alpha/transformed beta interface. Two

possible explanations were given for the low ductility of
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this Interface. The first was the segregation of alloying S

elements to either side of this interface, altering the

local flow properties. The second possible cause discussed

was coating and weakening of the Interface by impurity

segregation.

It is important to note that Lewis based his

interpretations on the Gordine CCT diagram for Ti-6211 (50).

More recent work has established a slightly different CCT

diagram for this alloy In which the beta to alpha

transformation occurs at lower temperatures (13, 51). In S

Figure 3.3, the ductility map developed by Lewis (49) is

superimposed on the more recent CCT diagram. Obviously, an

interpretation of the test results based on this diagram S

would result In different conclusions. The region of lowest

ductility is now shown to fall much closer to the beta to

alpha transformation finish. However, caution must be S

exercised in the application of either diagram. CCT

diagrams are developed using a particular set of cooling

curves and only strictly apply to processes using identical S

cooling curves. With any other thermal profiles, the time

at temperature, hence the nucleation behavior, will be

different.

Experimental evidence has shown that the lower CCT

diagram more accurately predicts phase stability over the

? %'.' S< ',' .'-" % ; ; < 5< v % / ¢ V % 
' ' ' ; € '; ; ; "
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range of cooling rates seen in GTA and GMA welding processes

(13). The cooling profile used in the Lewis study, a

simulated GTAW cooling cycle, falls within this range. On

the other hand, Lewis made microstructural observations of

samples which failed at 8480 C and found heavily deformed

transformation products (49). This indicates that these

phases were present at 848oC, above the beta to alpha start

temperature in the more recent diagram. A possible

explanation for this discrepency is that the samples in the

Lewis study, tested using the Gleeble facility at DWTNSRDC-

Annapolis, showed evidence of varying and occasionally heavy

interstitial contamination (52). Because oxygen, nitrogen,

and carbon are all potent alpha stabilizers, high

concentrations of these elements would raise the

transformation temperature (1, 53). Oxygen contamination is

also a possible reason for the difference between the two

CCT diagrams. This discrepency serves to point out both the

importance of consistently good atmospheric control when

working with titanium and the risks involved when attempting

to use data from other studies.

J'. ..

3.1.2 Starke, et al.

Starke and his co-workers Investigated the

susceptibility of Ti-6211 to the hot ductility dip on the

basis of microstructural variables (55). The goal of

2,,,'
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this investigation was to determine whether the hot

ductility dip occurred as a result of a given

microstructural condition or as a result of non-equilibrium

effects associated with a particular thermal cycle. The

variables studied were beta grain size and shape, alpha

morphology, and intragranular structure. Tensile tests were

run at room temperature, 5000 C and 8000 C, immediately 0

following a slow heating cycle to these temperatures. It

was concluded that if the prior beta grains were equiaxed,

any transformation structure other than equlaxed alpha was S

susceptible to the high temperature ductility loss. Also,

it was found that this behavior was not dependent on either

the p r io r beta g ra in s ize o r th e sca le o f the t ra n sfo rma t ion •

structure. The results of this investigation results are

presented in Table 3.1.

In the Starke (55) studies, the effect of alpha

phase morphology was first investigated by testing a sample 'Sf5

with a structure of equiaxed alpha with retained beta at the

grain boundary triple points, sample E-1. This structure

showed high ductility at all test temperatures, implying

that a Widmanstatten or martensite plus grain-boundary alpha

structure is required to cause reduced hot ductility.

The effects of prtor beta grain shape and Intragranular

% e,

slip path length were then Investigated. The as-received
ON:
.5'
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Table 3.1 6
4.

Results of Starke, et. al. (12)

Sample Microstructure Temperature %RA '.

W-1 Widmanstatten alpha-beta plus grain RT 20
boundary alpha. Elongated prior beta 500 24
grains 800 62

W-2 Widmanstatten alpha-beta plus grain RT 28
boundary alpha. Equiaxed prior beta 500 23
grains 800 22 0

W-4 Widmanstatten alpha, beta transformed RT 28
to martensite. Elongated prior beta 500 27
grains 800 45 IN

W-5 Martensite. Equiaxed prior beta RT 22
graIns 500 23

800 23

W-6 Martensite. Large equiaxed prior RT -

beta grains. 500 -

800 21

G-I Martensite. Equiaxed prior beta RT 18
grains 500 24

800 17

E-I Equiaxed alpha with beta at the RT -

grain boundary triple points 500 40 -,

800 -

.4. .4-'

N

f%
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plate had a grain-boundary alpha plus Widmanstatten S

structure in elongated prior beta grains, sample W-I. This

material failed by transgranular ductile rupture at all test

temperatures. In samples thermally cycled to above the beta

transus and air-cooled, the structure is one of

Widmanstatten plus grain boundary alpha or alpha', but now

within equlaxed prior beta grains, samples G-1 and W-2.

These samples, including the "Gleeble" cycled sample,

(thermally cycled as in the Lewis and Caplan (6) study, then

tested on reheating), all failed intergranularly when tested S

at 800 C, but transgranularly at the lower test -

temperatures. Other samples were cycled to a temperature

* high in the alpha plus beta range and quenched to transform 0

the beta between Widmanstatten platelets to martensite,

samples W-3 and W-4. Because martensite platelets have no

orientation relationship with the surrounding alpha, the

alpha/alpha' interfaces act as a barrier to slip. In these

structures continuous slip paths were limited to the width

of an individual alpha platelet. These samples behaved

identically to the previous set, indicating that the loss of

ductility is independent of slip path length.

Starke and his co-workers also addressed the

possibility that impurity segregation to the prior beta

grain boundaries was contributing to the hot ductility dip.

01
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It was pointed out that intergranular fracture associated

with grain-boundary embrittlement results in a smooth 5

fracture surface rather than the dimpled fracture associated

with the ductility dip. A thermally cycled sample was

tested at 800C following a hold time of 30 minutes. The

failure was intergranular, but occurred with more ductility

than the samples tested without a hold time. This implies

that equilibrium partitioning of impurities to the grain

boundary alpha/transformed beta interface was not a cause of

the ductility dip.

In the Starke investigation, the ductility of a

previously created microstructure was measured on heating.

It was assumed that the behavior seen resulted from the same

mechanism as the hot ductility dip seen on cooling in a .

rapid thermal cycle. This follows the premise that an

irreversible conditioning process occurs when a sample is -

thermally cycled to above the beta transus. Starke et. al.

(55) proposed that the conditioning process was the

creation of a specific microstructural condition, grain

boundary alpha plus transformed beta within equiaxed prior

beta grains.

3.1.3 Inouye and David

In an investigation of room temperature Impact

strength, David and Inouye (57) found that the impact

7..
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strength of Ti-6211 welds was drastically reduced by trace

quantities of boron present In the filler wire. Boron-rich

precipitates were observed on the fracture surfaces of

specimens thermally cycled to above the beta transus,

cooled, and broken at room temperature. It was not stated

whether these precipitates were believed to act as crack

initiation sites or simply indicated segregation of boron to

the grain boundaries. Further tests showed that the impact

strength of Ti-6211 Charpy specimens machined from as-cast

ingots could be reduced from 40 ft-lbs to 15 ft-lbs by the S

addition of 50 ppm boron. These investigators postulated

that the conditioning process associated with the hot

ductility dip may be a boron segregation to the beta grain S

boundaries during thermal cycling (58). No explanation was

given for the observation that the ductility of Ti-6211 is

increased by further cooling below the hot ductility dip S

region.

Inouye and David (51) also generated a partial CCT

diagram for Ti-6211. The transformation start and finish

points for this diagram lie between those reported by

Gordlne (50) and Damkroger (13). This is further evidence

that caution must be used In the application of any CCT

diagram. The procedures used by Inouye and David (51) in

the development of their diagram were not discussed.

'°. 4
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3.1.4 Ushkov

A study similar to that of Starke, et. .al (55) was

made on the hot ductility of several titanium alloys by

Ushkov (59). The results are presented in Figure 3.4. Both

coarse and fine-grained specimens were tested, with the

coarse-grained specimens showing a more severe ductility

loss than fine-grained specimens of the same composition. &

In general, all specimens showed a reduction in ductility in

the range of 600 C to 800 C. However, the coarse-grained

specimens showed a severe and equal loss of ductility for

all alloys. In the fine-grained material, the ductility

loss was a function of alloy content. In terms of alloy

content, the most severe ductility losses were associated

with the presence of 5%-6% Al and 2%-4% other additions.

Ti-8Sn and Ti-6AI did not show a ductility loss in the fine-

grained condition and were not included In the coarse-

grained condition. No speculations were made on the role of

alloy content on the extent or severity of the ductility

dip.

The mechanism of deformation and failure were analyzed

by metal lographic analysis of voids in samples of TI-6A1

deformed under differing conditions. It was found that at

high temperatures, void formation was observed at grain

boundaries and slip band intersections after only 5%-6%

-5
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deformation. These same samples did not fail until almost 0

100% reduction in area. In samples tested at lower

temperatures, void formation was not detected until

immediately prior to fracture and fracture occurred at much

lower deformation levels. No void formation was detected at

any deformation levels in samples tested at temperatures

within the beta region. The effect of strain rate was

investigated as well, the strain rate being varied from 3 X 0^

10-5/s to 5/s. It was found that the rate and extent of

void formation were increased by increases in strain rate.

This was interpreted as indicating that void nucleation was

affected more strongly by stress level than amount of strain

and that vacancy condensation was not responsible for the

nucleation of voids. Bi-axial tension and torsion tests

also resulted in the nucleation of voids, indicating that

shear as well as tensile stresses caused void formation

(59).

The results of the microstructural analysis in the
U.

Ushkov (59) investigation are in contrast to those of D

Starke, et. al. (55). Ushkov found that when the Ti-6AI

specimens were modified to produce either a martensitic

structure or a refinement of the alpha grain size, the

0ductility at 800 C was significantly increased. In this

case, the refined microstructure resulted in a

*AI
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homogenization of the deformation and a reduced tendency to S

form the intense slip bands associated with void formation.

3.1.5 Krlshnamohanrao, Kutumbarao, and Rao C'

These investigators combined data from the literature

and their own work to create failure maps for several

titanium alloys (60, 61). These fracture mechanism maps are

binary plots which identify the regions of stress cnd

temperature in which a particular failure mechanism is
zJ%

dominant. The maps plot the normalized tensile stress o/E

(where a is the nominal applied stress in creep tests or UTS

in tensile tests and E is Young's modulus) vs the homologous

temperature T/T . At low temperatures and high stresses,

the maps represent tensile tests. Above a certain point

(presumably a critical temperature but this was not

discussed) the mode of testing was changed to stress-
S

controlled creep testing. As is usually the case when data

is compiled from several sources, the starting materials and

microstructures, as well as the test procedures used, varied

widely. 
.

Examples of fracture maps for commercial-purity

titanium and Ti-6A1-4V are shown in Figure 3.5. The maps

for all of the alloys are similar and contain several

regions. At high stresses, failure is by dynamic fracture.

At slightly lower stress levels and temperatures be ow

,S:
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Figure 3.5(a) Fracture mechanism map for TI-6A1-4V
(60, 61). High temperature ductility .

loss failures occur at the intersection :
of the regions labelled ductile fracture,
dynamic fracture, and rupture.
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0.5T , the failure mechanism was identified as ductile S
m

fracture, characterized by a traditional "cup and cone" A.

fracture surface appearance. At still lower stresses and

temperatures in the range of 0.3-0.5Tm , the failures were by

either intergranular or transgranular creep failure, and at

temperatures above 0.5Tm , the samples failed by ductile

rupture. In some alloys, commercial-purity titanium for 0

example, the region of ductile fracture does not extend to

the lowest test temperatures. In these cases, a cleavage

failure region is also identified (60,61). S

The stress and temperature range used for preliminary

ductility testing of TI-6A]-4V is superimposed on the

ductility map for this alloy. As can be seen, the testing S

of Ti-64 was done primarily in the dynamic fracture range,

with some of the weakest specimens being in the rupture

region. This is in contrast with the appearance of the S

fracture surfaces. Only the the specimens which failed at

points within the rupture region appear as predicted by the

fracture map. The samples tested within the minimum S

ductility region have an appearance similar to that of those

in the intergranular creep rupture region. At lower

temperatures, the fracture appearance most closely resembles

those in the ductile fracture region. This sequence of

changing fracture surface appearance with temperature is as

.
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predicted by the fracture map but to occurs at stress levels

which are higher than predicted. Perhaps this discrepency

is due to the relatively low strain rate used in the testing

-5
which produced the failure mechanism maps, 3 X 10 /s. This

contrasts with the results of Ushkov (59) which showed that

very low strain rates could suppress the formation of voids

and result in very high ductility. This suggests that S

perhaps the strain rate used by Rao, et.al. (60,61) was too

low to highlight the existence of the low ductility region.

3.1.6 CSM Welding Research -

The weld cracking susceptibility of Ti-6211 and TI-64

has been investigated using the Varestraint test (13, 62-

66). In this test, a constant augmented strain is imposed

on a section of weldment which varies in temperature from . a-

just below the liquidus to some much lower temperature.

Following testing, the samples were examined and the extent

and location of cracking noted. The location of the

cracking, combined with thermal analysis of the weldments, a-

were then used to determine the thermal history of the

cracked region and the critical temperature of cracking

(63).

It was determined that Ti-64 was not susceptible to

cracking in either GTA or GMA welding. This was also found

with TI-6A1-2V, and quaternary alloys of Ti-6AI-2V plus 2,

-S-.
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4, and 6 Zr. In Ti-6211, cracking was observed in both the 0

fusion and heat-affected zones of GTA weldments and on the

fusion line of GMA weldments. This cracking is shown in

Figure 3.6 (63). In all cases, the cracking occurred by

ductile rupture along the prior beta grains, identical to

that seen in the hot ductility dip failures of Lewis and

Caplan (6). Fractographs of the weld crack surfaces are 0

shown in Figure 3.7. It was found that the cracking

temperature Increased as the heat Input increased and the

cooling rate decreased. When plotted on the CCT diagram of

Damkroger (13), the locus of points which define the

varestraint cracking falls within the beta to alpha

transformation, near the transformation finish, and in the

same temperature range as the hot ductility dip (66). This

was shown in Figure 3.3 (49,66). This suggests that the

transformation is related to the loss of ductility.

In all cases, the microstructures in the region of

cracking consisted of Widmanstatten plus grain boundary

alpha and alpha' in an equiaxed prior beta grain structure.

This microstructure, shown in Figure 3.8, is similar to

those seen by Lewis and Caplan (6). The large lenticular

patches which appear within the Widmanstatten matrix in Ti-

6211 have been identified by Lewis and Williams as alpha'

martensite. In comparison, Ti-64, which showed no tendency

10
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Figure 3.6 Varestraint weld cracks In autogenous GTA
weldments of TI-6211 (63). Both fusion zone
and heat-affected zone cracking can be seen.
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Figure 3.7 Fractographs of varestraint weld cracks in a,"
TI-6211 GTA weldmnent (63). Cracking Is .
macroscopically brittle (a), but occurs by "
localitzed cducti le rupture (c).
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'p

to crack, has a much finer structure, Figure 3.9. The Ti-64

microstructure also contains normal, fine, alpha'

martensite, and has a thicker grain boundary alpha film than

does Ti-6211. A similar observation was made regarding the

apparent microstructural dependence of the ductility loss

during a study of GMA weld varestraint cracking (66). In

the GMA welds, cracking occurred at the fusion line at the

root of the last bead deposited. The weld bead crown

however, which was subjected to the highest strain, did not

crack. The microstructure at the bead crown had

significantly finer transformation products within the

equlaxed prior beta grains as a result of a higher cooling

rate.

The effects of oxygen and nitrogen contamination were

also investigated. These results are presented in Figure

3.10 (63,64). It can be seen that both fusion zone and

neat-affected zone cracking Increase with oxygen and

nitrogen content up to apoproximately 0.15% n-itrogen or 0.2%
.

oxygen. Beyond these levels, cracking fell to essentially

zero. This was attributed to the change in prior beta grain

shape from equiaxed to elongated and the refinement of the

Widmanstatten structure.

Four main conclusions can be drawn from the CSM welding

research. The first is that the weld cracking seen in

JP

V.
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varestraint testing appears to be the same phenomenon as the

hot ductility dip (6). The second is that the loss of

ductility is associated with the beta to alpha

transformation. Third, the cracking is related to a

particular room temperature microstructure hence combination -.

of alloy content and transformation rate. The fourth

observation is that small amounts of oxygen and nitrogen

contamination increase the cracking susceptibility of Ti-

6211 (64).

3.1.7 Summary of High-Temperature Studies

A few general conclusions can be made regarding the-

high-temperature investigations which have been conducted to

date. The first is that the hot ductility dip and the

occurrence of weld cracking seem to be different

manifestations of the same phenomenon, a general loss of

ductility in the temperature range of the beta to alpha

transformation finish. The ductility loss is a function of
'°.

alloy content and seems to be tied to the presence of 5-6%-

Al and 2-3% other alloy elements. In terms of specific

elements, Sn and the Nb+Ta+Mo combination in Ti-6211 lead to

severe ductility losses. A specif'c combination of heat

treatment and alloy content appear to be responsible, one F-'S.

which produces a relatively coarse Widmanstatten plus grain

boundary alpha transformation structure within equiaxed

,".

f~S* U..'. .5'.~ . ~ ~. . '. ~ .~,5'.5 ~,5'~5'* ~ S.*'~ *S.* %* 5''N !
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prior beta grains. The ductility loss is also particularly S

severe in the case of large prior beta grains. These

microstructural conditions are relaxed in the case of Ti-

6211 where virtually all transformation structures seem •

equally susceptible to the ductility loss. Similarly, Ti-

Al-Sn ternary alloys also seem susceptible to the ductility

loss regardless of microstructural considerations.

3.2 Analysis of Existing Models

Two models have been specifically proposed to explain

the high temperature ductility loss in alpha-beta titanium

alloys. In the following section, these models will be

discussed individually and sunmarized with respect to the

body of data regarding the high temperature ductility loss.

3.2.1 Solute Partitioning Model

The solutepartitioning model, proposed by Lewis (6) 0

and presented schematically in Figure 3.11, states that the

underlying cause of the hot ductility dip is the solute

partitioning which occurs during the beta to alpha

transformation. Lewis (6, 49) has proposed that the element

partitioning is sulfur, and Inouye and DavId (57) have

suggested that it is boron. In this model, as the material

transforms the alpha is believed to reject impurities which

then coat the advancing interface. If the material is

,
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strained at this point in the transformation, slip is S

concentrated in the weaker beta matrix. The slip paths

terminate at the alpha/beta interface because the impurity

film prevents the slip from being transferred from the beta

to the alpha. This results in dislocation pile-ups,

localized stress concentration, and void nucleation at the

alpha/beta interface. In this model, the slip concentration

may be aided by a weakened solute-depleted zone near the

interface (67).

The failures associated with the high temperature

ductility loss are not typical of grain boundary

embrittlement failures. Unlike grain boundary

embrittlement, testing within a specific temperature range

Is required to achieve the high temperature ductility loss.

Further evidence is the appearance of the fracture surfaces

of the hot ductility dip samples, which are dimpled rather

than smooth (55). However, the solute partitioning model

maintains that the Impurity film is the controlling feature.

Without this film, slip in the beta phase would simply pass

to the alpha phase. In the solute partitioning model, the

behavior of different alloys is predicted because of changes
%.1

in the solubility of these alloys for Impurities (67).

A second difficulty with the solute partitioning model 5. _

Is its failure to explain the observed effect of cooling

* •S
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rate on the hot ductility dip behavior. In rapidly cooled A

Ti-6211 welds, varestraint cracking was suppressed (66).

These welds had a Widmanstatten plus grain boundary alpha or

alpha' structure at room temperature. Therefore, any non-

equilibrium solute build-up associated with the formation

and movement of an allotriomorphic alpha interface must have

* existed in these welds, yet they did not crack. One

possible way to interpret this within the solute

partitioning model Is to instead say that the ductility dip

results from an equilibrium partitioning of the impurities

to the interface. However, Starke et. al. (55) found that

ductility was increased in samples held at the test

temperature prior to testing. A third problem with the

solute partitioning model Is that rejection of impurities by

the advancing alpha interface has not been demonstrated

(68). S

It is apparent that a strain concentration mechanism is

necessary to create the loss in high temperature ductility.

This point is not directly contested by the proponents of

the solute partitioning model. This model simply states

that, while a strain concentration is necessary, it will not

cause the ductility dip without the presence of an impurity

film (67).

V.

."%' 

b%.
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3.2.2 Differential Strength Model

The differential strength model, developed by Starke, ,

et. al. (55), is schematically represented in Figure

3.12. In this model the critical condition is the existence

of a grain boundary alpha film and an equiaxed prior beta

grain structure. During the beta to alpha transformation,

allotriomorphic alpha is nucleated and grows at the boundary 0

between two beta grains. Because these grains have

different orientations, the alpha will generally have the

Burgers relationship with only one of the beta grains. This

model proposes that a Burgers related alpha/beta interface

will permit the transfer of slip between the two phases, but

a non-Burgers related Interface will not. In contrast to

the work of Lewis and Caplan, (6, Figure 3.2) this model

also maintains that the grain-boundary alpha film Is weaker

0 45%$
at 800 C than the transformed beta grain itself. When

loaded, the strain is concentrated in the weaker grain

boundary alpha and blocked at a non-Burgers related

alpha/beta or alpha/matrix interface. This results in

dislocation pile-ups, stress concentration, and void %

nucleation. This mechanism is similar to that proposed for %

two-phase titanium alloys at room temperature by Greenfield

and Margolin (28). In the differential strength model, a

grain boundary alpha film Is required to provide the strain

0]

" IJi' % % .'.. ' '.''.. j-'-' '.-; '..% ., i '.'.'. '... ' -, "-."".'',"",""," ." ." . . " ." .."• . " " " •" J"
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concentration adjacent to a non-Burgers related interface. S

Equlaxed prior beta grains are necessary to insure that a %

grain boundary film will be favorably oriented for slip (54-

56).

The differential strength model directly addresses only

the case of a grain boundary alpha film coexisting with beta

or a transformed beta matrix, and isothermal testing of a

stable microstructure. However, the insensitivity to

transformation structure observed by Starke, et. al. (55)

was taken as an indication that the results would be the

same for testing on cooling during a rapid thermal cycle.

In the development of the differential strength model, the NW

alloy to alloy variation of the ductility dip is not

specifically discussed. It Is Implied that changes In alpha

and beta compositions are believed to alter the strengths

and perhaps slip systems of the two phases, hence, the

extent of strain localization (69).

Difficulties arise with the differential strength model

as well. It has been shown that the severity and

temperature of the ductility loss are functions of cooling

rate (49,62-66). In particular, the ductility dip is

substantially ameliorated In samples either cooled very

rapidly or held at the test temperature prior to testing.

In both cases, the kinetics of the beta to alpha

VA

U %
~ '.~.pV//'I .*. .. ' ~ * . .C* >*~ ~ N~ " % -
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transformation and thus the transformation structures were 0

altered. It is possible that the scope of the Starke

investigation (55) was too narrow to discover these

differences. Similarly, in samples tested on heating in a

second thermal cycle, the loss of ductility was not as

severe as that seen on cooling in the initial thermal cycle

(6, 55). This suggests that the dynamic conditions of the

rapid thermal cycle at least accentuate the loss of

ductility.

The most severe shortcoming of the differential

strength model is its failure to adequately explain the

observed alloy dependence of the hot ductility dip. This

model Is contingent on the strength of the transformed beta

being greater than the grain boundary alpha. This conflicts

with the results of Lewis and Caplan on alloys other than

Ti-6211 (6, Figure 1.1). Lewis and Caplan found that Ti-

6A1, an alpha alloy, had a significant loss of high

temperature ductility, but unalloyed titanium did not. This .,.

indicates that the addition of aluminum, which partitions to

and strengthens the grain boundary alpha film, is associated '_

with the hot ductility dip (1, 6). This is the opposite of

the relationship required in the differential strength 0

model. Similarly, in welds deliberately contaminated with
.4..

oxygen and nitrogen, also effective alpha strengtheners,
4.bI
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weld cracking was increased (63, 64). S

3.2.3 Summary of Existing Models U

Strain localization Is a central feature of both

models. The solute partitioning model states that it occurs

in a weaker beta phase and in impurity film prevents it from

being transferred to the alpha phase. The differential

strength model maintains that It occurs in a weaker grain

boundary alpha film and that a non-Burgers-related

alpha/beta interface causes dislocation pile--ups and void

nucleation. In the differential strength model, the V'

irreversible conditioning is believed to be the creation of

a susceptible microstructure. Any sample possessing this

microstructure, grain boundary alpha surrounding equiaxed

prior beta grains, is susceptible to low-ductility

intergranular failure when tested at the critical

temperature. In the solute partitioning model, the

conditioning is the coating of the grain boundary alpha/beta

interface with in impurity film. Once this film is created,

the sample will display a ductility loss, the severity of

which is controlled by the extent of strain localization. N.

It is apparent then that the existing models for the

hot ductility dip in titanium alloys cannot be viewed as

definitive. It is the purpose of this thesis to propose an
, %

alternative model and to evaluate this model within the

li
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context of a general investigation of the high temperature S

ductility of alpha-beta titanium alloys.

3.3 Lattice Incompatibility Model

The lattice incompatibility model was initially

conceived by B.B. Rath of the Naval Research Laboratory

(70). This model proposes that the major cause of the hot

ductility dip is the lattice incompatibility associated with

the beta to alpha transformation. As the material cools,

the beta to alpha transformation begins at the beta grain

boundaries, creating a grain boundary alpha film followed by

Widmanstatten colonies. This situation exists over a narrow

temperature range prior to the transformation 
of the bulk W%

beta grain. Because the close-packed hcp alpha is more 4A

dense than the bcc beta, the transformation results in a

volumetric contraction. This Is shown in Figure 3.13, a

plot of relative dilation versus temperature for Ti-6211

cooled at 4C/s. The result of this contraction Is that a

tensile stress is imposed on the grain boundary alpha region

and advancing alpha/beta Interface. This state exists until

the bulk grain transforms. The lattice incompatibility

model ,oroposes that this stress is related to the high

temperature ductility loss sometimes seen in titanium alloys

(28). The lattice Incompatibility model is shown

schematically in Figure 3.14.

S
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With the lattice incompatibility model, the varying 0

susceptibility of different alloys is predicted. The

specific alloy additions alter the lattice parameters of the

alpha and beta phases, affecting the transformation stress.

Data on element partitioning and lattice parameter effects

in titanium alloys is limited. However, the general

observations that can be made based on the existing data
tend to support the lattice incompatibility model. Pearson

(71) published a compilation of the lattice parameters of

several binary systems. The data for binary alloys based on

titanium is shown in Figure 3.15. This figure shows that

aluminum reduces the lattice parameters of the alpha phase.

Because aluminum partitions to the alpha phase, the effect

of aluminum is to increase the relative contraction and '1

accentuate the tensile stress developed during the

transformation. This is consistent with the data of Lewis._

and Caplan (6) which shows that a minimum amount of aluminum

is necessary to cause the ductility loss.

Figure 3.15 also shows the effects of several beta

stabilizing elements on the lattice parameters of the beta

phase. Vanadium and molybdenum contract the beta lattice

while niobium and tantalum either slightly enlarge the @

lattice or have no effect. This also consistent with the

observed alloy variations. Lewis and Caplan (6) and Hayduk,

' ' "' i" ' ' ; .... .. ."'"-' ..... '"'" '{'' ' S
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et. al. (63, 64) found that Ti-64 is far less susceptible to 0

the ductility loss and to varestraint weld cracking than is

Ti-621 I.

The lattice incompatibility model is also consistent

%
with the observed effect of cool ing rate on minimum

ductility temperature, an effect seen In both Gleeble and

Varestr3int testing (49, 63-66). If the critical event is

the development of stress during the beta to alpha

transformation, Lhe region of minimum ductility for any

given alloy should be related to the beta to alpha

transformation. This was shown in Figure 3.3, a plot of .'

minimum ductility temperatures and varestraint cracking

temperatures superimposed on the Ti-6211 CCT diagram of

Damkroger. .

Similarly, the lattice incompatibility model explains

why the ductility dip may be reduced by rapid cooling. For

a given alloy, the amount of transformation at the prior

grain boundaries, hence the amount of transformation stress

developed, is reduced as the cooling rate Is increased. An

additional consideration is that as the cooling rate is

increased, the transformation temperature Is reduced. If

the materials' response to the transformation stress

requires plastic deformation, it wil1 be reduced if the '

transformation occurs at lower temperatures.

% V . W
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There are several possible mechanisms by which the S

tensile stress developed during the beta to alpha

transformation may contribute to the ductility loss. The

simplest explanation Is a superposition of the

transformation stress and an applied stress. Because both

stresses will be a maximum at the grain boundary

alpha/matrix interface, the result is void nucleation at

this interface. A corallary to this is to assume that the

transformation stress increases the triaxiality of the local

applied stress state In the Interface region. This also

results in increased void nucleation and growth, effects
'A

which have been documented in Ti-64 (59, 72). In this case,

the temperature dependence of the ductility loss represents

a situation which meets two condition. The first Is that

that the applied stress is concentrated at the interface and

the second is that the bulk strength of the material is low

enough for the residual stress in the grain boundary region

to be a significant portion of the local fracture strength.

A second possible way in which the transformation

stress may contribute to the hot ductility dip is by the

accommadation of this stress by local plastic flow. One

result of this plastic flow could be the direct nucleation

of microvoids. This explanation is also consistent with

the observed temperature dependence. The criteria here is
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again a situation where the deformation characteristics 0

concentrate stress at the interface and where the bulk

material strength is low enough for the pre-existing void

nuclei to significantly contribute to the fracture.

Plastic flow caused by the transformation stress could

also create regions of high dislocation density near the

interface. This substructure then interacts with

dislocations moving in response to an applied stress to

nucleate voids. Support for this mechanism exists In that

dislocation substructures have been seen in the interface

phase, which forms under conditions similar to those

associated with the hot ductility dip (15-18). This Idea

has also been discussed In other systems and is sometimes 0

referred to as one type of geometrically required

dislocation density. A dislocation substructure would also

affected by transformation rate and the elastic properties

of the two phases.

A third possible result of the transformation stress is

the creation of an excess concentration of vacancies which

condense to form microvoids. The excess quantity of

vacancies could result from the rapid generation and climb

of dislocations caused by the Incompatibility at the

interface. One such mechanism is the grain boundary source

model of Price and Hirth (73), where the grain boundaries
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act as a continuous source of screw dislocations. At high 0

temperatures, the excess vacancies could rapidly diffuse

along the interface and coalesce into large vacancy

complexes, and eventually, microvoids. This type of

condensation process was shown to occur in copper at 400 0 C -

500°C by Hull and Rimmer (74).

Regardless of their specifics, all of these mechanisms g

share the basic premise of the lattice incompatibility

model. This premise is that the extent of the ductility

loss can be related to the extent of the lattice

incompatibility between the beta and alpha phases. This *5-;.

model and investigation are based on a simple volumetric .-

interpretation of lattice incompatibility. Ideally, the

effect of the alpha c/a ratio on lattice Incompatibility and

transformation stress would also be investigated.

Similarly, lattice parameter gradients resulting from non-

equilibrium partitioning would be considered as well.

The lattice incompatibility concept requires that three

criteria be met to cause the high temperature ductility

loss. The first is that the alloy be of a susceptible

composition. The magnitude of the volumetric contraction is

controlled by the composition of the alpha and beta phases.

Second, the beta to alpha transformation must be traversed

at an acceptable cooling rate to insure that the grain

S
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boundary alpha plus beta microstructure exists at some

point. The third criteria is that the transformation occur

at a sufficiently high temperature to allow either local I'p.

plastic deformation, void nucleation, or vacancy diffusion

and condensation to take place. If these criteria are met

and the material is tested within the critical temperature

range, the lattice incompatibility model predicts that low

ductility will result.

S/
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE S

This investigation was designed to evaluate the lattice

incompatibility model of Rath (4) within the context of an

overall investigation of the high temperature ductility of

alpha-beta titanium alloys. Specifically, the experimental

procedure consisted of four sections. The first section, a

series of Initial screening tests, was used to establish

that the high-temperature ductility loss reported by Lewis

and Caplan (6, 49) could be duplicated using the CSM Gleeble

test facility. These tests were also used to develop a hot

ductility testing procedure. The second section of the

investigation was the development of CCT diagrams for each 0

of the model alloys and an analysis of their microstructures

with respect to phase stability and transformation kinetics.

The third section was the calculation of the beta to alpha

lattice incompatibility of each alloy based on high- ;5.

temperature lattice parameter measurements and radial .
.4

dilatometry. The final step of the experimental procedure

was high temperature tensile testing of six specific alloys.

The results of these tests were combined to characterize the

high temperature deformation behavior of alpha-beta titanium

alloys with respect to alloy content, lattice

incompatibility, and transformed microstructure.

.4"
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4.1 Initial Screening Tests

The alloys used in the initial testing were Ti-6211,

Ti-64, and Ti-6A1-2V-2Zr. The compositions of these alloys

are included in Table 4.1. Hot ductility tests were run

using the Gleeble 1500 thermal mechanical testing facility.

This consisted of tensile testing, on cooling, samples which

had been thermally cycled to above the beta transus. A

procedure was chcsen which consisted of:

1) heating to 1200 C in two minutes at a constant rate

2) holding for 5 minutes at 1200 0 C

3) cooling at 10°C/s to the test temperature and

testing upon reaching the test temperature.

Prior to the selection of this procedure, several

aspects of the test technique were evaluated. Two

parameters which were examined were annealing time and .. j .%

temperature, and effective strain rate.

4.1.1 Annealing Time and Temperature

The annealing time and temperature control the prior

beta grain size, which has been shown to Influence high .

0
temperature ductility (59). Five minutes at 1200 C was

found to be long enough to insure complete transformation to

beta and to provide a consistent prior beta grain size of

approximately 0.3 mm. In some cases, other combinations of

annealing time and temperature were used. These will be
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Table 4.1

Compositions of Materials Used

Al loy Composition in Weight Percent

Al V 0 H N Fe

CP Ti
(1) 0.1 0.002 0.11 0.09

Ti-6A1
(2) 5.89

TI-6A1 -2V
(2) 5.91 1.98
(3) 5.42 2.05 0.126 0.003 0.04
(4) 6.05 2.03 0.107 0.001

Ti-6A1-4V .
(1) 6.10 4.20 0.200 0.009 0.02 0.02
(5) 6.00 4.10 0.200 0.007 0.02 0.18
(2) 5.98 4.02 0.04. . .-'

Ti -6A 1 -6V
(2) 5.96 5.82 0.09
(3) 5.91 6.09 0.095 0.002 0.06
(4) 5.76 5.93 0.116 0.003 0.05

Al Mo 0 H N Fe

Ti-6A1-2Mo
(2) 5.83 1.80 0.01

TI-6AI-4Mo
(2) 5.83 4.01 0.04

TI-6A1-6Mo
(2) 5.86 6.39 0.02

,* 1'-

S,4
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

Alloy Composition in Weight Percent

A] Nb 0 H N Fe

Ti-6Al-2Nb
(2) 6.23 2.14 0.01

Ti-6A1-6Nb
(2) 6.03 6.38 0.02

Ti-6Al-4Nb
(2) 6.06 4.32 0.02
(3) 6.36 4.06 0.093 0.001 0.04
(4) 6.25 3.93 0.040 0.003 0.04 O

Al Mo Ta Nb 0 H N Fe

TI-6211
(1) 5.7 0.68 1.0 2.1 0.068 0.010 0.004 0.04
(6) 6.0 0.81 0.9 1.9 0.071 0.009 0.005 0.09
(7) 5.9 0.60 0.9 2.0 0.056 0.011 0.008 0.09

A V Nb 0 H N Fe

0
TI-6AI-2V-2NB

(3) 5.69 1.92 1.70 0.103 0.006 0.06
(4) 5.67 2.13 1.92 0.109 0.004 0.11

S.~
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

Sources of Material Used

(as Noted Above)

(1) 0.25 in. diameter rod supplied by Astro Metallurgical,
1st batch

(2) 250g buttons supplied by TIMET 0

(3) 0.5 in. diameter rod supplied by TIMET, ingot top

(4) 0.5 in. diameter rod supplied by TIMET, ingot bottom

(5) 0.25 in. diameter rod supplied by Astro Metallurgical, 0
2nd batch

(6) 0.5 in. thick plate supplied by RMI, Hayduk thesis
material (H)

(7) 0.5 in. thick plate supp)ied by RM], last material
-no varestraint cracking (N)

% ..

vi.
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noted in the discussion of the hot ductility test results.

4.1.2 Effective Strain Rate

The selection of effective strain rate was important to .-

insure that the tensile testing was carried out under

isothermal conditions and to insure sample to sample , A
4

consistency. Because the Gleeble is a closed-loop N

(feedback-controlled) system, the actual tensile testing had

to be done with the heat turned off. Too low a strain rate

allowed the sample to cool prior to fracture but too high a

strain rate resulted in excessive adiabatic heating of the

sample. This problem, manifested as the inability to

accurately control the specimen temperature during tensile

testing, can be seen in the Gleeble test results of Lewis

(49). Because of this, the results of his ductility mapping

are confused by the uncertainty of exactly what 
%

microstructure was being testing in any given situation.

Several factors combine to determine the effective

strain rate in a Gleeble specimen, including sample N.

configuration and material, test temperature and

longitudinal thermal gradient, and programmed crosshead

displacement rate. The specimens used in the initial

screening tests were 6.3 mm diameter rods, approximately 10

cm long and threaded on both ends. When loaded in the

Gleeble test system, this sample configuration resulted in a

,
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free span of approximately 2 cm, as shown in Figure 4.1.

The specimen is clamped between water cooled copper

jaws and resistance heated by passing a current through the

sample. Specimen temperature is monitored by a 0.010" .•

diameter thermocouple spot welded to the specimen surface at

the center of the free span. Type R (Pt versus Pt-13%Rh)

thermocouples were used. The programmed temperature Is

maintained at the specimen cross-section to which the

thermocouple is mounted. This, combined with the water

cooled jaws, creates a longitudinal thermal gradient in the

sample, shown in Figure 4.2. Because of this gradient, the

deformation is concentrated in an effective gauge length, a

small portion of material at the specimen center. The 0

longitudinal thermal gradient has been extensively

characterized by Duffers Scientific, Inc., the manufacturer

of the Gleeble (75). They have found that for a wide range

of test temperatures, the effective gauge length is the

portion of the sample at a temperature higher than

approximately 90% of the peak temperature. Duffers has

reported that for most situations, "carbon steel" has an

effective gauge length of approximately 25% of the free ell

span. For "stainless steel", which has a thermal

conductivity nearer to that of titanium, they reported that

the effective gauge length is about 33. of the free span.

S -
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This value, 33% of the free span, was used by Lewis in the 0

calculation of his effective strain rates (49). This value

also agrees with examination of failed specimens. In

samples that failed at temperatures above room temperature,

the deformation was contained in the center 1/3 of the free

span. Based on this, the effective gauge length for

constant diameter titanium rods with a 15mm - 25mm free span

was defined as the center 33% of the free span. However, if

the sample has a substantially longer or shorter free span N

the effective gauge length will change. Also, if the sample S

contains a reduced section, the effective gauge length will

be a portion of the reduced length which is larger than 33%.

Crosshead displacement rates from 0.01 cm/s to 10 cm/s S

were used. This led to effective strain rates of

approximately 0.0015 s to 15 s The ductility behavior

was not observed to change over this range of strain rates.

This agrees with the results of Lewis (49). Therefore, it

was determined that changes in specimen geometry would not

greatly affect the results of the hot ductility testing. A

crosshead displacement rate of I cm/s was chosen for the

remainder of the investigation. This value was selected as

best minimizing both sample cooling and adiabatic heating.

0

'S
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4.1.3 Results of Initial Screening Tests 0

The initial screening tests showed that the hot

ductility dip reported by Lewis and Caplan (6) could be

reproduced using the CSM Gleeble facility. Ductility,

measured as reduction in area, is shown as a function of c
temperature for Ti-6211, Ti-64, and TI-6A1-2V-2Zr In Figure -'-

0
4.3. When tensile tested during cooling at 10 C/s, Ti-6211 S

was found to have a large ductility loss, Ti-64 a small

loss, and Ti-6AI-2V-2Zr a moderate loss.

4.2 CCT Diagram Development

Partial CCT diagrams, covering the range of cooling

rates used in the hot ductility mapping, were developed for

several model alpha-beta alloys. Tne alloys studied in this

and the following sections of the experimental procedure are

listed in Table 4.2. Prior work (6, 59) has shown that the

hIgh temperature ductility loss Is associated with the

presence of 5%-6% aluminum in combination with a beta

stabilizer. Therefore, the alloy matrix was based on Ti- V

6A1. Vanadium, molybdenum, and niobium each affect the beta

lattice parameters differently, Figure 3.15, so these

elements were chosen as ternary additions to evaluate the

lattice Incompatibility effect. These elements also differ

in their effect on phase stability, and ranked in terms of

decreasing beta stabilization, have the order: vanadium,
'M
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L

Table 4.2

Matrix of Alloys Tested

Alloy Tests Performed
OCT Lattice Parameters Hot Ductility

unalloyed

titanium x X X

Ti-6A] x x x

Ti-6AI-2V X x x
4V xx x
6V x x x

TI-6A1-2Mo x x A

414o x
6Mo x x

TI-6A1--2Nb x X
4Nb x X x 0
6Nb x x

Ti-6211 x x x

Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb x x x 4

0
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niobium, and molybdenum (7,76-78). In the absence of 0

information regarding the effect of these elements on the

kinetics of the beta to alpha transformation, it was hoped

that these alloys would also provide a wide range of

microstructures. Other alloys investigated included

unalloyed titanium (CP Ti), Ti-6AI-2Nb-ITa-O.8Mo (Ti-6211),

and a series of Ti-6AI-2V-Zr quaternary alloys. These S

alloys were included primarily because of their ready

availability and technological importance.

The purpose of the initial alloy matrix was twofold. •

First, it was used to document the transformation behavior A,

and the lattice incompatibility of these specific alloys.

This allowed specific alloys to be chosen for hot ductility S

testing which, on the basis of the lattice incompatibility

model, were expected to display a given type of hot

ductility behavior. The second purpose of the alloy matrix S

was to provide a data base from which to predict the

transformation behavior and to estimate the lattice

incompatibility of alloys not specifically included in the

matrix, but containing the same alloying elements. ,..

The alloys in the initial matrix were obtained from

several sources, with commercially available material being

used whenever possible. Several alloys were f b-icatpd at

the Naval Research Laboratory in the form of small ingots,

'.

- s . r a ,-.- . -". , ." . .- J . - , .
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.~v%

or buttons. These ingots were triple-arc-remelted in a S

purified argon atmosphere, then beta-worked and beta

annealed in air. The final ingots were ground to remove the

interstitial-contaminated layer, picklIr. in a mild version

of Kroll's reagant, and analyzed for content of the major A.

alloying elements using wavelength-dispersive-spectroscopy. V%

The hardness of these buttons was also tested as a screen S

for excessive interstitial content (79). Additional 250

gram ingots were provided by TIMET, supplied in the hot-

rolled condition. These ingots were homogenized for 6 hours
'.1. '.

at 11000C, cold-rolled 15%, and recrystallized for 30

seconds at 1000 0 to produce a prior beta grain size of

approximately 0.1 - 0.5 mm. The bulk of the Ti-64 and Ti-

6211 used In this investigation, and the CP Ti, were

supplied by Astro Metallurgical in the form of beta-worked

0.25 in. diameter rod. Additional Ti-64 and Ti-6211 were

supplied by TIMET and RMI in the form of either beta-worked %

plate or alpha-beta worked plate. The compositions of all

materials are given in Table 4.1.

The CCT diagrams were developed for these alloys using

radial dilatometry and the Gleeble 1500 thermal mechanical

testing system. The sample and dilatometer configurations

are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.4. The samples were

thermally cycled as described In the initial hot ductility

0,o

.vJ
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testing and cooled at constant rates varying between

000.17 C/s and 100°C/s. Constant cooling rates were selected

for their consistency, repeatability, and ease of

programming. The transformation start and finish

temperatures were detected by a slope change in the radial

dilation when plotted against temperature, Figure 3.13, and

verified by metallographic examination. When cooling rates

of 500C/s or higher were used, the conductive cooling

through the jaws in the Gleeble was not adequate to prevent

a slight thermal arrest during the transformation. In some

instances, this could be prevented by flooding the specimen

surface (and inside surface of tubluar specimens) with

helium. However, in cases where a thermal arrest did occur,

only a transformation start was recorded. At the highest

cooling rates used, helium quenching was combined with a

very short specimen free span. The dilatometry fixture

could not be used In these cases so the transformation start

was detected by the start of the thermal arrest, and no

transformation finish temperature was noted. Figure 4.5 0

shows the CCT diagram developed for Ti-6211.

It is important to again note that caution must be used

when attempting to apply a CCT curve to any situation other

than the one under which it was developed. In the case of

this study, the cooling cycles and specimen geometries used

A.°l
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in the CCT diagram development were identical to those used '

in the hot ductility studies and the dilatometry/thermal

expansion coefficient determination.

The feasibility of using neutron diffraction to make

in-situ measurements of transformation kinetics was

examined. Preliminary work was done in this area using the

facility at the Danish National Laboratory at RisO. The S

procedure used was to monitor the diffracted intensity of

the beta phase as it diminished during the transformation.

The experimental setup was not sufficiently developed to S

obtain data which could be used to accurately fit kinetic

equations. However, the potential of the technique was

demonstrated and the transformation start and finish points S

measured agreed reasonably well with those obtained

dilatomtetrically. A report of the neutron diffraction

transformation kinetics measurements is included as Appendix S

A..
A. -, ,.'

4.3 Lattice Incompatibility Measurements '
01

The investigation of the lattice incompatibility model

required that the correspondence between lattice

incompatibility and hot ductility dip susceptibility be

established. Ideally, this required that the lattice

parameters of both phases be known during the beta to alpha '.

transformation. Unfortunately, the measurement of

.. .. ,V

Si
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diffraction peak positions several times a second during

continuous cooling conditions was not possible with the

available experimental facilities. In lieu of this, the

lattice Incompatibility was determined by combining two

techniqes, lattice parameter measurements made using high-

temperature wavelength-dispersive x-ray diffraction and

radial dilatometry. Each of these tests will first be S

discussed individually, and then with respect to the

procedure for the calculation of lattice incompatibility

values. S

Although not used in this investigation, lattice

parameter measurements were also made using energy-

dispersive spectroscopy at tne Synchrotron Radiation S

Facility at Stanford University, and using neutron

diffraction at the Danish National Laboratory at RisO.

These results are presented in Appendix B. S

4.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction

The equilibrium lattice parameters of the alpha and 4.

beta phases of the model alloys were measured at CSM using

three facilities. The room temperature lattice parameters

were measured using the room temperature diffractometers in

both the Metallurgical Engineering and Physics departments.

The Metallurgical Department facility uses a Philips XRG

3100 generator, a scintillation detector, and output to a

'wV
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chart recorder. The Physics Department system uses a Rlgaku

Rotaflex RU-200 Rotating Anode generator, a scintillation

detector, and i3 controlled via a Rigaku MCD Control/Data

Processing Unit. Again, output is to a strip-chart

recorder. The high temperature measurements were made on

the Metallurgical Engineering Department high temperature

diffraction system. This system consists of a Philips XRG S

3000 generator and a proportional counter, with

Philips/Carpenter electronics and output to a strip chart

recorder. A Philips/MRC high vacuum, high temperature 0

specimen chamber was used after being modified to meet the

particular requirements of this investigation (discussed

later). Cu K radiation was used in all cases. Because
a

low-angle peaks were used, the K-alpha and K-alpha 11

doublets could not be resolved. Therefore, a weighted

average of their wavelengths, 1.54184 A, was used as the

wavelength of radiation (80). The strip-chart recorder V..I*

traces were evaluated manually and the peak positions were C-

taken to be the peak center at half-maximum intensity.

Specimens were prepared by mechanically grinding to a

600 grit finish, pickling in a solution of 2% HF, 30. HNO3 , .

and 68% H2 0, and rinsing in methanol. Room-temperature

measurements used bulk specimens of several different sizes
4'

and geometries. Two commonly used sizes were 20mm X 20mm X

Sl

I.'
S '
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* .,

4mm, and 35mm X 6mm X 4rm.

For the high temperature testing, the Philips/MRC

specimen chamber was modified to meet the requirements of %

this investigation. The specific requirements of this

investigation, combined with the limitations of the existing

equipment, were unusual enough to prevent the use of -',

established experimental techniques (81). Obviously, the

specimen had to be kept flat and held in place in the

focussing circle. However, because the experimental setup

used a horizontal goiniometer, the specimen had to be held S

vertically. Above room temperature, the Irradiated area of "

the specimen also had to be maintained at a constant, known

temperature, and be kept free of Interstitial contamination.

The final requirement was that no material other than the N

sample be in the irradiated area.

Three sample configurations were developed to meet

these requirements, and are shown in Figure 4.6. The bulk

of the data was obtained using the configuration shown in

Figure 4.6(c) and Figure 4.7. This final specimen

configuration was a plate, 35mm X 6mm X 1mm, with a 3mm hole

in one end and a 1mm hole in the other end. The sample .. 1

spanned water cooled supports and was resistively heated.

One end of the specimen was clamped to the support and the

other end was held in place by a spring which was pre-loaded

J4
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Figure 4.7 High-temperature x-ray sample, holder, and
chamber assembly.
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so that it exerted a tensile load on the specimen. Because 0

of the large volumetric expansion that occurs when alpha

transforms to beta, this tensile loading was needed to keep

the specimen relatively flat and in the focussing circle for

beta measurements. A 0.010 in. diameter thermocouple spot-

welded to the underside of the specimen surface was used to

monitor the specimen temperature. Both type K (Chromel- "

Alumel) and type R (Pt versus Pt-13%Rh) thermocouples were

used with a reference junction maintained at approximately

room temperature. The thermocouple output was then adjusted .

to reflect the use of a room-temperature reference junction

rather than 0 C. All high-temperature lattice parameter

measurements were made in flowing high-purity helium.

Specimen appearance was used as a method of monitoring the

extent of interstitial contamination, and data from samples

which showed evidence of extensive contamination was

discarded. The high-temperature specimen and chamber

configuration is shown in Figure 4.7.

To maximize the accuracy of the lattice parameter S

measurements, it was necessary to compensate for errors

inherent in the x-ray diffraction procedure. The steps take A

to minimize interstitial contamination have already been

discussed. Additionally, two particular sources of error

were addressed in the procedures developed for processing

..
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the x-ray diffraction data. These are gross misalignment of S

the specimen due to incorrect specimen loading, and the

systematic errors inherent in mechanical diffractometry in

general.

4.3.1.1 Misalignment Due to Specimen Loading The

alignment of the high temperature diffractometer varied

somewnat from sample to sample because of the manual nature

of the specimen loading and alignment procedures.

Therefore, the diffraction peak positions measured in either

of the room-temperature diffractometers, which were far more

reproducable, were used as standard values. These values

are given in Table 4.3. The high temperature diffraction

peak positions for each sample were then normalized to these

standard values. This was done by duplicating the room

temperature runs with the high temperature dlffractometer

and comparing the individual peak positions from the two

data sets to obtain a correction factor for each peak. This

correction factor was then applied to all high temperature

measurements of that particular (hkl) diffraction peak

position in that sample. This procedure is illustrated in

Table 4.4. For the beta phase, room temperature diffraction

peaks were usually not available for direct comparison. In

these cases, the correction factor for the beta peaks was

obtained by interpolation between the correction factors of

• 0
°.N12-if 2

uei ,u' . ,,I . %j,, VC .%'' Z \ , . " "
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Table 4.3 0

Standard Values for Room Temperature Diffraction Peaks

( = 1.54184 A)

Alloy 28 (0) for listed hkl reflections
010 002 011 012 110 103 112 201

Ti 35.39 38.38 40.44 53.25 63.44 70.67 76.72 77.40

Ti-6A1
35.44 38.59 40.46 53.19 63.48 76.77 78.08

Ti-6Al-2V
35.46 38.56 40.50 53.41 63.60 71.11 76.93 78.17

TI-6AI-4V
35.45 38.53 40.48 53.34 63.59 71.04 76.85 78.16

Ti-6Al-6V r -r

35.46 38.60 40.57 53.43 63.77 71.20 77.02 78.30

Ti-6AI-2Mo
35.20 38.43 40.25 53.18 63.26 70.89 76.53 77.84

Ti -6A l -4Mo
35.35 38.41 40.42 53.22 63.41 70.95 76.77 78.01V

TI-6AI-6Mo
35.42 38.63 40.48 53.33 63.60 71.08 76.88 78.14

Ti-6A1-2Nb
35.25 38.43 40.24 53.15 63.29 70.79 76.49 77.79

Ti-6AI-4Nb
35.30 40.41 53.20 63.36 70.88 76.68 77.93

lop.
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Table 4.3 (cont.)
lV

Alloy 2e (o) for listed hkl reflections

010 002 Ol 012 110 103 112 201

Ti-6AI-6Nb
35.32 38.40 40.40 53.30 63.41 70.89 76.81 78.15

Ti-621 1
35.32 38.47 40.37 53.18 63.28 70.85 76.60 77.85

Ti-6A l-2V-2Nb
35.35 38.46 40.43 53.26 63.51 71.02 76.82 78.10

.S.w

Sz
ftI

-:S
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Table 4.4

Example of Diffraction Peak Correction Procedure

(Shown for TI-6AI-2Nb)

Temperature hkl 28 28 Correction 28
Standard Corrected

RT 010 35.39 35.25 -0.19 35.25
002 38.54 38.43 -0.11 38.43
01l 40.46 40.24 -0.22 40.24
012 53.30 53.15 -0.15 53.15
110 63.50 63.29 -0.21 63.29
112 76.77 76.49 -0.28 76.49
201 78.03 71.79 -0.24 77.79 S

2500C 010 35.31 -0.19 35.17
002 38.42 -0.11 38.31
01 40.37 -0.22 40.15
012 53.15 -0.15 53.00
110 63.33 -0.21 63.12 0
112 76.51 -0.28 76.23

500°C 010 35.19 -0.19 35.05
002 37.31 -0.11 38.20
Oi1 40.22 -0.22 40.00
012 53.00 -0.15 52.85 •
110 63.16 -0.21 62.95
112 76.34 -0.28 76.06
201 77.56 -0.24 77.32

.% ..-

.. ...

S_

S %
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..v

surrounding alpha phase peaks. 0

4.3.1.2 Systematic Errors A second source of error in

lattice parameter calculation based on x-ray diffraction is

the error in measurement of the peak positions themselves.

Based on Bragg's law, nA = 2dsin(e), the effect that an

error in peak position measurement, A8, has on calculated

plane spacing, Ad, can be expressed as a function of e,

d(d)/d = -cot(e) de. Ideally, diffraction peaks occurring

near 29 = 180 would be used because -cot(e) = 0 at 29 =

1800 so an error in measured peak position near 29 = 1800

results in the smallest possible error in calculated d

spacing. In this Investigation, Most higher index peaks

were not intense enough to use. This forced the the use of

peaks which, with weighted Cu Ka radiation, A = 1.54184A,

had 28 values between 300 and 800. Fortunately, the

combination of careful experimental technique and the

extrapolation of calculated lattice parameters against a

specific function of 9 to 29=180 should theoretically

result in lattice parameters with an accuracy of N
'A

approximately 0.O01A (80, 82).

The function of e selected to use in the extrapolation .
0 , -

of calculated lattice parameters to 29=180 depends on the

type of apparatus used, or more correctly, on the errors

Inherent In the chosen apparatus. These errors are

%
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thoroughly discussed in references 80-84. In this S

investigation, an extrapolation parameter of cos 2e/sine was

used. This parameter was combined with Cohen's method (83-

85) of least squares fitting to calculate lattice

parameters. When presented in the Results and Discussion

section, data processed In this manner will be labelled with *.

the suffix "ANG". For comparison, a second data processing 0

method uas used which averaged all of the possible lattice

parameter combinations calculated from a set of diffraction

peaks. Data processed in this manner will be labelled with S

the suffix "MUL". A discussion of the development of these

data processing methods is included as Appendix C. This

appendix also includes BASIC computer programs written to S

implement these data processing methods. The effect that

the choice of data processing method can have on calculated

parameters is addressed in Appendix D, a discussion of the
1

errors involved in the lattice incompatibility measurements NO

in general. To facilitate the direct comparison of the

alpha and beta lattices, the lattice parameters of each

phase were used to compute the volume of a 2-atom cell.

4.3.2 Lattice Incompatibility Calculation

The hot ductility dip is associated with dynamic _

cooling conditions where the transformation takes place at

temperatures below the equilibrium transformation N

, ..0
V-o",

vi
vie

"oJ
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temperatures. Hence, some method of approximating the

lattice parameter of the non-equilibrium beta phase which is

retained at a given cooling rate was required. This was

accomplished by combining the equilibrium lattice parameter

measurements with radial dilatometry at the desired cooling Z

rates. The specifics of Gleeble dilatometry were discussed

earlier and the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 0

4.4. Figure 4.8 shows a Gleeble dilatometry curve for Ti-

6211 held at 12000C for five minutes and cooled at 10°C/s.

This curve can be used, for these specific conditions, to S

relate the size of the sample at any temperature to the size

of the sample at 12000C. Because the volume/atom of the

beta phase existing at 12000C is known from the lattice S

paramteter measurements, the dilatometry data can be used to

calculate the size of the beta lattice at any temperature,

provided it is cooled from 12000C at 100 C/s. Examples of

this calculation are shown in Figure 4.8. 5,

In this investigation, lattice incompatibility was

defined as a bulk volumetric contraction. This contraction S

was measured between the non-equilibrium retained beta phase

and either the equilibrium alpha phase, or the equilibrium

alpha-beta mixture, at the beta to alpha transformation

start temperature. This procedure is shown schematically in
Fil

Figure 4.9. In this figure, the incompatibility between the '

* 0%
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retained beta and equilibrium alpha is labelled AV The 0

incompatibility between the retained beta and an equilibrium

alpha-beta mixture is calculated as a weighted sum of the-A

two individual incompatibility values, AV and AV In the .

Results and Discussion section, the weighted sum will be

referred to as AV. In either case, incompatibility is

expressed as a percent contraction of the retained beta 0

phase.

4.4 Hot Ductility Testinq

Hot ductility testing was done using the Gleeble 1500

thermal-mecha, cal testing system. Six alloys were selected

for this testing: Ti-6AI-2V (V2), Ti-6AI-4V (Ti-64 or V4),

TI-6AI-6V (V6), Ti-6AI-4Nb (N4), and Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb (622). -.

These alloys were chosen to independently vary transformed

microstructure and lattice incompatibility, and to give a

broad range of both. In particular, the niobium containing

alloys were chosen as a result of the lattice parameter
w.-

measurements. These measurements suggested that niobium was

the major contributor to the low ductility of Ti-6211

because it expands the beta lattice without a corresponding

expansion of the alpha phase. The material used in the hot

ductility testing was supplied by TIMET in the form of beta

worked 0.5 in. diameter rod. These rods were cut to length

and ground to produce 11.1 mm diameter Gleeble specimens.
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The compositions of these ingots are included in Table 4.1. 6

The procedure used in the hot ductility tests was

discussed earl ler and the standard sample configuration is

shown in Figure 4.1. In addition to the geometry shown in

Figure 4.1, sample configurations included free spans from -

10mm to 30mm and diameters from 4mm to l1mm in smooth

samples, and from 3mm to 6mm in samples with a reduced S

section. The length of the reduced section varied from 5mm

to 19mm, but was usually sized to approximate the free span

of the specimen. 0

As discussed earlier, the standard thermal cycle used V.'
was 2 minutes to 1200 C, 5 minutes at 1200 C, and cooling at

a constant rate to the test temperature. Tests were also -

performed on Ti-6211 and Ti-6AI-2V using different annealing

times and temperatures to investigate the effect of prior

beta grain size on hot ductility. Cooling rates between 9

0.17°C/s and 50°C/s were used. The specific cooling rates

used with each material were chosen to insure that a wide A

range of microstructures was being tested for each alloy. S

The cooling rates used for each alloy are listed in Table
. P

4.5.

Ductility was determined for these specimens as percent

reduction in area. Measurements of the samples initial

diameter were made using a micrometer, and of the final

0m
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Table 4.5

Cooling Rates Used in Hot Ductility Testing

Alloy Cooling Rates (C/S)P

unalloyed ... %
titanium 10

Ti-6A] 10 1

Ti-6AI-2V (1) 0.17, 1, 10, 50
-4V 0.17, 1, 5, 10, 20
-6V 0.17, 0.5, 1, 2, 10

S

TI-6211 (2) 0.17, 5, 10, 50

Ti-6A]-2V-2Nb 0.17, 1, 10, 20

TI-6A]-4Nb 0.17, 1, 10, 20, 50

(1) 10 C/s tests run using beta anneals of 5 e

minutes/12000 C, 5 minutes/110 C, 5 minutes/13000 C, and 10
minutes/13000 C.

(2) duplicate sets of tests run with beta anneals of 5
minutes/1200 C and 5 minutes 1100°C.,

N

,.

a,.

"a ."-,
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IN,

area, using either a travelling microscope or calipers. In

all cases, the values used to calculate reduction in area

were the average of several readings. In the case of the

failed specimens, the diameters of both sections were

measured. Additionally, qualitative comparisons of the

fracture surfaces were made using optical fractography and

scanning electron microscopy. The percent elongation 0

between the point of maximum load and failure was used as an

additional measure of ductility for some specimens.

Ultimate tensile strength was also determined in each test.

4.5 Microstructural Analysis

Microstructural analysis was used to support several

aspects of this investigation. During the development of

the CCT diagrams, the microstructures produced at several

cooling rates were used to identify the transformation or

transformations which had occurred. These microstructures N7

then made it possible to choose cooling rates which would

produce a similar range of microstructures In each of the

alloys investigated. Metallographic analysis was also used

to characterize the transformed microstructures with respect

to several microstructural aspects believed to contribute to !,!0

the materials deformation behavior. For example, the amount

and width of the Widmanstatten colonies occurring at the

prior beta grain boundaries were measured.

'0
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Standard metal lographic sample preparation procedures 0

were employed (86). Gleeble samples were sectioned both

transversely and longitudinally. These samples were rough

ground on silicon carbide paper through 600 grit, then

polished with 6 micron diamond paste and I and 0.05 micron

alumina slurries. Kroll's reagant was used throughout as an

etchant. Longitudinal sections of failed Gleeble specimens •

were nickel plated prior to sectioning to protect the

fracture surface, then prepared in a similar manner. In

addition to optical microscopy, fractography was performed on •

selected Gleeble specimens using a JEOL 840 scanning

electron microscope. Fractography samples were cleaned in

methanol and no surface preparation was used. S

JA.

0 -i** .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION S

The results and discussion will be divided Into four

main sections. The first will be a discussion of the phase

stability of the model alloys, within the context of their

relationship to each other and to commercially available

alpha-beta alloys. This subsection will present the partial S

CCT diagrams and microstructures produced at several cooling

rates for the alloys investigated. The individual alloying

elements will be evaluated with respect to equilibrium phase S

stability and the kinetics of the beta to alpha phase

transformation. A theoretical model for the beta to alpha

transformation will be developed and qualitatively

evaluated.

The second subsection will present the results of the

lattice incompatibility testing. The lattice incompatibility

of each alloy will be evaluated in two ways, each based on a

particular assumption of stress development during the

transformation. The alloying elements will be evaluated

with respect to their effect on alpha phase volume, beta

phase volume, coefficient of thermal expansion, and the

resulting lattice incompatibility.

The third section will report the results of the hot

ductility testing. The ductility and strength of several of
m

-S

• S.
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the model alloys will be related to test temperature and .

cooling rate. These results will be discussed with respect

to alloy content, lattice incompatibility, and transformed

microstructure. Based on the results, conclusions will be

drawn concerning the validity of the lattice incompatibility

model and any other affects which appear to be contributing

to the ductility loss. S

The final section will combine the results of the A

previous three sections to analyze the hot deformation

characteristics of these titanium alloys. The overall

deformation of the material will be described and the causes

for the high temperature ductility loss discussed. %

5.1 Phase Stability and Transformation Kinetics

Previous investigations (49, 62-66) have shown that

with similar welding parameters or Identical Gleeble thermal '5

cycles, different alloys show drastically different

susceptibilities to the high temperature ductility loss. It

has also been shown that, for a single alloy, the extent of

the ductility loss depends on both the specific thermal

cycle used and the temperature of testing. Therefore, one

possible explanation for the alloy to alloy variation in

ductility loss susceptibility Is that, for a single thermal

cycle, different microstructures are being tested in the PI-

various alloys. This possibility was investigated by

5" i " " - w -" W"-" " W"-"-" w - , W" " " " W " "W ' . ..
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evaluating the model alloys in terms of their phase S

stability and transformation kinetics. -A

The phase stability and transformation kinetics of the

alloys in the initial matrix were characterized by -S

development of CCT diagrams and microstructural analysis.

The results of this work, presented in the five following

sub-sections, were used to provide a base from which to S

select alloys and cooling rates for hot ductility testing,

and to gain an understanding of the transformations and

transformation mechanisms which occur in alpha-beta titanium •

In general. The CCT diagrams developed and the

microstructures produced will be presented and discussed in

the first two sub-sections. The third sub-section contains •

a description of the overall transformation mechanism. The

results of these studies were then used to develop a model

which quantitatively describes the transformations in these S

alloys. This model can be used to predict the

microstructural changes that result from changes in several

system variables. This model is presented in the fourth

sub-section. The fifth sub-section is a discussion of a

microstructural anomaly which sometimes appears in near-

alpha titanium alloys, "rabbit ears" martensite.

ASS

0 '°

,'i " ", ,, ', ", - " • • ,. ,, . , -, -. , , .PA • " ." "W ' ,*- ', ,," ," ., W , , , V, ,- p - • j,
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5.1.1 CCT Diagrams

Partial continuous-cooling-transformation (CCT)

diagrams were developed for each of the model alloys using

cooling rates from 0.1670 C/s to 50 C/s. This range of

cooling rates and the microstructures produced roughly

approximate those associated with the high temperature

ductility loss. These partial CCT diagrams are shown in

Figures 5.1-5.13, the data are tabulated in Table 5.1, and

example microstructures are shown in Figure 5.14. The

remainder of the micrographs associated with these CCT •

diagrams are compiled under separate cover (87). 0"

The results shown in Figures 5.1-5.13 and Table 5.1 can

be explained by examination of the binary phase equilibria

of the components systems and a consideration of the

kinetics of the pertinent transformations. As a point of

reference, psuedo-binary diagrams for these systems shown in ,

Figure 5.15 (76-78, 87). These diagrams were generated by a

simple superposition of the phase fields of the respective

binary diagrams on that of Ti-6AI, Figure 5.16 (88). The

equilibrium beta transus temperatures in these figures can

bo compared with the beta to alpha transformation start

temperatures given in Table 5.1. This comparison verifies

that the transformation kinetics of the alloys studied

cannot be predicted soley on the basis of their equilibrium

, 
,

eS."w
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Table 5.1 S

Beta to Alpha Transformation Start and Finish Temperatures

for Several Alloys and Cooling Rates

Alloy Cooling Rate (°C/s) T (° Tf (°C)

unalloyed
titanium 50 830

20 865 845
10 880 850
5 895 860

Ti-6Al 50 940 -
20 950 -

10 960 925
5 960 930

Ti-6AI-2V 50 850 -
20 850 815
10 860 820
5 870 825

TI-6A]-4V 100 805 -

50 820 765
20 825 780
10 830 785
5 830 790

Ti-6A1-6V 50 715 .
20 725
10 730 -
5 735 685

TI-6A1-2V-2Nb 50 815 790
10 835 795
5 835 795

0.1 900 870

0
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Table 5.1 (cont.) -

Alloy Cooling Rate (0C/s) Ts (0 C) Tf (0 C)

Ti-6211 50 835 800
20 850 820
10 865 815
5 875 830

Ti-6AI-2Nb 50 915 -

20 940 885
10 950 900
1 935 910

Ti-6A1-4Nb 50 875
20 880 830
10 875 835

0.17 915 860

Ti-6A)-6Nb 50 840 -
20 820 780
10 850 810

0.17 870 830

Ti-6AI-2Mo 50 830 -

20 810 -

10 810 780
0.17 865 820

Ti-6A1-4Mo 50 730 -
20 740 690
10 760 705

0.17 770 -

Ti-6AI-6Mo 50 675 595
20 680 600
10 685 640

0.17 735 665

a',
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Figure 5.15S(b) Psuedo-binary phase diagram for the system ,

TI-6AI-Mo.
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phase stability. The differences between the two sets of

temperatures provide a base from which to begin a discussion

of the transformation kinetics of these alloy systems.

First, the effect of the addition of aluminum to titanium

will be considered, followed by the further addition of beta

stabilizer elements.

00
5.1.1.1 Aluminum Additions Figure 5.1 shows the

partial CCT diagram for CP Ti. At a cooling rate of 10°C/s,

the beta to alpha transformation start temperature is 8800 C.

The addition of 6% aluminum, Figure 5.2, raise this

temperature to 960 C. These temperatures can be compared

0with equilibrium beta transus temperatures of 883 C and

1040 C respectively, a comparison which points out two -,

things. First, the difference in equilibrium temperatures

is much larger than that between beta to alpha

transformation start temperatures. The second is that at 0

100 C/s, unalloyed titaiium transforms at essentially zero

undercooling but Ti-6A1 requires a substantial amount of

undercooling for the transformation to begin. This

difference in behavior reflects the difference in

transformation mechanisms between the two alloys. In the J1%

case of unalloyed titanium, the transformation is interface-

controlled and can proceed with virtually no undercooling.

The addition of aluminum, however, results in a

V 0

A VPM.*f i
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transformation which is controlled by long-range diffusion.

As a result, substantial undercooling is required for the

transformation to occur during rapid continuous cooling.

5.1.1.2 Addition of Beta Stabilizer Elements The

further addition of one of the beta stabilizer elements

lowers both the equilibrium and continuous cooling

transformation temperatures. Based on the equilibrium beta V

transus temperatures shown in Figure 5.15, vanadium would be

expected to have the greatest lowering effect on the

transformation temperature, niobium the next most severe,

and molybdenum the least. Figures 5.3, 5.6, and 5.9 show

that this is not as predicted. At 1O°C/s, Ti-6A1-2V, Ti-

6A1-Nb, and Ti-6A1-2Mo have beta to alpha transformation

start temperatures of 8600 C, 950 0 C, 810°C, respectively.

When comparing different systems however, a second

aspect of phase equilibria must be considered, the

partitioning of the specific alloy elements. In binary

a loys, molybdenum partitions far more strongly to the beta

phase than do either vanadium or niobium (76-78). It has

been shown (7) that the stability of the beta phase in

binary titanium alloys can be characterized in terms of the P

electron/atom ratio, regardless of specific alloy content.

This is consistent with the appearance of the phase diagrams

(76-78) because molybdenum makes a larger electron

r 'Wrl r
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di0

contribution than do either vanadium or niobium. It is e

reasonable to assume that electron/atom ratio can be used to

describe beta phase stability in ternary alloys based on Ti- .S

6A1. Thus, the beta stabilizer elements can be ranked in

order of increasing extent of partitioning: vanadium,

niobium, and molybdenum. In a transformation controlled by N
0

the diffusion of the beta stabilizer element, this relative

order would be expected to apply to the relative levels of

undercooling required to begin transformation, all else

being equal. ,

In addition to the equilibrium effects discussed above,

the effects of the alloying elements on the kinetics of the

transformation must be considered, specifically the

diffusion of the beta stabilizer element. Based on

published (89, 90) values for D ° and Q (in the expression DT

-Q/RT= De -  ) and the psuedo-binary diagrams in Figure 5.15,

the diffusivities of niobium, vanadium, and molybdenum in

beta titanium at the beta transus temperature 
can be

calculated. These values are 1.01 X IO cm 2 /s, 9.65 X 10-
-4,

10 2 10 2:
cm2 /s, and 4.04 X 10 cm2 /s, for Ti-6AI-2Nb, Ti-6AI-2V, ".-.

and Ti-6A1-2Mo, respectively. Thus, the diffusivity of

molybdenum is much lower than either niobium or vanadium.

So, in addition to the greater extent of partitioning, the

transformations in the molybdenum containing alloys are

f •
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further retarded by the relatively slow diffusion of 0
f.%

molybdenum.

Based on the above consideration of equilibrium and

kinetic effects, the relative positions of the CCT diagrams

shown in Figures 5.1-5.13 can be rationalized as follows.

The greater partitioning and slow diffusion of molybdenum

cause the transformations in the molybdenum containing

alloys to occur at much greater undercooling than either of

the other systems, in spite of the equilibrium beta transus

temperatures. On the other hand, the diffusivities of 0

niobium and vanadium are very similar. The difference

between these two systems can be explained by consideration

of the equilibrium contributions. Based on the assumption 6

of a constant electron/atom ratio in the alpha phase,

vanadium would be expected to partition slightly more

strongly to the beta phase (7). Also, because of its lower

atomic weight, the vanadium alloys contain approximately

twice as much beta stabilizer than do the niobium alloys,

when the alloy contents are expressed in terms of atomic 0

percent. This greater partitioning, combined with lower

beta transus temperatures, cause the beta to alpha

transformation to be suppressed to a greater degree in the S

vanadium system. ""

Mir

%
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5.1.2 Discussion of Microstructures 0

All of the alloys tested with the exception of CP Ti

and Ti-6AI can be classified as near-alpha or alpha-beta

alloys. The microstructures observed contained alpha, beta,

and in the case of very rapid cooling, alpha prime

martensite. Equilibrium considerations such as the relative

partitioning of the alloy elements discussed in the previous 0

section will affect the relative stability of the beta and

alpha phases, as well as any non-equilibrium phases which

exist. However, the microstructures are primarily

controlled by the relationship between the kinetics of the

beta to alpha transformation and the cooling rate. In the

following two sub-sections, the microstructures will be 0

discussed with respect to first cooling rate, then alloy

content.

5.1.2.1 Cooling Rate Effects Microstructures produced in 5

Ti-6211, Ti-6AI-2V and Ti-6A1-6V at a range of cooling rates

are shown in Figures 5.17-5.19. These microstructures

contain examples of the specific microconstituents that will

be referred to throughout the remainder of this

investigation. These microconstituents are a grain boundary

I0
allotriomorph, or film, coarse Widmanstatten colonies, fine

basketweave Widmanstatten alpha plus beta, and alpha prime

martensite. The microstructures in these figures (and

* V%
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,%.

throughout this investigation) show the general relationship 0

between microstructure and cooling rate that is always seen

in alpha-beta titanium alloys (91).As the material cools

through the beta to alpha transformation, allotriomorphic

alpha nucleates and grows at the beta grain boundaries. If

the transformation continues under nearly equilibrium

conditions, the resultant microstructure will be coarse

equiaxed alpha with retained beta at the grain boundary -

triple points, Figure 5.17(a). Transformation during

continuous cooling conditions but at a very slow cooling rate

will create a microstructure consisting of alpha

allotriomorphs at the prior beta grain boundaries and coarse

Widmanstatten colonies, Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a). As the

cooling rate increases further, the Widmanstatten colony

structure is increasingly replaced at the center of the

prior beta grains by fine basketweave Widmanstatten alpha 0

plus beta, apparently nucleated intragranularly, Figures

5.17-5.19(a-c). With sufficiently rapid cooling, the

nucleation and growth transformation can be avoided,

producing a structure consisting of alpha prime martensite, '.

Figures 5.17-5.19(d). In comparison, the range of -4.

structures created by the cooling rates usually seen in

fabrication processes, for example, in the fusion and heat- %

affected zones of weldments, vary from grain boundary alpha
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plus coarse Widmanstatten alpha plus beta to alpha prime S

martensite (62-66).

5.1.2.2 Alloy Effects Figures 5.14 and 5.17-5.19 illustrate

the interdependence of cooling rate and alloy content in

determining the transformed microstructures in these alloys. .

When cooled at the same rate, the transformation structure "

in TI-6A1-2V is much coarser and contains more of the

Widmanstatten colony structure than do the microstructures

of either Ti-6AI-4V or Ti-6AI-6V, Figure 5.14. Comparison
m0

of the microstructures in Figure 5.14 with those in Figures

5.18 and 5.19 show that a similar microstructural trend can

be produced by either changes in vanadium content or cooling

rate. Specifically, the fine basketweave structure if

favored by high cooling rates and the addition of vanadium.

The colony microstructure is favored by low cooling rates-''

and a low vanadium content. Although not shown, similar

relationships were observed in the TI-6A1-Mo and Ti-6A1-Nb

systems.

5.1.3 Overall Transformation Mechanism

The microstructures observed in this investigation

contain alpha prime martensite and three distinct

microconstituents which are products of nucleation and

growth. These microconstituents are a grain boundary alpha

%W %W ' ..
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film, coarse Widmanstatten colonies, and fine basketweave S

Widmanstatten alpha plus beta. The existence of these three

distinct structures suggests that during continuous cooling,

the beta to alpha transformation consists of three competing
.i5%

processes, the relative rates of which change with cooling

rate and alloy content. "

The transformation begins near the equilibrium

temperature with site saturation nucleation at the beta

grain boundaries, followed by the growth of a plane front

allotriomorph. Eventually constitutional supercooling
causes a breakdown of the planar interface and the formation

of the Widmanstatten colonies. The colonies form by growth

of an existing alpha allotrlomorph and thus, require no

nucleation. The growth of the colonies is controlled by the

diffusion of the beta stabilizer element. Therefore, the A

colony structure will be favored in alloys with high-

diffusivity beta stabilizers and high beta to alpha

transformation temperatures. For an individual alloy

system, the colony structure will be favored by situations

where the transformation occurs at small undercooling, in

lean alloys and at slow cooling rates. The micrographs in

Figures 5.14, 5.18, and 5.19 show these trends.

As the transformation proceeds during continuous

cooling, the colonies grow inward toward the beta grain

Sq

- . S. " €
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center until a point is reached where it is energetically 0

more favorable for the remainder of the grain to transform

to the fine basketweave structure. The basketweave

structure begins to form when continuous cool ing reduces the

temperature to the point where intragranular nucleation

within the beta grain is possible. The growth of these

nuclei then occurs on a much finer scale due both the

continuous nucleation and also to the low temperature and

short diffusion distances. Because the formation of the

basketweave microconstituent contains both nucleation and

growth, it will be favored (as opposed to the colony

microconstituent) in alloys with slower diffusing beta '.*

stabilizer elements and lower beta to alpha transformation

temperatures. Within an Individual alloy system, the

basketweave microconstituent will be favored by richer 'V

alloys and higher cooling rates. These trends are seen in

the microstructures contained in Figures 5.14 and 5.17-5.19.

Throughout the preceding discussion, the assumption .0

has been made that the the velocity of the alpha/beta 
•

interface, hence the growth of the alpha phase, is

controlled by the diffusion of the beta stabilizing element

rather than by the diffusion of aluminum. In the absence of *.

data regarding the diffusivity of aluminum in beta titanium,

this assumption can be supported by a consideration of the

P
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equilibrium phase diagrams shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.

A comparison of these figures shows that the alpha + beta

two-phase field is much larger in the case of the beta

stabilized systems. This indicates that the extent of

partitioning during the transformation is much greater for

the beta stabilizing elements than for aluminum.

Examination of Figure 5.20, the ternary Ti-Al-V diagram of PL

Farrar and Margolin (92), supports this. Figure 5.20

contains 10000 C, 9000 C, and 800 0 C isothermal sections of

this diagram. In each section, the position of Ti-6AI-4V i -

indicated. At 1000°C, the material is all beta, hence the

beta contains 4% vanadium. At 900°C, the beta composition

is 5A1-8V and the alpha composition is 6A1-iV. At
0

800°C, near the beta to alpha transformation finish for the

cooling rates in this investigation, the beta composition is

4A1-14V and the alpha composition is 6A1-2V.

The greater partitioning of beta stabilizing elements

has been shown experimentally as well. Mahajan, et.al. (93)

measured the composition of alpha and beta in a

Widmanstatten colony structure produced in slowly cooled Ti-

6A1-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. These investigators found that the

composition of the beta phase was approximately 15Mo-2A),

and of the alpha phase, approximately IMo-5A1. ..

• I

A ~ A~.. % A.. V, .. _-
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phase diagram of Farrar and Margolin (92).
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* 5.1.4 Transformation Kinetics Modelling

everal attempts have been made to model the kinetics

of continuous cooling transformations (94-103). The most

common approach has been to convert the isothermal equations

developed by Avrami (104-106) or Johnson and Mehl (107) to

continuous cooling using the Scheil (108) additivity

principle. Usually, the development of these models has

been to test the limits of applicability of the additivity

concept. A good example of this type of investigation Is

the modelling of the austenite to ferrite plus pearlite

transformation(s) in ferrous alloys done by Hawbolt, et. al.

(100). These investigators found that the additivity

principle could be successfully applied only after the

inclusion of a separate incubation time rrior to the

transformation start. However, Umemoto, et. al. developed a

successful model for similar systems using only the

additivity principle, without the incorporation of an

incubation.

In this investigation, the applicability limits of the

additivity principle are further tested. While past

investigations (100, 101) have modelled systems containing

more one than one transformation, the individual

transformations have each existed over a different

temperature range. None have modelled transformations which

* %S.-
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compete within a given temperature range. In this

investigation, the formation of the grain boundary alpha

film, the Widmanstatten colonies, and the basketweave alpha

plus beta all occur over the same temperature range and are

all referenced to the same equilibrium temperature.

Therefore, the success of this model not only extends the

limits of applicability of the additivity principle, but 0

also validates the assumed overall transformation mechanism.

With the model developed in this study, it is the

kinetics of the individual transformations which dictate S

their rates, and thus the microstructures formed, in a given

situation. Because of this, once this model is developed,

it can be used to predict the eFfects of system changes on S

transformation kinetics and microstructures, based on

changes in fundamental quantities. Examples of such

predictions are included. 0

In the sub-sections that follow, the isothermal

kinetics of each transformation will be modelled ,

individually, using the equations of Avrami (104-106) and

Johnson and Mehl (107). These isothermal equations will

then be modified to describe continuous cooling conditions

using the additivity principle and combined into an

expression to describe the overall transformation kinetics.

The model will then be calibrated to fit, in a general

* S%

,*1
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sense, the transformation temperatures and microstructures

produced in TI-6A1-4V. Following this, the effects of

several system changes will be investigated.

5.1.4.1 Growth of Widmanstatten Colonies Using the

assumptions of site saturation and one dimensional growth,

the formation of the Widmanstatten colony structure can be

described by the following equation:

X = I - exp(-AI Gt) 5.1

where: X = volume fraction transformed

A = 21d 2 twice the area of the plates
I = number of plates per volume

0

G = interface velocity, dx/dt

t = time 6

In the above analysis, it is assumed that the

sideplates are cylindrical and grow by lengthening only, and

that G is constant at any temperature. .

5.1.4.2 Grain Boundary Allotriomorph The colony structure .,

results from the breakdown of a planar transformation front

due to constitutional supercooling. This situation was -

modelled as the colony structure growing off a grain

boundary allotriomorph which was itself growing to a maximum

of 2 volume percent of the final transformed structure.

(The value of 2 volume percent was determined by ,

%
4/:
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metal lographic observation of microstructures produced in S

several alpha-beta titanium alloys over a wide range of

cooling rates.) The volume percent transformed of the

allotriomorph was used as the nucleation event for the

colony growth. The formation of the grain boundary

allotriomorph itself was modelled as having continuous .4

nucleation and one-dimensional growth by movement of a

planar interface. The isothermal equation for this

transformation is:

2
X = 0.02(1 - exp(-AIGt 2 )

where: X = volume fraction transformed

A = number of nucleation sites per volume
.-

(related to 2S , twice the boundary area per volume)

I = nucleation rate, nuclei per time

G = interface velocity, dx/dt

t = time

In this case, I is constant at any temperature but G is -,.

- 1/2 .
proportional to t -/

".'
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5.1.4.3 Basketweave Structure The nucleation and growth of 0

the Widmanstatten basketweave alpha plus beta structure can

be modelled in a similar fashion.

X = I - exp(-BIGt ) 5.2

where: X = volume fraction transformed

B =d 2/4, the area of the Plates

I = nucleation rate, nuclei per volume per time

G = interface velocity, dx/dt

t = time

In this case, it Is assumed that growth occurs by
-. -

lengthening of a cylindrical particle and that I and G,

while both functions of undercooling, are constants at any

temperature.

5.1.4.4 Application of the Additivity Principle The Scheil

(108) additivity principle models continuous cooling as a

series of small isothermal steps. At each step, the time

spent is a portion of the time required, at that

temperature, to achieve a given amount of transformation.

When the fractions add up to 1, the given amount of .

transformation has been achieved. Mathematically:

(tT/5T).3

where: X = volume percent transformed S

tT time spent at temperature T

time for X volume percent transformation at T
T 0 *1

S))

S J ~~ - .~' ~ 'm*'~* '.J ....
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Or, in integral form:

I= f(dt/t)

or: I = f(dt/dT)(dT/i)

or: 1 = f(dt/dX)(dT/i)

Development and early evaluations of the additivity

concept were performed by several investigators, usually for

the purpose of converting isothermal (TTT) diagrams to

continuous cooling (CCT) diagrams (96-103). Avrami (95)

proposed that the additivity principle was valid for

transformations where nucleation rate was proportional to

growth and called these situations "Isokinetic"

transformations. Cahn (96) expanded the applicability of

the additivity concept to include all transformations where

dX/dt = a function of X and T only. Cahn also pointed out

that reactions involving two time-temperatures parameters,

nucleation and growth, will generally not be additive.

However, In certain instances, such as site saturation %

nucleation where the transformation proceeds by growth only,

only one time-temperature parameter is involved and the

reaction is additive. Another example Is a situation where

I a G, reducing these two parameters to one. the Avrami

isokinetic assumption. Kuban, et. al. (97) further extended

the applicability of the additivity principle in a study of %

the austenite to pearl ite transformation in a 1080 plain

%I.
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carbon steel. This study showed that the additivity

principle was applicable whenever a criteria of "effective

site saturation" was met. This criteria was described as a

situation where "...the nuclei formed in the initial stages

of the transformation dominate the subsequent transformation

kinetics" (97). By comparison of predicted and measured

results, Kuban, et. al. found that this criteria was met

when the first 20% of the transformation product grew to lop

account for between 50% and 85% of the volume transformed at

a total of 90% transformed. The actual percentage required

for successful application of the additivity depended on the

choice of a specific Avrami form for the original isothermal

equation. 
•

Bypassing for now the problems with the additivity

concept and following a procedure similar to that of Umemoto

(102), equation (5.3) can be used to convert the isothermal

kinetic expressions (5.1) and (5.2) to continuous cooling

expressions. First note that equation (5.3) can be re-

written as follows: S
I = Z[ AT/Q) I/ )]5.4 '

where: Q : cooling rate (At/At)

and: AT = temperature step (not undercooling)

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) can each be converted to

apply to continuous cooling by combination with the
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additivity concept. However, because two competing 0

transformations will be combined, they must each be

corrected for the impingement of the competing

transformation product as well as their own impingement.

This is done ty using the unimpinged isothermal equations

for the additivity procedure and later making the necessary

corrections. If not corrected for self-imDingement,

equations (5.1) and (5.2) are:

X = AT Gt 5.1
0

X = BIGt 2  5.2

Assuming for now that A, I and G are not functions of

t, and solving for t in equation (5.1):

t = X/AI G0 S

where: t = i at X = X
0

Substituting t for r in the re-written equation (5.1)

and solving for X, noting that at this point X, A, Q, and I0 0

are constants, produces:

0
Xl : (Alo/Q)TGAT 5.5 r

where: Q = (AT/At, cooling rate)

and GAT is summed from T to Te , the equilibrium temperature.

Similarly, for the continuous nucleation transformation:

X2 = (8 11 2 /Q)I(IG) 11 2AT]2  5.6

where (IG) 1 /2 AT is summed from T to Te . Then, if the two
e

reactions are occurring simultaneously and Impingement is

211

1

*'.
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neglected, the total transformation is the sum of equations

(5.5) and (5.6), or: ,

Xtotal= (AI o/Q)EGAT + S(B /2/Q)(IG) /2AT]2

Then, corrected for total impingement:

Xt - 1 - exp-(XI + X2) 5.7total- 5:4
Similarly, the individual transformations can be

approximated by:

Xactual = [I - exp-(Xl)](I - X2tu) 5.8

X2actual = 1 - exp-(X2)](1 - Xlactual) 5.9

It is obvious that many assumptions have been made

throughout the analysis for the sake of simplicity, and thus

the limitations of the model are equally obvious. A more

rigorous development of this model would require an

%
examination of these assumptions and the appropriate %.%

modifications. The most significant of these assumptions

was to start with an assumed transformation mechanism. For

example, a possible modification would be to include a

martensitic transformation and/or a massive transformation.

Both have been observed in these types of alloys (109). The

prior assumption of specific transformation mechanisms also
p ". 5,

dictated the forms of the isothermal equations used. These

could be modified to reflect different geometries such as

plate lengthening and widening or modified to include a

capillarity effect.

S

= • " = I 
-
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Once the isothermal equations were chosen, a second

major assumption was that of the functional ity of the

nucleation and growth rates, specifical ly that they were not

functions of time (in the two main transformations). For

example, a more accurate approximation of nucleation rate".

coud probaby be made by using an Avram! formulation with,. " '

exhaustable nucleation sites (104-106).

An in-depth analysis of the model would require"-.

evaluation of these and other assumptions, and extensive .,

comparison of predicted and experimental results. Such an

evalIuat ion alIso requ ires that the parameters i n the '-,

equations be based, as much as possible, on measured valuesi

of the fundamental components of these parameters. This

type of: analysis s beyond the scope of this investigation. '

However, for the purpose of this investigation, the model--%

can be used to explain the evolution of the observed

microstructures in terms of system changes and their e ffects .%.

on the kinetics of the transformation.,,.

5145 Cal ibration to Ti-AI-4V Results The constants and..-

coefficients in the above equations represent combinations'..,

of physical quantities and empirically determired values, "''

based on isothermal transformation kinetics. In the absence ,.1.

*" %.

of these data, the model was cali brated based on the

transformation temperatures and microstructures observed in .e-

.. e

functions of t-me (in the.twomain transformation,.-- Fr.

examlea moe acurte aproimaton f ncleaionrat
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Ti-6AI-4V cooled at 10°C/s. This resulted in equations S

(5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), which describe the transformation

behavior of a theoretical alpha-beta titanium alloy, "BKD-

007". Equations (5.7-5.9) can be used to predict .

transformation kinetics and microstructures of this

theoretical alloy at any particular cooling rate selected.

Examples of these predictions are shown in Figures 5.21 and

5.22. Figure 5.21 is a plot of volume percent

transformation versus temperature for the individual and

overall transformations for BKD-007 cooled at 5 C/s. Figure

53 shows the corresponding transformation rates plotted

versus temperature for the same cooling rate.

5.1.A.6 Effects of System Chanqes Two system variables

which were investigated were cooling rate and alloy content.
'K.

Their effects can be analyzed by examination of their the

equations for nucleation and growth as well as the final

transformation equation. To re-iterate, the final

transformation equations are:

Xl = (Al /Q)IGAT 5.5

X2 = [(B /2/Q)I(IG) /2 AT]2  5.6 "K

The basic equations for nucleation and growth are,

respectively:

I Aexp(-B/f(T), where f(T) = T(AT)

G CATexp(-D/T) For the colony structure
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-1/2e

G = CATexp(-D/T)t - 1/2 for the grain boundary allotriomorph

Cooling rate appears both explicitly in the final

transformation equations, and implicitly, in the form of

undercooling, in the expressions for nucleation and growth.

Conceptuaily, the major effect of an increase cooling rate

is to cause the transformation to occur at higher

undercooling and lower temperature. Because undercooling .

appears in an exponential in the nucleation expression, this

is the dominant effect. This can be demonstrated by using

the model to generate curves of Xl and X2 as functions of

temperature for several cooling rates. An example was shown

in Figure 5.21. When this data is analyzed, the volume

percent of either microconstituent can be plotted as a 0

function of cooling rate. This Is done In Figure 5.23(b), a %

plot of volume percent basketweave structure versus cooling

rate for theoretical alloy BKD-007 and cooling rates from

10C/s to 1000 C/s. For comparison purposes, the

corresponding measured values for Ti-6A1-4V are superimposed

on this figure and show a microstru :l trend similar to

that predicted by the model.

The data representing volume percent transformed as a

function of temperature for several cooling rates can be

combined with a criteria for measurable transformation start

and finish points and used to generate a predicted CCT

* 0
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diagram. This was done for the theoretical alloy BKD-007

using the arbitrary choices of 5 volume percent transformed

as a start criteria and AXT/AT = 0.4 as a finish criteria.

The result is shown in Figure 5.24(b), a predicted CCT

diagram for BKD-007 based on cooling from 1500 K (1227°C)

0 0and an equilibrium temperature of 1300 K (1027 C). Again, %

the corresponding measured data for Ti-6A)-4V are also

0oshown. The Ti-6A1-4V was cooled from 1473°K (12000C) and

has an equilibrium temperature of 12660K (9930C) (100).

Changes in beta stabilizer content are known to have

two major effects. The first is to change the equilibrium %

transformation temperature. Examination of the psuedo

binary diagram for the Ti-6A1-V system, Figure 5.15, shows

that changing the alloy content by 2% will change the

transformation temperature by approximately 30 C. An

increase in T e will raise the temperature at any level of

undercooling, enhance diffusion, and thus favor growth over

nucleation. This will decrease the amount of basketweave

structure produced at any cooling rate.

The second major effect of changing the beta stabilizer

content Is to change the chemical potential gradient, the

driving force for growth, which is contained in the "CAT".

term in the growth equation. This driving force, in the -V

absence of capillarity effects and assuming local .

X,
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C a = beta stabilizer content of the alpha phase M

C O = the beta stabilizer content of the bulk alloy

Thus, an increase in C o0 will decrease the driving force

and vice versa. In this analysis, the compositional driving

force is described as a constant compositional term

multiplied by undercooling. This functional form was chosen

to approximate the affect of long range partitioning of the

beta stabilizer element.ns

The magnitude of the equilibrium effect that

compositional changes can have on this driving force termcan be estimated by examination of the Tj-6Al-V psuedo

binary diagram, Figure 5. 15. At 900°0C, the vanadium content

of the beta phase is approximately 7.8 at% (8.5 wt%) and of

the alpha, 1.4 at% (1.5 wt%). (These values will be used

because they do not differ greatly from those reported by

Farrar and Margolin (92) 8 will decret%.) Based on these

adve vra ntinlss, the compositional datrihegotxrivng

for Ti-6AI-4V is (7.8-37)/(78-14), or 0.64. Similar

values for Ti-6A-2V and Ti-6AI-6V are 0.94 and 0.37

respectively. The values for the molybdenum and niobum

s-
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4V~~~~. 3. .S14064 8

Tabl 5.2 7. .S.7 5

Compositional Driving Force, (C -Co)/(Cs-C ), and Eqluil ibruim :

Temperatures for Systems TI-A-V, Ti-Ar-Mo, and T-A0-Nb
. _

All1oy C C 8  C (C -Co)/(C -C ) T (°C) "2

Ti-6A-2V 1.8 7.8 1.4 0.938 100
4V 3.7 7.8 1.4 0.641 980 ;
6V 5.4 7.8 1 .4 0.373 950 -

Ti-6AI-2Mo 1.0 8.1 0.3 0.915 1020
4Mo 2.0 8. 1 0.3 0. 788 1000 ,.,
6Mo 3.0 8.1I 0.3 0.660 980

TI-6A1-2Nb 1.0 8.!l 0.8 0.974 1020

4Nb 2.0 8.1 0.8 0.834 1000
6Nb 3.0 8.1 0.8 0.693 980

.
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predicts less of an alloying effect for either of these

alloy systems. The reduced beta transus slope causes both

the compositional driving force and the temperature change

with alloy content to be less severe.

Beginning with the model alloy BKD-007 at a beta

0
stabilizer of 4% and having T 1300 K, the above changes

e

were made and investigated. Alloys BKD-005 and BKD-009 were N

modelled as having beta stabilizer contents (C ) and
0

0equilibrium temperatures of 2% and 1330 K, and 6% and

1270 K, respectively. The results of these changes are

shown in Figure 5.23 and 5.24. Figure 5.23 predicts the

microstructures generated in these alloys at several cooling

rates compared with those of BKD-007. Figure 5.24 shows the

predicted CCT curves for these alloys. Also shown in these -#

figures are the corresponding measured data for Ti-6A)-2V,

Ti-6A1-4V, and TI-6Al-6V. It can be seen that the model

correctly predicts the observed responses to alloy changes.

However, the model predicts too large a cooling rate effect,

and predicts transformation temperatures which are generally

toc high, Figure 5.23. As shown in Figure 5.24, the model

predicts the effect of cooling rate on the transformed

microstructures of TI-6AI-4V and TI-6A1-6V fairly well.

An important effect when changing from one beta

stabilizer element to another is the change in the

,hI

r ,, , " - : -. -. , - .. - -', - .., . - - f . - w, W -"
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diffusivity of the element (89, 90). A change in

diffusivity will alter the activation energy terms "B" and

"D" in the nucleation and growth expressions. The

importance of this effect Is made obvious by a comparison of

the data in Table 5.2 and Figures 5.3-5.11. At the 2% level

of beta stabilizer content, the model correctly predicts the

relative positions of the CCT curves for the three alloys.

The model also correctly predicts the relationship between

the niobium and vanadium systems throughout the ranges of

alloy content and cooling rate investigated. However, the

model incorrectly predicts a small alloy effect within the

molybdenum system and incorrectly predicts that the

transformations in Ti-6AI-4Mo and Ti-6AI-6Mo would occur at

higher temperatures than the corresponding vanadium al loys.

As discussed earlier, the behavior of the molybdenum alloys

is due to the unusually slow diffusion of molybdenum (89),

and thus could be predicted by the rodel by incorporating

changes in the activation energy terms "B" and "D".

Obviously, further development of the model is

required, both to achieve better agreement with measured

transformation temperatures, and also to more closely

correspond with published physical data. However, at this

point the model does serve to explain the formation of the

observed microstructures and to make qualitative predictions

.I
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of trends in transformation kinetics and the microstructures 0

created. The model can also be used to qualitatively

describe the transformation rates involved in the production

of a given transformed microstructure at specified

conditiors of temperature and cooling rate. .

5.1.5 Rabbit Ears Martensite

One component of these microstructures which is

somewhat anomalous and has been the subject of some

discussion in the literature is the coarse lenticular

component seen in Figure 5.17(b,c). This "rabbit ears"

shaped constituent, which appears to have a distinct midrib

0
and three habit planes approximately 120 apart, has been

described as both nucleation and growth alpha and alpha

prime martensite (55, 109). These "rabbit ears" usually

appear to be a far coarser version of the surrounding

microstructure, also lenticular and also appearing to have

three habit planes spaced 1200 apart, Figure 5.25. The

coarse "rabbit ears" are somewhat unique, appearing only in N.

Ti-6211, and in Ti-6A1-4Nb and Ti-6A1-2Mo cooled at 50 C/s,

Figures 5.17, 5.26, and 5.27, respectively. However, the

acicular, triangular microstructures are essentially

ubiquitous In this study.

Although the existence of an obvious crystallographic

habit plane and midrib suggest that this microconstituent is

*J %
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Figure 5.27 Optical micrographs of= Ti-6A-2Mo, cooled at_'"50 C/s, showing coarse, lenticular
martensSite.
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alpha prime, the kinetics of its formation seem to be S

somewhat unusual. The CCT diagram for TI-6211, Figure 4.5,

shows a distinct nose which suggests that an equally

distinct break exists between the martensitic transformation

and the nucleation and growth transformations.
-. ,

Microstructures produced by cooling rates rapid enough to

avoid the nose of the curve, Figure 5.17(d), do not seem to

contain the "rabbit ears" component. However, as the

cooling rate in Ti-6211 is reduced below approximately

50 C/s, the size and extent of the "rabbit ears" are reduced

and the midrib disappears. At a cooling rate of 40 C/s, the

"rabbit ears" are eliminated and the microstructure contains

Widmanstatten colonies at the prior beta grain boundaries

and the fine, acicular, triangular microconstituent.

Lewis and Williams (109) examined the composition and

dislocation substructure of this microconstituent in Ti-

6211. They found that the composition of the "rabbit ears"

was the same as the bulk alloy composition, indicative of

either a massive or martensitic transformation. They also

found a very high dislocation density and concluded that

this microconstituent was martensite. If this conclusion is

to be accepted, the identity of the finer lenticular

microconstituent, traditional ly referred to as "basketweave 6

Widmanstatten alpha plus beta", then comes into question.
3,
01

S
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The basketweave structure appears with either three apparent

habit planes, as previously shown, or with two. Both types

are shown in Figure 5.28, a micrograph of Ti-6A--2Mo cooled

at 10 C/s. For the purpose of this study, the assumption

will be made that the "rabbit ears", unique to Ti-6211 and

rapidly-cooled Ti-6AI-4Nb and Ti-6A1-2Mo, are alpha prime

martensite, and that the finer acicular microconstituent is _

basketweave Widmanstatten alpha plus beta, a nucleation and

growth product.
Cv

5.2 Lattice Incompatibility

The lattice incompatibility model suggests that a

direct relationship may be found between the high

temperature ductility loss and the volumetric

incompatibility during the beta to alpha transformation. To

document this incompatibility, the relative sizes of the

beta and alpha lattices which exist during the

transformation must be known. This requires either the

direct measurement of the lattices during the transformation

or the calculation of these values from other data.

Techniques exist which are theoretically capable of making

direct lattice parameter measurements rapidly enough to

document the instantaneous values existing at any point V

during the transformation. Three examples of such

techniques are energy-dispersive diffraction using high-

( 0
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energy synchrotron radiation (111) and either x-ray or

neutron diffraction using a position-sensitive detector

(112, 113). Unfortunately, the difficulties involved in

adapting the available facilities for use with titanium at

high temperatures prevented any of these techniques from

being included in this investigation. However, measurements

were made using neutron diffraction at the Danish National

Laboratory at Riso. Although the existing experimental

setup prevented instantaneous lattice parameter measurements

from being made, the feasibility of using this system for .

such measurements was established. These measurements are

discussed In Appendix A. Equilibrium lattice parameter

measurements were made using both neutron diffraction and 0

synchrotron radiation. The synchrotron radiation studies

were performed by Dr. M.A. Imam of the Naval Research

Laboratory (114). The results of the neutron diffraction S

and synchrotron radiation measurements are included in

Appendix B.

Lattice incompatibility was determined using a S

combination of equilibrium lattice parameter values,

measured by x-ray diffraction, and high-speed ditatometry.

The results of both sets of tests will be discussed below, 0

first individually, then as they were combined to measure

lattice incompatibility.
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5.2.1 Lattice Parameter Measurements 0

Lattice parameter data for binary alloys based on

titanium have existed for some time (71, 76-78). A

compilation of these data was made by Pearson (71) and the

results are shown in Figure 3.15. However, very little data

exists for ternary or more complex alloys. The most common ..

way to predict the lattice constants of alloys is with the 0

use of Vigard's scale law (115). Vlgard's law predicts that

the lattice spacing in a terminal solid solution can be

estimated by adding the lattice spacings of the component 0

elements, each weighted by their atomic percent in the

alloy. For a binary alloy:

alloy solvent(at 7. solvent) + asol ute(at 7. solute)

Vigard's law was only proposed for and is mostly used

for binary alloys, but perhaps be used on more complex

alloys. A difficulty arises in the case of alpha titanium

because the beta stabilizing elements usually have a crystal

structure other than hcp. One possible solution would be to

modify Vigard's law to use atomic diameters rather than

l ice spacings. The problem with this approach is that

Vigard's law only considers the sizes of the components.

The difficulty is then the determination of a true atomic

diameter for a given element - a value that remains constant

from alloy to alloy and in various crystal structures. In a

®r.. .- \
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review of previous work, Pearson (71) discussed the relative

importance of the size factor compared to other effects,

principally the valence effect. He found that the valence

er'fect is often as large or larger than the size factor,

particularly when the solvent and solute are in the same

period.

In the absence of existing data or an accurate method

of predicting lattice parameters, it was necessary to

measure the lattice parameters of each of the alloys -,N

investigated. The room temperature lattice parameters for •

the alloys used in this investigation are listed in Table

5.3. Because of the shortage of existing data, it is

impossible to directly compare most of these parameters to 0

reported values. Examination of Figure 3.15 does show that

the data in Table 5.3 is generally as expected based on the

trends in the binary data. S

Throughout this section, comparisons will be made

between the data from this investigation and that generated

in earlier studies. The bulk of the lattice parameter data 0

for titanium alloys dates to the late 1950's and early ,

1960's. The data presented in Table 5.4 illustrates that

the titanium lattice parameter measurements of the day were 0

a bit crude. Table 5.4 compares the the reported lattice

parameters for unalloyed titanium 3nd TI-5AI (53, 116-123).

AA~ R s
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Table 5.3

Room Temperature Lattice Parameters

Alloy a (A) b (A) vol/cell (A3

unalloyed
titanium 2.9480 4.7010 35.381

Ti-6A1 2.9306 4.6805 34.813

Ti-6AI-2V 2.9261 4.6675 34.610
-4V 2.9269 4.6739 34.677
-6V 2.9214 4.6648 34.479

Ti-6A]-2Mo 2.9354 4.6720 34.864
-4Mo 2.9289 4.6725 34.714
-6Mo 2.9276 4.6700 34.663

Ti-6A]-2Nb 2.9381 4.6832 35.011 IL
-4Nb 2.9331 4.6780 34.8560
-6Nb 2.9249 4.6735 34.624

Ti-6211 2.9371 4.6804 34.978

Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb 2.9261 4.6690 34.620

Ti-6A)-2V-2Zr 2.9309 4.6779 34.801
-4Zr 2.9334 4.6832 34.899
-6Zr 2.9371 4.6879 35.022
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Table 5.4 0

Measured Lattice Parameters for

Unalloyed Titanium and Ti-5Al

Source a (A) c (A) vol/2-Atom cell (A3)

(unalloyed titanium)

Haag (116) 2.953 4.729 35.713

J.D. Fast (117) 2.951 4.680 35.295

Gonser (118) 2.952 4.695 35.432

Gre iner

& Ellis (119) 2.951 4.694 35.401

Clark (53) 2.951 4.683 35.318 0

(53) 2.950 4.684 35.301

Szanto (120) 2.951 4.679 35.288

Bumps (121) 2.943 4.679 35.097 S

(Ti-5A!)

Bumps (121) 2.929 4.667 34.674

Clark (53) 2.932 4.678 34.827

Ogden (123) 2.933 4.692 34.955

-Id

0
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The data in this table shows that even the values for •

unalloyed titanium vary significantly from study to study.

One possible explanation for the scatter in the data is that

the material used contained varying degrees of

contamination, particularly interstitial contamination. The

effects on the lattice parameters of titanium caused by

oxygen and nitrogen were investigated by Clark (53). He 0

found that oxygen and nitrogen did not affect the "a"

parameter of alpha titanium, but significantly changed the

"c" parameter, increasing it approximately 0.0025A, or S

0.05%, for an addition of 0.1% nitrogen. A similar effect

was found for oxygen additions. Worner (124), in an

investigation of titanium-tin alloys, noted a significant -

effect on phase stability with relatively small additions of
4

impurity elements. Several other early investigations also

noted differences in lattice parameter values for titanium •

supplied by different sources and produced by different

methods (116-123).

One reason that the effect of interstitial contamination

is so large in titanium studies is because x-ray diffraction

is a surface measurement. Titanium has a mass absorption

coefficient for Cu Ka radiation of 202.4 cm 2 /gm. This,

3combined with the density of titanium, 4.51 gm/cm , gives a

- 1 s,linear absorption coefficient of 912.8 cm .Based on this,
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90% of the incident radiation for a 20 angle of 500 in a

diffractometer is absorbed in the first 5u of material, and '4
99% in the first llu (80). Because of this, the problem of

interstitial contamination is particularly acute with powder

specimens, commonly used in the early investigations.
*..,'4.

The compositions of the alloys used in this

investigation are listed in Table 4.2. When reported, the

interstitial contents of the material are all low and of

similar magnitudes. Comparisons of these levels with the

results of Clark (53) suggest that the interstitial •

contaminants did not significantly affect the room --

temperature lattice parameters of these alloys. However,

the bulk of the lattice parameter measurements made in this S

investigation were made at elevated temperatures, where the

reactivity of titanium makes interstitial contamination a

major concern. All measurements were made in high purity

helium and the samples usually showed no evidence of ."

interstitial contamination as evaluated by discoloration or

hardness changes. Still, some increase in interstitial

content was likely and probably contributed to the scatter
In the data. Table 4.2 also shows that the level of major

alloying element varied from one lot to the next for an

individual alloy. When both materials were included, these

differences probably contributed to the data scatter also.

4
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A second source of error in lattice parameter

calculation based on x-ray diffraction is the error in

measurement of the peak positions themselves. As discussed

in the Experimental Procedure section and in Appendix C,

these errors were minimized by extrapolation of the

2calculated parameters against cos B/sine using Cohen's "..

method (83) of least squares fitting. •

Once the data was processed and lattice parameters were

calculated, the volume of a two-atom cell was calculated for both

the alpha and beta phases. These data were plotted for each 0

alloy as cell volume versus temperature, Figures 5.29-5.41. V

These data will be discussed in the following two sub-

sections. The first sub-section will discuss trends that

can be seen in the data, regardless of alloy content. The

second sub-section will discuss the differences between the

data for the various alloys. 0

5.2.1.1 General Trends Several general trends can be

noted when the data presented in Figures 5.29-5.41 are taken

as a whole. The first Is the general and expected increase

in the alpha and beta lattice parameters with increasing

temperature. The second observation that can be made is

that over most of the temperature range studied, the Pd-

equilibrium beta lattice is more dense than the equilibrium

alpha lattice. This is significant because it is the

S Q

• i
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opposite of what is expected. The alpha phase is hcp, hence S

close-packed, and the beta phase, which is bcc, is not.

This observation also contradicts several dilatometric

studies (13, 125) which show that there is a definite

contraction associated with the formation of the alpha

phase. This suggests that the dilatometric studies were

conducted at conditions far enough removed from equilibrium S

to reverse the volume relationship.

A third trend that can be noticed in Figures 5.28-5.41

is that the beta lattice parameters increase much more S

significantly with temperature than do the alpha parameters.

This is particularly true near the beta transus because of

the rapidly changing composition of the beta phase. S

Vanadium and molybdenum significantly decrease the lattice
.1*" "

parameter of beta titanium. Thus, as the temperature nears ,.

the beta transus on heating, and the beta becomes 0

progressively leaner, its volume increases both because of

thermal expansion and because of the compositional effect

(126). The beta stabilizer content of the alpha phase, on 0

the other hand, remains fairly constant (93) so no such ''r

accelerated expansion occurs. This "compositional step" in

the beta lattice volume versus temperature curves can be

seen to a varying degree Is all of the alloys tested,

Figures 5.19-5.41. This step is clearly shown in Figure

PL
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5.42. In this figure, the data for TI-6AI-4V measured in S

this investigation are compared with a lattice volume versus

temperature curve based on published data (92, 110). Figure

5.42 also serves to show the general agreement between

published results and those obtained in this investigation. V

5.2.1.2 Alloy Differences
0

Figures 5.29-5.41 also illustrate the relationship

between the lattice parameters of the three alloy systems.

These differences will be discussed first with respect to

the alpha phase and then as they apply to the beta phase.

The alpha lattice size of several alloys are plotted

against temperature in Figure 5.43. This figure shows that

the most significant change in the alpha lattice is the

2.5%-37. contraction that results from the addition of 67.

aluminum to titanium. The effects of the beta stabilizer

elements caused further, but much smaller, changes in the

alpha lattice. Ti-6A1-4Nb and Ti-6211 had an alpha phases V,.

which were slightly larger, approximately 0.5% and 0.27. .

respectively, than that of Ti-6AI. Compared to Ti-6AI, the N

alpha phases of Ti-6A1-4Mo and TI-6AI-2V-2Nb were slightly

smaller, 0.1% and 0.5%. The alpha lattice of Ti-64 was

found to be approximately the same size as that of Ti-6A1.

Because the errors in the measurement of cell volumes are on

the order of 0.1% (Appendix D), this figure support,- the

0
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assuaipticn that the alpha phase in these alloys is

essentially Ti-6Al.

Thermal expansion coefficients for the alpha phase of

several alloys were calculated from the lattice parameter -

data. The coefficients for Ti-6211, Ti-6AI-4Nb, and Ti-6AI-

-5 o
4V were all very similar, approximately 1.3 X 10 C/s.

Ti-6Al-4Mo was found to have a lower coefficient, 1.0 X 10- 5

°C/s. These values can be compared to values reported for

bulk Ti-6A1-4V, which contains alpha and beta. The values

for Ti-6A1-4V range from 0.95 X 10 5 °C/s to 1.12 X 10- 5

°C/s (127-131). Although no similar data is available for

Ti-AI-Mo or Ti-Al-Nb alloys, it is unlikely that the thermal /

expansion coefficients for these systems will differ S

appreciably from 1.0 X 10- 5 °C/s. The thermal expansion

coefficients published by TIMET (110) for the range of

alloys they produce, including alpha, alpha-beta, and S

-5o
metastable beta alloys, are all between 0.95 X 10 C/s and

1.0 X 10-C/s. Although these data differs slightly from

those of this investigation, it does support the observation

that the thermal expansion coefficient for the alpha phase

of titanium alloys does not vary significantly with

composition. -

Figures 5.29-5.41 also show the different

characteristics of the beta phase of the different alloys.
, %-•1

:.. Ii.
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These differences include relative stability of the beta S.

phase, relative size of the beta phase, and the shape of the

lattice volume versus temperature curve. In a qualitative

sense, the x-ray measurements showed that molybdenum and

vanadium both to stabilize the beta phase more than niobium.

In Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6AI-4Mo, relatively intense, distinct,

beta diffraction peaks were seen throughout the temperature 0

range investigated. These peaks were not observed in TI-

6A1-4Nb until temperatures very near or above the beta

transus. This agrees with the results of Hansen, et. a).

(132), as well as with predictions based on binary phase

equilibria or electron/atom ratios (7). %

The measured beta lattice volumes for al the alloys S

investigated are plotted against temperature in Figure 5.44,

and for alloys with 47. beta stabilizer in Figure 5.45. As

discussed earlier, no beta diffraction peaks could be 0

detected at low temperatures for the niobium alloys. Among .d.

the other alloys, the vanadium alloys were the smallest at ,.'.

room temperature and the molybdenum alloys were the largest. 0

The difference between the two sets was approximately 4%.

TI-6211 was approximately the same size, at room

temperature, as the molybdenum alloys, and Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb was

midway between the vanadium alloys and the molybdenum

alloys. These relationships did not hold, however, at high

-"
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temperatures. Above the beta transus, the vanadium alloys

were all grouped fairly closely, the curves for Ti-6A1-2V

and Ti-6AI-6V differing by approximately 0.4%. Ti-6AI-2Mo

was at the upper end of this range, Ti-6AI-4Mo and Ti-6211

slightly below the bottom end, and Ti-6AI-6Mo and Ti-6A1-2V-

2Nb were smaller still, by approximately 1%. Figure 5.44

shows that all of these alloys had beta lattices which were

smaller than that of unalloyed titanium. This is as

predicted by the binary effects of these elements (71).

The titanium-aluminum-niobium alloys were significantly

different from the other alloys, also as predicted by the

binary relationships. The beta phase in Ti-6AI-6Nb was

larger than in any of the the vanadium or molybdenum alloys, S

but still slightly smaller than that in unalloyed titanium.

Ti-6AI-4Nb was slightly larger, approximately the same size

as in unalloyed titanium, and Ti-6A1-2Nb 2% larger still. •

Plots of beta lattice volume versus temperature are

presented for the vanadium, niobium, and molybdenum systems

as Figures 5.46, 5.47, and 5.48, respectively. In addition _

to the size comparisons discussed above, these figures show

that the shapes of the curves differ as well. Figures 5.46-

5.48 also Illustrate that the shapes of these curves are

dominated by the large change in the beta lattice size due

to the change in composition near the beta transus. These .P4
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figures clearly show that this effect is large in all of the

alloys, but largest for the vanadium alloys and smallest for

the molybdenum alloys.

5.2.1.3 Conclusions Based on Lattice Parameters

Several conclusion may be drawn based on the data shown in I* Ak

in Figures 5.29-5.48. These figures show that, to a certain

extent, the lattice parameters in ternary alpha-beta

titanium alloys can be predicted by the binary effects of

the alloy additions on titanium. However, predictions made

for more complex alloys are less successful. Also, these

results show that the elemental partitioning to the alpha

and beta phases when both are present can not be predicted

accurately and has a significant effect on the beta lattice

parameters. The final conclusion that can be drawn V .-"

regarding the lattice parameter measurements is that niobium

contracts the beta lattice far less than either vanadium or %

molybdenum. The respective alpha phases of all of these 'S

alloys were very close in size. Therefore, niobium will

increase the beta to alpha lattice incompatibility more than

either vanadium or molybdenum, if the assumption can be made ,A-...

that some method based on equilibrium relationships will

accurately predict the situation existing during rapid

cooling. ,.',,

'.

N5
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5.2.2 High Speed Oilatometry

As discussed earlier, lattice incompatibility was ".
5-

calculated by combining the equilibrium lattice parameter

measurements with radial dilatometry. The Gleeble 1500

thermal mechanical testing system was used for the

dilatometry, allowing the size of the beta retained during

rapid cooling to be measured. Tabulated values for sample

size versus cooling rate and temperature for four example

alloys are shown in Table 5.5. It was found that the shape

of the dilatometry curve does not vary appreciably with

either cooling rate or alloy content. Because of this "

consistency, an average curve was calculated to describe the

behavior of all of the alloys in this investigation. This -

curve is also presented in Table 5.5 and labelled in the V

following figures as "AVE".

The slopes of the dilatometry curves were found to be

approximately constant, decreasing only slightly near the

beta transus. This permits the behavior of each alloy to be

0
described reasonably well by a constant expansion .

coefficient. However, because these curves were produced

under conditions where the specimen length was held fixed,

Usually, the relationship between initial diameter d and
0

the diameter at some temperature T, d is:
.'

d = d (1-aT)
T o

ft 0
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Table 5.5

IP

Sample Diameter at Several Temperatures, Normal ized

to Sample Diameter at 1200°C

Alloy Temperature DT/0 1 2 0 0 for Specified Cooling Rates
(°C/s) 5 C/S 10 C/S 20 C/S 50 C/S

S

Ti-6AI ,
-4Nb 1200 1 1 - -

1150 0.9992 0.9992 - -

S1100 0.9981 0.9981 - -

1050 0.9969 0.9971 - -

1000 0.9959 0.9961 - -

950 0.9946 0.9941 - -

900 0.9935 0.9941 - - J,%

Ti-6AI 1200 1 - I I
1150 0.9992 - 0.9992 0.9992
1100 0.9983 - 0.9984 0.9984 A
1050 0.9975 - 0.9977 0.9977
1000 0.9966 - 0.9971 0.9970
950 0.9956 - 0.9964 0.9964

TI-6211 1100 1 1 1 1
1050 0.9992 0.9993 0.9993 0.9993
1000 0.9986 0.9987 0.9984 0.9979
950 0.9979 0.9981 0.9976 0.9971
900 0.9972 0.9974 0.9970 0.9965
850 0.9970 0.9968 0.9950 0.9959

Ti -6A 1
-6V 1100 1 1 1 1

1050 0.9993 0.9995 0.9993 0.9994
1000 0.9987 0.9989 0.9986 0.9988 ,
950 0.9982 0.9982 0.9980 0.9981
900 0.9987 0.9975 0.9973 0.9974
850 0.9971 0.9969 0.9967 0.9968 -PIP

,,.#

- L

---.

. . .. ... . , .... t.,~m a ,a .,,..P *,.. , -. .lll
a

.. . ,, ut ' = =" * = :' " ": " " • " -' ', ' _ -
•
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However, because of the sample ends being held fixed, the

relationship in this case is:

VT = V (1-QT)
2

or: VT V (1-2aT)
0 0

Based on this calculation and the average dilatometry ,

curve determined in this investigation, the thermal

expansion coefficient for the beta phases of the alloys

investigated was found to be 10 X 106 0C-. Other

researchers have reported similar results. Adenstedt, et.

al. (133) found that the thermal expansion coefficient for

beta titanium was 9.41 X 1O-6 °C-1 between room temperature

and 100 C, and increased only to 9.77 X 10- 6 °C-I when the

temperature range was increased to go from room temperature

0

to 650 C. They also found that the thermal expansion

coefficient did not vary significantly with the addition of

vanadium. Expanding on this and other work, Levinger (134)

reported thermal expansion coefficients for beta titaniur.i of

-6 o- 1 -6o-
11.1 X 10 C and 10.I X 10 C between room

temperature and 1000 C. These values were used to calculate

volumetric dilatometry curves and are labelled as "PUB" in

the following figures.

Figure 5.49 compares relative volume curves for several .

0
alloys cooled at 10 C/s with results predicted by both the

average curve from this investigation and the published

N

0

4 ~~%~%W%~ % %~%\ .. ~ A~*,~ N . - 'J~ . . . ..- ,-
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thermal expansion coefficient. This figure shows the 0

agreement between the predicted curves and the data for

individual alloys. Figure 5.50 shows relative size curves

for Ti-6AI and the vanadium alloys compared with the

predicted curves. Good agreement is again seen. Figure

5.51 shows data for TI-6A1-4V cooled at several cooling

rates and compares this data with the average curve. Figure

5.51 figure shows the largest variation in the data and V

seems to indicate that the expansion coefficient is slightly
O

greater when higher cooling rates are used. However, this

trend was not observed in any of the other alloys and is not

believed to be significant. In all cases, the data is

within 0.2% of both the average curve and the curve

predicted using the published linear expansion coefficients, V

and in most cases, within 0.1%.

Several sources of error exist in the dilatometry

procedure. They are discussed briefly in Appendix D.

Because of the errors inherent in the dilatometry procedure, .

it seems likely that the curve derived from the average of

all of the data is an adequate representation of the sample

size during cooling. This is supported by examination of

the above figures and the data in Table 5.5, which show that

the random errors between runs of one material at one

cooling rate are on the same scale as errors between alloys

0

,' .
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or between cooling rates.

5.2.3 Lattice Incompatibility Calculation

The average dilatometry curve and the equilibrium

lattice parameters were combined to calculate lattice

incompatibility in two ways. The first was based on the

original Rath (4) model which assumes that the 0

transformation stress is developed during the Formation of

the grain boundary alpha film. In this case, the

transformation is from a supercooled beta phase to an

equilibrium alpha phase. The second method is based on the

assumption that the development of stress due to lattice ,.

incompatibility continues throughout the formation of the

Widmanstatten colonies. Although this situation will exist

only up to some maximum value of volume percent transformed, j

no attempt was made to find this upper limit. Each of these

calculations will be discussed individually in following

sub-sect ions.

5.2.3.1 Supercooled Beta to Equilibrium Alpha The

amount of grain boundary alpha present did not vary N,

significantly from alloy to alloy or with cooling rate.

Therefore, the amount of grain boundary alpha was not taken

into account in these calculations. Thus a single value for

volumetric lattice incompatibility was calculated for each

,- .,r %. -. % .. " ** .. ' .'..-. ." . .'. . . ".". . " ..... , "%" "," - "%%\.'\"
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4.

alloy. This value is labelled as AV in Figure 5.52 and %

values for the lattice incompatibility of the model alloys

are listed In Table 5.6. Because the temperature where the

grain boundary alpha is forming Is not known, lattice

incompatibility is reported at both the transformation start

and Finish temperatures. This data shows that there are

basically three groups of alloys, based on beta to alpha

lattice incompatibility. The first group is the alloys

which have little or no lattice incompatibility. These

include CP Ti, Ti-6Ai, Ti-6A1-4V, Ti-6A1-6V, TI-6A1-2V-2Nb,

and Ti-6211. The second group, alloys with moderate lattice

incompatibility, approximately 0.4%, consists of the

molybdenum alloys. The third group has the largest lattice

incompatibility, approximately 1%-2%. This group includes

TI-6A1-2V and the niobium alloys. These results support the

earlier conclusion that the addition of niobium has the t

greatest effect on lattice incompatibility in ternary p

alloys, but that this trend cannot be extended to more
S-

complex alloys because of the different partitioning of the

alloying elements. Thus, superposition of binary fattfce

parameter effects, while a good indicator, does not

accurately predict the lattice parameters or lattice

incompatibility of alloys containing more than one beta

stabilizer element.

%

I.

S ' . ' ,', -.. " %. . - V , ., . .. %- .. - ,., . . . -. . ~ -,.. ..... . .-- *
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Table 5.6

Lattice Incompatibility of Alloys Investigated,

Measured Between Supercooled Beta and Equilibrium Alpha

Alloy Lattice Incompatibility (7.) @ TemperatLTes ,J,

8-a Start -la Finish $-+a Finish - 100 C

Cp TI 0.0 0.0 0.0 .

Ti-6Al 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ti-6AI -2V 0.9 1.0 1.0
4V 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
6V 0.0 0.0 0.0 - -

Ti-6A--2Nb 2.2 2.3 2.4
4Nb 1.1 1.3 1.3
6Nb 1.7 1.6 1.6

Ti-6A1--2Mo 0.4 0.6 0.6
4Mo 0.4 0.5 0.6
6Mo 0.4 0.4 0.5 -'

Ti-6211 0.2 0.3 0.4

Ti-6A) 2V
-2Nb 0.0 0.0 0.0

oiv

:.

ep
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5.2.3.2 Supercooled Beta to Widmanstatten Colonies

Although the colony structure is mostly alpha, it does

contain some beta, Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a). In this

case, the "alpha-beta" lattice incompatibility (AV ) is the
as

sum of the two individual incompatibilities, supercooled

beta to equilibrium alpha (AV ) and supercooled beta to
a

equilibrium beta (AV8 ), each weighted by its respective

volume percent:

AV a X (AV) + X (AV )

Because the amount of Widmanstatten colony structure

present varies with alloy content and cooling rate, the

actual lattice Incompatibility is then calculated by

multiplying the alpha-beta lattice incompatibility, AV.., by

the volume fraction colony structure. The components and .....

results of these calculations are presented in Table 5.7.

The data in Table 5.7 shows that the results of this

lattice incompatibility calculation differ slightly from

those obtained when only the grain boundary alpha film is

considered. The alloys divide into groups roughly based on

level of beta stabilization, with the leaner alloys having

greater incompatibility. The largest values of lattice

incompatibility are again found in Ti-6A1-4Nb and Ti-6AI-2V.

Similarly, Ti-6AI-6V and Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb are again found to

have small incompatibility values. Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6211

0..

7-'-,.

-6i
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Table 5.7 0

Lattice Incompatibility Calculated Between Supercooled Beta

and Equilibrium Widmanstatten Alpha-Beta

Cooling Rates (°C/s) are Indicated

Alloy % colony Lattice Incompatibility (7)
Color-oYvo %) 0 a-+a total

unalloyed

titanium (10) - - 0 - 0 0

Ti-6AI (10) - - 0 - 0 0

Ti-6A1 '.-

-2V (50) 5 20 0.9 2.0 0.96 0.19
(20) 5 40 0.9 2.0 0.96 0.38
(10) 5 53 0.9 1.6 0.93 0.49
(5) 5 74 0.9 1.1 0.91 0.67

-4V (20) 10 6 0 4.0 0.40 0.02
(10) 10 15 0 3.8 0.38 0.06
(5) 10 26 0 3.8 0.38 0.10
(1) 10 50 0 3.3 0.33 0.17

-6v (10) 15 1 0 4.7 0.71 0.01 0
(5) 15 4 0 4.3 0.65 0.03
(1) 15 12 0 4.0 0.60 0.07

Ti-6A"
-2Mo (10) 8 - 0.4 1.4 0.5 -

-414o (10) 16 1 0.4 1.0 0.5 0.05 *

-6Mo (5) 24 - 0.4 0.4 0.4 - , w

.'

4. ,V,

4,..,

* S

" W " , W" N , " ", W W . ." -' ,. ,,' ,.e w... ," .' W" ." ,. ," ., . " " V" ." ." ." .. ,. - - ." r - -%." ...- w ,. '4
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Table 5.7 (cont.)

Alloy $1 % colony Lattice Incompatibility (7)
CO]OYvO I a-13 total

TI-6A)
-2Nb (10) 3 - 2.2 0 2.2 -

-4Nb (50) 6 10 1.1 0 1.0 0.10
(20) 6 47 1.1 0 1.0 0.49
(10) 6 57 1.1 0 1.0 0.59
(5) 6 62 1.0 0 0.9 0.59

-6Nb (10) 9 - 1.7 1.2 1.7 "

TI-6A1 
-2V-2Nb (20) 16 26 0 0.4 0.06 0.02

(10) 16 29 0 0.3 0.05 0.02
(1) 16 60 0 0.2 0.03 0.02

Ti-6211 (50) 10 17 0.2 0.9 0.27 0.05 -

(10) 10 39 0.2 0.6 0.24 0.09
(5) 10 60 0.2 0.4 0.22 0.13

",t

.,

. .

'%.0 -

i •

p.a
; ,.-,"...". ,. .'2. ..... ' .'N".'."'....,-,r-,' "...N".'.. . .. .......-.-- ,-'..%,N- .- . >.'.,.,.'%- .'--% .-%'. ,%,-€ € %%'.-, .,
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are now found to have moderate incompatibility values. The

data in Table 5.7 for the three vanadium alloys also shows

that the lattice Incompatibility differences resulting from

changes in alloy content within one alloy system are on the

same scale as the differences caused by a change of alloy

systems. The data in Table 5.7 also shows that this is also

true for changes in cooling rate for an individual alloy.

The data in Table 5.7 can be better understood by

examination of the three factors that contribute to the beta

to colony lattice incompatibility. The first factor is the -

relative volumes of the individual transformation

components. The beta to alpha Incompatibility was determined N

as before and again found to be largest For the niobium S

alloys and Ti-6AI-2V. The beta to beta incompatibility is

largely controlled by two things, the size of the step

associated with the compositional effect (discussed earlier

and shown in Figures 5.46-5.48). and the relative positiorn

of the transformation start temperature with respect to the

step. When only this is considered, the effect of an

increase in cooling rate is to lower the transformation

start temperature and increase the beta to beta

incompatibility. Table 5.7 shows that the beta to beta 0

incompatibility is largest for the vanadium alloys and

smallest for the niobium alloys, as would be expected based

" 0%

IVI
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on Figures 5.46-5.48. 0

The second factor which contributes to the beta to 
*

colony lattice incompatibility is the volume fraction of

beta in the colony structure. Although this quantity is -

very difficult to measure, reasonable estimates can be made

based on metal lographic observations and an analysis of the

applicable phase diagrams. The values used are given in S

Table 5.7. The extent to which actual lattice

incompatibility is controlled by the relative amounts of

alpha and beta within the colony structure depends on the •

magnitudes of the beta to alpha and beta to beta 
.*.

incompatibility values. For example, the niobium alloys p.

have a large beta to alpha incompatibility and no beta to 0

beta incompatibility. In these al I oys, AVB w ill be the

highest for lean alloys. The opposite is true when Ti-6AI-

4V and Ti-6At-6V are compared. •

The third factor that contributes to the beta to colony

lattice incompatibility is the amount of the colony

structure formed. This is controlled by the kinetics of the

beta to alpha transformation which, in turn, are controlled

by the alloy content and cooling rate. The amount of colony

structure formed is greater for lower cooling rates, leaner

alloys, and for niobium and vanadium containing 
alloys in ' .

general. All are conditions which are associated with a 
p_..'

VA A
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beta to alpha transformation which occurs at high

temperatures and under conditions approaching equilibrium. I

All of the above factors combine to determine the beta

to colony lattice incompatiblilty for each combination of

alloy and cooling rate. In all cases, an increase in w6

cooling rate reduces the total incompatibility because of

the reduced amount of colony structure formed. Table 5.7

shows that this is the dominant effect when an individual

alloy is cooled at different rates. When two different

alloys are compared, the relative incompatibilities may be -0

controlled by either the relative amounts of colony

structure or the respective values of Aa8. As an example of

the first situation, the data for Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6A]-6V

shows that A is larger for Ti-6AI-6V, but that this
a13

difference is more than offset by the greater amount of-

colony structure in TI-6A1-4V. On the other hand, the

comparison between a high incompatibility alloy like Ti-6A1-

2V and a low or moderate incompatibility, Ti-6211 or Ti-6Al-

2V-2Nb, shows that the alloys have similar amounts of colony

structure but drastically different A aB values.

PA

5.2.4 Summary of Lattice Incompatibility Testing

Lattice incompatibility has been calculated based on

two different assumptions regarding the beta to alpha

transformation. In the First case, the transformation is

I 

I
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assumed to occur between a supercooled beta phase and an

equilibrium alpha phase, the grain boundary allotriomorph.

The size of the allotriomorph was not a strong function of

either alloy content or cooling rate, so the incompatibility

was determined solely by the relative sizes of the beta and

alpha. Looking at selected alloys, TI-6A1-4Nb was found to

have a large incompatibility, Ti-6A1-4Mo a moderate O

incompatibility, and Ti-6A1-4V, Ti-6211, and Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb,

small Incompatibilities. The highest and lowest values of

incompatibility differed by a factor of approximately four.

The second method of calculating lattice .

incompatibility was based on an assumed transformation

between a supercooled beta phase and an equilibrium alpha- •

beta mix, the Widmanstatten colony structure. In thi3 case,

alloy content and cooling rate combined to control several

factors which determined the overall lattice S

incompatibility. Ti-6AI-4Nb again had the largest

incompatibility, TI-6AI-6V and Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb again the

smallest, now with Ti-6211 and Ti-6AI-4V in between. The S

most significant difference between results obtained with

the two methods resulted from the second method weighting .

the calculated "alpha-beta" incompatibi l ity, Acs, by the 0

amount of colony structure formed. Because of this, lattice

incompatibility as calculated by the seco c- method was W

S.'%

"S;'%

SI'
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significantly affected by changes in alloy content within

each alloy system and by changes in cooling rate. These

changes were a i large as those between different alloy

systems. The largest incompatibility values were obtained

for lean alloys and low cooling rates.

Several aspects of lattice incompatibility have not

been addressed by this investigation and bear mentioning.

The first is the applicability of equilibrium parameters to

dynamic conditions. The calculation method used was chosen

as the best available way to estimate the dynamic lattice 0

incompatibility of several alloys relative to one another, .

based on measurements that could be made. However, a

comparison of the lattice parameter measurements and the •

results of dilatometric studies demonstrate the difference

between equilibrium and dynamic cooling conditions. The

most serious inadequacy of this approach is that it is

unable to address the partitioning which can take place

during a continuous cooling transformation. The

compositions of both the alpha and beta phases vary with •

time, temperature, volume percent transformed, and position.

It is quite possible that the critical lattice

incompatibility exists under conditions which are too _

dynamic and/or too local to bear any resemblance to bulk

equilibrium measurements.

% r
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A second and less severe criticism is that the 0

measurements and calculations are too crude to accurately

estimate the lattice Incompatibility, but that the approach

is valid. This must be considered because the calculations,

particularly the second set, are based on several

measurements, each subject to error. The most severe of

these potential errors, In terms of the ratio of error size

to significant measurable differences, is involved in the

lattice parameter measurements. Significantly less severe

errors, relative to the quantities being measured, include

those in measurement of x-ray sample temperatures,

determination of transformation start temperatures, and

quantitative metal lography. These errors are discussed in 0

Appendix 0. However, the ability of these calculations to

discern between various levels of lattice incompatibility is

supported by agreement with published results and the fact

that a significant range of incompatibility was observed

within the investigation.

5.3 High Temperature Ductility

The high temperature ductility of several alloys was

investigated using the Gleeble 1500 thermal-mechanical

testing system. The alloys investigated included Ti-6A1-2V,

Ti-6A1-4V, Ti-6AI-6V, Ti-6A1-4Nb, TI-6AI-2V-2Nb, and Ti-6AI-'

2Nb-ITa-O.8Mo. Unalloyed titanium and Ti-6A1 were also

- .%

W'A
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investigated, but not as extensively as the other alloys. 0

The hot ductility testing procedure consisted of tensile

testing during linear cooling at several rates, following an

anneal at 1200 0 C. The tensile tests were performed at

temperatures above, within, and below the temperature range

of the beta to alpha transformation. Load versus elongation

curves were generated for most of these tests. These curves

are compiled under separate cover (87). The purpose of this

testing was to characterize the high temperature ductility

loss with respect to alloy content and cooling rate. The

behavior described as the "high temperature ductility loss"

was discussed earlier, Figure 1.1, and is shown

schematically in Figure 5.53. S

The results of the hot ductility testing are presented

in Figures 5.54-5.61. These figures are plots of reduction

in area versus test temperature for several cooling rates S

and each of the alloys tested. For comparison, the beta to

alpha transformation start and finish temperatures for a

cool ing rate of 10°C/s are indicated on these figures. S

5.3.1 Alloy Effects

Several observations can be made when these data are

viewed as a whole. Most significantly, the mechanical

behavior of all of the alloys tested is fairly similar.

With the exception of unalloyed titanium, all the alloys .

RON
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tested show a definite loss of high temperature ductility at ,

temperatures near the beta to alpha finish temperature.

Superficially, this contradicts the results of earlier

investigations (6, 59-66) which showed that the severity of

the ductility loss varied significantly from alloy to alloy.

The earlier investigations however, used either one thermal

cycle or a group of thermal cycles which varied over a very 0

narrow range. Figures 5.54-5.61 show that when the cool ing

rate is varied over a wide range, the bahavior of all of the

alloys tested is very similar. Thus, the high temperature

ductility loss is a problem which may occur in any of these

alloys when exposed to an appropriate thermal cycle.
S

A second aspect of the high temperature ductility loss 0,

is the irreversible nature of the loss. Earlier studies

have demonstrated this behavior for Ti-6211 (6, 55). In

this investigation, the irreversibility was found to occur

to an equal extent in both Ti-6211 and TI-6A1-4V. When the

as-received Ti-6211 was tensile tested at 8000 C on heating,

it failed in a ductile manner with 757. reduction in area. 0

0 0 -When tested during a cool of J°C/s following a 1200 C

anneal, the failure was macroscopically brittle with only

317. reduction in area. In the case of Ti-6AI-4V, testing at 0

750°C during heating resulted In ductile failure with 78.

reduction in area. However, testing during a cool of I°C/s

N.
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.'W

again resulted in a macroscopically brittle failure with

only 27% reduction in area. This is further evidence that

the high temperature ductility loss occurs In all of these

alloys.

A second result of the testing which Is apparent upon

examination of Figures 5.54-5.61 .s that, with the exception

of Ti-6211, the severity of the ductility loss for an

individual alloy is a function of cooling rate. This

further supports the conclusion that a major portion of the

alloy dependence observed in earlier investigations was, in

fact, the cool ing rate dependence of the alloys tested. The

cooling rate dependence is very similar for all of the

alloys and the general trends can be easfly seen in Figure 0

5.57, the plot of ductility versus temperature for Ti-6A?- ,. .

4V. The severity of the ductility loss is greatest for the

slowest cooling rate, in this case, 0.17 0 C/s. As the S

cooling rate is increased, the ductility loss is decreased,

both In severity and in extent (in terms of temperature).

It must be noted that the relationship between S

ductility loss and cooling rate seen in Figure 5.57 is

accentuated by a change in overall ductility with a change

in cooling rate. This figure shows that, independent of the

ductility loss, the overall ductility of the material is ".'.,

lowest at slow coo;';ng rates and highest at high cooling .-

,VS

NA.-" -'. .-"-'. '...'. " ..-% '.- - -" -'. " -.. " " . -"." " -" " W" " - ' " ,''' " ', - w'' # 'w
'. '  
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rates. This trend, which becomes apparent above 5000C, can

also be seen the corresponding figures for the other

alloys. The severity of the ductility loss can be better

illustrated when it is separated from the overall ductility

effects. This was done by comparing the actual ductility %

versus temperature curve with a curve estimated to describe

the bahavior of the material in the absence of the ductility

loss. The estimated curves were based on data from test:

conducted during heating of the as-received material,

normalized to the 5000C ductility measured on cooling, and

published data where available (55, 59). This procedure,

shown in Figure 5.62, results in the calculation of a

quantity referred to as "net ductility loss". The actual

minimum ductility value is referred to as "minimum hot

ductility". Both quantities were calculated at the minimum

ductility point of each ductility versus temperature curve, S

and both are expressed as percent reduction in area. These .

values, along with the corresponding reduction in area

values, are listed in Table 5.8.

Figure 5.63 shows a plot of minimum hot ductility

versus cooling rate for the alloys tested, and Figure 5.64

is the corresponding plot of net ductility loss versus 0

temperature. First examining Figure 5.63, the trend oF

minimum hot ductility increasing with increasing cooling

%.%

-Pt
V-'

-P ,
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Table 5.8 0

Minimum High Temperature Ductility and Net Ductility Loss

for Alloys Tested at Several Cooling Rates

Alloy Cooling Rate Minimum Hot Net Ductility
(0 C/s) Ductility (.) Loss (%)

Ti-6A]-2V 0. 17 25 37
5 40 32
10 50 21

(1) 10 49 -.
(2) 10 46
(3) 10 49 -

20 67 -
50 75 8 .44)

Ti-6AI-4V 0. 17 26 40 4,.
1 35 29
5 67 29 0
10 82 12
20 95 9 ".

Ti-6A1-6V 0.17 33 27
0.5 40 23

1 47 18 
2 50
5 50 -

10 54 8

Ti-6A1-4Nb 0.17 26 48
5 32 42 0
10 45 39
20 54 31
50 26 34

Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb 0.1 19 45
1 33 45 0

10 49 32
20 55 36

'4,[ "4
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0 Table 5.8 (cont.)

Alloy Cooling Rate Minimum Hot Net Ductility
(c/S) Ductility (7.) Loss (%)

TI-6211 0.17 16 65
5 17 67

10 16 60
50 16 63

Ti-6211 (1) 0.17 24 60
(1) 4 32 56
(1) 10 24 60
(1) 20 30 57

(1) beta anneal of 5 minutes/1100°C

(2) beta anneal of 5 minutes/1300aC

(3) beta anneal of 10 minutes/13000 C

N4*
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rate can be seen for all of the alloys except Ti-6211. This S

figure shows that the minimum hot ductility of Ti-6211 is

uniformly less that that of the other alloys and not

affected by cooling rate over the range tested. The minimum

hot ductility values for the vanadium alloys, particularly

Ti-6A1-4V, are the highest and most susceptible to cooling

rate changes. The behavior of Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb and Ti-6AI-4Nb •

is between that of the vanadium alloys and Ti-6211.

rhe same behavior is seen in Figure 5.64, the plot of

net ductility loss versus cooling for all of the alloys S

tested. The vanadium alloys have the least net ductility

loss, Ti-6211 the greatest, and Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb and Ti-6A1-

4Nb, intermediate values. Also, the net ductility loss is S

strongly affected by cooling rate in the vanadium alloys,

affected moderately in Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb and Ti-6A]-4Nb, and

essentially unaffected in TI-6211. Additional observations S

can be made based on Figure 5.64. This figure suggests

that, as the cooling rate is increased, net ductility loss

of each alloy decreases to a minimum level which then

remains constant as the cooling rate is further increased.

For the vanadium alloys, this minimum level is 5-10%, and 'V..

For Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb and TI-6A1-4Nb, 30-40%. One possible

interpretation of the data for TI-6211 is that all of the

testing was performed in the range where the net ductility %

J l . ... .,
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loss of Ti-6211 has already reached its minimum value.

However, because the testing was carried out at cool ing

rates slow enough to approximate equilibrium conditions,

this is unlikely. The possibilIty does exist, however, that

the cooling rates used were not high enough to highlight any

cooling rate dependence in Ti-6211.

The data shown in Figure 5.64, particularly that for 0

the vanadium alloys, supports the idea that the high

temperature ductility loss is connected with the beta to

alpha transformation. The effects of vanadium additions on S

the kinetics of the transformation and the transformed -V

microstructures have been discussed earl ier. In general,

the addition of vanadium will move the CCT curve for these 0

alloys down In temperature and to the right, to longer

times. Therefore, for the transformation to proceed in

roughly equivalent fashion for alloys with 2, 4, and 6% S

vanadium, a slow cooling rate would be required for the 6V

alloy, a moderate rate for the 4V alloy, and a high rate for
.

the 2V alloy. The data in Figure 5.64 shows exactly this S

relationship. At a net ductility loss of approximately 20%,

0 0TI-6A1-6V was cooled at I C/s, Ti-6A1-4V at 5 C/s, and TI-

6AI-2V at 10 C/s. The same relationship is shown at

approximately 8% net ductility loss, where the cool ing rates

are 10C/s, 20°/C/s, and 50 C/S.,_,-

S.._.
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An additional observation that can be made on the basis 0

of Figures 5.63 and 5.64 is that the hot ductility behavior

of these alloys cannot be linked to level of beta

stabilization. Among the heavily stabilized alloys, Ti-6AL-

6V has a small ductility loss susceptibility and Ti-6A-2V-

2Nb a moderate susceptibility. Viewed as groups, the

moderately stabilized alloys, Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6211, and the 0

lean alloys, Ti-6A1-2V, Ti-6A-4Nb, both contain alloys

which have widely varying hot ductility loss behavior as

well. 0

The ultimate tensile strength of the material was also

measured in each hot ductility test. Figures 5.65-5.72 are

plots of ultimate tensile strength versus temperature for S

all of the alloys tested. Again, each figure contains data V

for several cooling rates, all tested at an effective strain M

rate of 1.5 s As was the case with the ductility •

measurements, the mechanical behavior of all of the alloys

tested is fairly similar. The trends shown in all the A

alloys ere well illustrated by the plot for Ti-GAI-2V-2Nb, 0

Figure 5.71. As the test temperature is decreased through

the beta to alpha transformation, the ultimate tensile

strength of the material increases rapidly. The curve then

goes through an inflection point at a temperature near the

transformation finish and increases more slowly with

,-% n

'SJ

7-
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decreasing test temperature. This agrees with the results

of others (6) which indicate that ultimate tensile strength

Is a strong function of the amounts of the phases being

tested, but the strength of the stable two-phase transformed

microstructure is not strongly temperature dependent.

Two other general observations can be made based on the

data shown in Figure 5.65-5.72 and easily seen in Figure

5.71. The first observation is that the slope of the curve

within the transformation, hence the strength of the

transformed material, increases with increasing cooling S

rate. This is consistent with the previously discussed

microstructural refinement associated with rapid cooling .'

rates. The second observation is that below the

transformation, the curves are roughly parallel. Thus, the

ultimate tensile strength of the transformed material varies

with cooling rate but the temperature dependence of the •

ultimate tensile strength does not. These observations are

further illustrated by Figure 5.73, a plot of ultimate

tensile strength versus temperature for all the alloys S

0tested at 10 C/s. In all cases, the strength level at any

temperature seems to be controlled by the strength level at

the beta to alpha finish. 0

The curves for the three Ti-6AI-V ternary alloys snow

additional interesting trends. Figure 5.73 shows that in
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,;.,

the case of these alloys, both portions of the curves are

essentially parallel. The strength level is determined by

the extent to which the portion of the curve within the

transformation continues. This portion of the curve Is far

more extensive In the case of Ti-6A]-6V than Ti-6A1-4V or

Ti-6A1-2V. This suggests that the transformation occurs

over a larger temperature range for Ti-6AI-6V than for Ti-

6A1-4V or Ti-6AI-2V, a result which contradicts the results

of the dilatometry associated with the CCT diagram

development. This Is particularly Interesting because one -p

apparent shortcoming of the previously discussed

transformation kinetics model was that it did predict a

"spreading out" of the transformation with increasing beta

stabilizer content.
'p"

An additional trend which can be observed in Figure

5.73 is that the strength of the alloys increases with

increasing beta stabilization. This effect is somewhat wj,

isolated in Figure 5.74, a plot of strength versus

temperature for TI-6A1-2V, Ti-6AI-4V, and Ti-6AI-6V, cooled

at ]00 C/s, 50 C/s, and l0 C/s, respectively. These cooling

rates were chosen to create transformed microstructures

which were approximately equivalent In terms of refinement,

differing only in level of beta stabilization. Comparison

of the curves In Figure 5.74 with the corresponding curves

..i
! :-'--$
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in Figure 5.73 (where a constant cooling rate of 1O°C/s was

used), shows that the two sets of curves differ only %

slightly in position. Thus, it is the level of beta

stabilization that is dominating the relative positioning

of the three curves for the vanadium alloys, not the effect

of changes in transformed microstructure. This suggests

that the strength of the alloys tested, Figure 5.73, is

controlled primarily by their beta stabilization and only

secondarily by their transformed microstructure.

It has been shown that all of the alloys tested in this

study are susceptible to the ductility loss. This

susceptibility varies with alloy content, but not to as

* great an extent as has been previously reported. A far

greater effect was that of cooling rate, with ductility

being the lowest and ductility loss the greatest when slow

* cooling rates are used. These results suggest that a

significant portion of the reported differences between the

behavior of different alloys is actually due to the cooling

rate dependence of the individual alloys tested. However,

overall ductility and the severity of the ductility loss

does vary from alloy to alloy with the vanadium alloys being

the least susceptible to the ductility loss and Ti-6211

being the most susceptible. In contrast to the ductility

behavior, it was found that the ultimate tensile strength of

1 
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the alloys tested was controlled by level of beta

stabilization and only secondariiy by cooling rate.

5.3.2 Lattice Incompatibility

To test the validity of the lattice incompatibility

model, the results of the hot ductility testing were

compared with the results of the lattice incompatibility

measurements and calculations. This comparison can be made

by combining the results given in Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8,

with those shown in Figures 5.63 and 5.64. As was discussed 1

earlier, lattice incompatibility was calculated in two ways.

The first method of calculating lattice incompatibility was

based on the assumption of transformation stress being

developed only during formation of the grain boundary alpha

film. These values are referred to as "beta to alpha

latt ice incompatibi I ity" or "A " and are l isted in Table
a

5.6. Based on this lattice incompatibility, it was found

that the alloys tested could be ranked in order of '

decreasing lattice incompatibility as follows: Ti-6A1-4Nb, "

Ti-6AI-2V, Ti-6211, followed by Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb, Ti-6AI-6V and ..

Ti-6A1-4V, all at zero incompatibility. In Figures 5.75 and
'-'C

5.76, the lattice incompatibility of these alloys is plotted

against minimum high temperature ductility and net ductility

loss, respectively. These figures show that no correlation

can be made between lattice incompatibility calculated in

, -

S%.

.- ,
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this manner and either minimum hot ductility or net 0

ductility loss.

The second method of calculating lattice

incompatibility was based on the assumption that the 0

development of the transformation stress continued

throughout the formation of the Widmanstatten alpha-beta

colonies. In this case, lattice incompatibility was

measured between the supercooled beta and a mixture of the

alpha and beta phases, "A " This value was then weighted

by the amount of the colony structure formed and the final

result Is referred to as "beta to colony lattice

incompatibility". The results of this calculation are given %

in Table 5.7 and plotted against minimum hot ductility and 0

net ductility loss in Figures 5.77 and 5.78, respectively.

In contrast with the first method of lattice incompatibility

calculation, it was now found that lattice incompatibility 0

varied widely not only from alloy to alloy, but also within

an alloy system and with cooling rate for an individual

alloy. These results agree qualitatively with the hot

ductil ity measurements.

Figures 5.77 and 5.78 show that the alloys split

crudely into three groups, the ductility behavior of each

described by a linear relationship with lattice

incompatibility. Because the data do not all fall within

el % "

_0
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the same group, these data show that the ductility behavior

of these alloys cannot be uniquely described by lattice

incompatibility, calculated in this fashion. However, the

relationship between lattice incompatibility and ductility

or ductility loss within each of the three groups suggests

that perhaps a correlation does exist. When evaluating the

data shown in Figures 5.77 and 5.78, it must be remembered

that the beta to colony lattice incompatibility was shown to

be dominated by the amount of Widmanstatten colony structure

formed. Because of this, the question exists as to whether 0

the apparent correlations are between ductility and lattice

incompatibility or between ductility and Widmanstatten

colony structure, independent of lattice incompatibility. 0

This will be addressed in the following section, where

possible correlations between ductility behavior and several

microstructural variables are examined.

Several points must be made concerning the data in

Figures 5.77 and 5.78. First, the case for the existence of

a relationship between lattice incompatibility and ductility

behavior would obviously be strengthened if more of the data

shown in Figures 5.77 and 5.78 were Included in one group.

Second, the calculation of lattice incompatibility relies on

several assumptions. While each individual assumption is

reasonable, the result is calculated values which are

IAN
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somewhat removed from the measurements they are based on. •

Third, the measurements themselves, lattice volume, beta

phase dilatometry, and the measurement of transformation

temperatures, are all subject to errors which have been

discussed elsewhere. These points must be briefly examined .. .,

to determine if the failure of the alloys to group together

perhaps results from previous measurement errors or specific

assumptions In the calculation procedure.

Figures 5.77 and 5.78 and Table 5.7 show that the

lattice incompatibility of these alloys may be grouped based

on their relative beta stabilization. This suggests that

the calculation of lattice incompatibility may not have

weighted the volumetric difference between the supercooled 0

beta and the equilibrium beta, "beta to beta

incompatibility", heavily enough. This is possible in the

case of the vanadium ternary alloys, where the beta to beta

incompatibility was large with respect to the beta to alpha

incompatibility was very large. With these alloys, a

heavier emphasis on the beta to beta incompatibility could

make the behavior of Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6A1-6V similar to that -p.,-

of Ti-6A1-2V. Such a change could possibly be justified if

the amount of beta in the colony structure was found to be

much greater than the values assumed In the incompatibility

calculations. In the case of TI-6AI-2V-2Nb however, the .

%*-
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incompatibility values are too small to make any change in

weighting significant. Even with drastic changes in the

weighting of the incompatibility values, the behavior of

this alloy still differs greatly from that of the other

ailoys.

Another factor must be considered because of the

apparent grouping of the alloys along the lines of beta 0

stabilization. This is the relative strength of the colony

structure in each alloy. If the assumption is made that the 4%.
.5., 

S

colony structure is loaded to the material yield strength in

each case, the residual stress level would be much higher in

a stronger alloy. Although the strength of these alloys was

shown to generally increase with beta stabilization, TI-6Al-

2Nb-2V is again an exception. Figure 100 shows that at any

temperature, the strength of Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb is lower than

that of either Ti-6Al-4V or Ti-6AI-6V. The strength

difference is magnified by the fact that the transformation

temperature of Ti-6AI-2V-2Nb Is much higher than that of the .5

vanadium alloys. Thus, if the calculations were modified to

include the strength of the material, the behavior of Ti-

6AI-2V-2Nb would still differ significantly from that of the

other alloys. S

Using the described method of lattice incompatibility

calculation, the difference between the three groups in

S,
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wool%

Figures 5.77 and 5.78 is caused, to a large degree, by

differences in beta to alpha incompatibility. Although

these values are subject to error, as discussed in Appendix

D, the most accurate values of beta to alpha incompatibility

include those for the alloys Ti-6A--4Nb and Ti-6A]-2V-2Nb.

The position of these two alloys at opposite ends of the

lattice incompatibility spectrum shows that the differences I

shown in Figures 5.77 and 5.78 are real and cannot be

attributed to errors in measurement of the beta to alpha

incompatibility. Although measurement of the beta to beta S

incompatibility is far more prone to error than the

measurement of the beta to alpha incompatibility, the

relative small amount of beta present in the colony 0

structure prevents this from being a major consideration. .

5.3.3 Microstructural Analysis

As has been previously discussed, the susceptibility to

the high temperature ductility loss exists in all of the

alloys tested, with the exception of unalloyed titanium. Il.

The severity of the ductility loss varies from alloy to

alloy, but also with cooling rate for each individual alloy.

It has also been found that different alloys within one

alloy system can be made to have similar hot ductility

behavior by correctly choosing the cooling rate for each

alloy. These results suggest that much of the variation in
aS

,V..
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behavior previously attributed to alloy differences is S

actually due to the cooling rate dependence of the

individual alloys. 4$

Viewed within the context of this investigation,

changes in cooling rate will have two major effects on the

alloys studied. One is to change the lattice

incompatibility as calculated between supercooled beta and

an equilibrium Widmanstatten colony structure. The second

effect is to change the resulting transformed

microstructure. Starke, et. al. (55) studied the high S

temperature deformation of Ti-6211 and found that only prior

beta grain shape and grain boundary alpha affected

ductility. Other factors which were investigated and found

to have little or no effect included prior beta grain size,

grain boundary alpha thickness, and the presence (or

absence) of alpha' martensite. Lewis et. al. (133) reached

similar conclusions. However, because the current

investigation has demonstrated that Ti-6211 has the least

cooling rate dependence of any of the alloys studied, these

conclusions may not be universally applicable. A

microstructural factor not studied by either Starke or Lewis

is the possible effect of the existence and/or extent of the

two morphologies of Widmanstatten structure, colony and

basketweave. As shown earlier, the relative amounts of
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these two microconstituents vary greatly with cooling rate .

and alloy content.

Studies made of alpha-beta titanium alloys at room

temperature have demonstrated general, F not universal,

trends between mechanical properties, deformation

characteristics, and microstructures (25-48). Most often,

it has been found that the tensile ductility of these alloys S

at room temperature is governed first by the extent of

planarity of slip, and second, by the length of the active

slip paths. These concepts were most clearly evaluated and •

demonstrated by Lutjering, et. al. (31). However, the

ductility variation seen at room temperature and described

by the modelling of Lutjering and others is very small S

compared to that observed at high temperatures (31, 54-66).

Additionally, the fracture surfaces of the low ductility

tensile failures more closely resembles those of creep S

failures than of room temperature tensile failures (55,

134). These observations suggest that the room temperature

concepts are not generally applicable at high temperatures. 0

Still, the high strain rates used in the current study make

the room temperature ideas useful as a reference point for

the evaluation of microstructure-mechanical property

relationships.

-S-'

U.m%
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5.3.3.1 Prior Beta Grain Size. In previous S

investigations (55, 133), no relationship has been found

between prior beta grain size and high temperature

ductility. To test this result, the effect of prior beta S

grain size was investigated for both Ti-6211 and Ti-6A1-2V.

The results of these tests are shown in Figures 5.79 and

5.80. Figure 5.79 shows ductility versus temperature curves

for Ti-6AI-2V cooled at 100 C/s following four different beta

anneals. In this case, the curves are all essentially the

same although the prior beta grain size ranged from 0.25mm 0

to l.Omm. Figure 5.80 shows a plot of net ductility loss

versus cooling rate for two sets of Ti-6211 data, one

annealed at 1100 C and the other at 1200 C. Again, the

results of the two sets of tests are very similar. .

These results verify that prior beta grain size is not

related to the high temperature ductility of these two

specific alloys, Ti-6211 and Ti-6A1-2V. It has been shown 5-

that these two alloys rest at opposite ends of the spectrum

in terms of the cooling rate, hence microstructural, effect

on ductility. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the

ductility of all of the alloys tested is equally immune to

the effect of prior beta grain size. The conclusion that

may then be reached is that if the concepts of planarity of

slip and slip path length, applicable at room temperature,
,41

1Z
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are governing the high temperature ductility of these S

alloys, the slip path length is independent of the prior

beta grain size.

5.3.3.2 Grain Boundary Alpha Thickness. Earlier

studies have shown that when the low ductility failures

occur, the mechanism of failure is microvoid nucleation and -G

coalescence (25-48). These processes have been observed to

occur almost exclusively at the interface between a grain

boundary alpha film and the matrix. The only exceptions

which have been reported are occasional void nucleation at

alpha'-matrix interfaces and at the interface between large I,,

alpha platelets and the matrix (43-48). In proposing his

"differential strength" model, Starke (55) suggested that

the low ductility failures were due to dislocation pile ups

associated with concentrated slip within the grain boundary

alpha layer. However. attempts (55, 133) to relate grain 1V.

boundary alpha thickness with high temperature ductility in

Ti-6211 have failed to show a clear correlation.

Qualitatively, similar results have been obtained in this

investigation. The amount and thickness of the grain

boundary alpha film was not found to vary significantly

throughout the range of alloys and cooling rates studied.

The only exceptions to this were rapidly-cooled Ti-6AI-6V

and Ti-6AI-4V, which had noticeably less grain boundary

,
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P~.
N:

alpha than the other alloys. These results lead to the •

conclusion that deformation of the grain boundary alpha film

is not the mechanism controlling the high temperature

ductility of these alloys.

It must be pointed out however, that the amount of

grain boundary alpha film present in a given microstructure

is very difficult to accurately determine. One way to 0

estimate the amount of grain boundary alpha present is to

develop a relationship describing the relative amounts of

Widmanstatten colony structure and grain boundary alpha. As

was discussed earlier, the colonies grow as the result of

the breakdown of the al lotriomorph interface. Thus, their

presence at a prior beta grain boundary will generally be 0
'.

associated with an allotriomorph, even if the allotriomorph ..

cannot be metallographically detected. It is true that a

grain boundary alpha film can exist without an associated •

Widmanstatten colony. It is also true that colonies can be

associated with nuclei other than grain boundary alpha.

Finally, any relationship describing the relative amounts of

grain boundary alpha and colony structure would only be -:

expected to hold at low volume percents, where a change in

amount of colony structure Is associated with further

saturation of the prior beta grain boundaries. In spite of

these limitations, the amount of colony structure should

0

i-v
." %.

w''.I.''''..''. ''""""v2'W2.Z'. . -2 ""w.. '.'..'" _' 'r.'_'.'.-.- "...~..-_-u-.- -.-.1.'-.:. .".'.".-" ". -' .-".
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provide a rough idea about the relative amounts of grain S

boundary alpha in different microstructures. Table 5.9

lists the volume percent and width of the Widmanstatten

colonies is all the microstructures studied. Table 5.9

shows that for small amounts of Widmanstatten colony

structure, the colony width is approximately 0.001 in., or

0.025 mm. Based on this and spherical prior beta grains S

with a diameter of 0.3 mm, the prior beta grain boundaries

will be saturated at approximately 15% colony structure.

Table 5.9 shows that using 15% colony structure as an S

arbitrary cutoff point for grain boundary saturation, the

only microstructures which would be expected to have

0
unsaturated boundaries are TI-6A1-4V cooled at 20 C/s, Ti- •

6A1-6V at 1, 2, 5, and 10 C/s, and Ti-6A1-4Nb and Ti-6A1-2V- ,_%

02Nb at 50 C/s. In general, this is in agreement with the

metal lographic observations. In any case, the ductility of

these alloy-cooling rate combinations is not markedly

different from that expected based on the test matrix as a

whole, Figures 5.63 and 5.64.

5.3.3.3 Widmanstatten Colony Structure Previous

investigations have focussed on the grain boundary alpha

film as the microconstituent associated with the low

ductility failures (55, 133). However, no correlation has

been demonstrated between the grain boundary alpha film, the

A, 1.... . .. ... .. . . .. - •
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Table 5.9

Widmanstatten Colony Size and Volume Percent Widnianstatten

in Alloys Tested at Several Cooling Rates

Alloy Cooling Rate Volume Percent Colony Colony Siz
o
C/s) (7.) (in. x 10 Qp

Ti-6AI-2V 0.17 100 17
5 74 9
10 53 5
20 40 1

Ti-6A1-4V 0.17 100 10
4 26 3
10 15 2
20 6 1

Ti-6AI-6V 0.17 100 12
0.5 25 3

1 12 2
2 5 1 V-,'.

5 4 1
10 1 1

TI-6AI-4Nb 0.17 100 15
5 62 12
10 57 9
20 47 4
50 10 2

Ti-6A 1 ...

-2V-2Nb 0.1 100 14
5 40 3
10 29 4
20 26 2
50 11 2

"'-..,'

,""S,
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Table 5.9 (cont.) 0

Alloy Cool (ng Rate Volume Percent Colony Colony Sl
C/5) M%) (in. x 10)

Ti-6211 0.17 100 4
5 57 3 VA

10 39 2
50 17 1

Ti-6211 (1) 0.17 100 10
4 57 4,_,,,_

10 39 3
20 26 1

(1) beta anneal of 5 minutes/llO° C

I. "

,..

A'....

N

AN .:A...A-f,
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amount and size of which varies little with alloy content S
a

and cooling rate, and hot ductility, which varies widely.

As has been discussed, the grain boundary alpha film is

usually associated with a Widmanstatten colony structure,

shown in Figures 44-46. Unlike the grain boundary alpha

film, the amount and size of the Widmanstatten colonies vary

significantly with both alloy content and cooling rate. 0

This Is shown in Figures 5.81 and 5.82, and in Table 5.9.

It is well established that when the colony

microstructure is strained at room temperature, the retained S

beta between the alpha laths does not block the passage of
.,'

dislocations. Once nucleated, slip traverses the entire

colony. This behavior has been observed at high S

temperatures as well. Figure 5.83 contains micrographs .

taken of a longitudinal section of a Ti-6211 Gleeble

specimen which was tested under conditions producing low S

ductility failure. In this micrograph, microvoids which

have nucleated away from the fracture surface appear to be ,

associated with localized planar slip across an entire

Widmanstatten colony. The transmission microscopy of

Starke, et. al. (55) shows similar results, intense

localized slip occurring across a grain boundary alpha film

and Widmanstatten colony. These results suggest that the

critical microconstituent, in terms of high temperature
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r ductility, is the Widmanstatten colony structure rather than S

the grain boundary alpha film.

To test for a possible correlation between the

Widmanstatten colony structure and the high temperature

ductility of these alloys, the minimum hot ductility and net A.

ductility loss were plotted against the volume percent of

colony structure, Figures 5.84 and 5.85, respectively. In

both figures, a general correlation can be seen. Figure

5.84 shows that the various alloys all have different levels

of minimum hot ductility. However, the minimum hot S

ductility of each alloy decreases with increasing amount of

the colony structure in a fairly linear manner, and the

slope of the lines are all fairly similar. Figure.5.84

suggests two things. The first is that there is in fact a

relationship between the Widmanstatten colony structure and

the ductility of these alloys. The second is that although

each alloy has a different intrinsic ductility level, the

effect of the amount of colony structure is approximately

the same for all the alloys studied. An obvious exception

to this is the behavior of Ti-6211 which will be discussed

separately In a later section.

In Figure 5.85, net ductility loss is plotted against

vc lume percent of the colony structure. This figure shows

that when the different intrinsic ductilities of the alloys

i
S2

*--S
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are eliminated, the correlation between ductility loss and 0

the amount of Widmanstatten colony structure is very

obvious. The data for all of the alloys falls within a

narrow band. At low volume percents of the colony

structure, the net ductility loss increases monotomically

with volume percent colony structure. However, there is

little additional increase in net ductility loss beyond

approximately 50% colony structure. This suggests two

possibilities. The first is that the system becomes somehow

saturated at higher volume percents of the colony structure.

The most obvious type of saturation is that of the prior

beta grain boundaries. This is particularly appealing

because the fracture surfaces of the low ductility failures •

are frequently intergranular with respect to the prior beta

grain boundaries. As discussed earlier, the prior beta

grain boundaries are saturated at far lower levels of volume

percent colony structure than 50%. However, these

calculations were based on a uniform colony width. The

growth of the colonies is probably not uniform throughout .!

the microstructures. Therefore, it is quite possible that

the boundaries do not become saturated until the average

colony width is much thicker and the volume percent colony

structure much higher than the 15% calculated. Without a

detailed microstructural investigation, which is beyond the -"

.A,

%
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scope of this investigation, the question of prior beta •

grain boundary saturation must be left open. N
The second possible explanation for the behavior shown

in Figure 5.85 is that net ductility loss is actually

related to the width of the colony structure, itself related

to volume percent in roughly the manner shown in Figure

5.85. In a general sense, a consideration of colony width

predicts the trend shown in Figure 5.85 because:

%
d a V 1/3

where: d = colony width S

V = colony volume

Previous studies support, either directly or

indirectly, the correlation between colony width and •

ductility in the presence of low ductility failures. In a

detailed study of Ti-Al alloys which deformed by intense

planar slip, Lutjering (31) showed that low ductilityS

failures could be associated with a critical local stress at

the head of a dislocation pile up. He also showed that the

local shear stress could be described by the applied stress S

and the slip path length via a Hall-Petch relationship.

....-

S'

S.,
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A Hall-Petch relationship is typically described by:

edAD-1 /2
local 'applied

where: local = local shear stress

Iapplied = applied shear stress

A = experimentally derived constant

D = slip path length

Lutjering (31) found that the critical local shear S

stress to cause low ductility failures was independent of

all factors other than alloy content. Thus, this critical

stress could be reached by any combination of applied stress

and local stress concentration. If the assumption is made

that the stress-strain relationship for a material can be

described by the expression:

a = Ke n
" "

the criteria described by Lutjering can be grossly "

simplified and in the absence of particle strengthening, 0

written as: .

Ef = B(DI/2 ) I/n

where: & = true failure strain

D = slip path length

n = exponent in stress-strain relationship

A = a constant which depends on material,

orientation, and dislocation type '

,S
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If uniform deformation to failure was a reasonable 0

assumption, constancy of volume could be used to convert

true fracture strain to reduction in area. The criteria of

Lutjering (31) could then be written as:

-ln(l-%RA/100) = A(D- 1/2)/n

Unfortunately, virtually any measureable level of

reduction in area is associated with some necking. Because

of this, the reduction in area values obtained in this

investigation cannot be used to calculate true fracture

strain. However, this does show that if the slip path

length in the Widmanstatten colonies is the critical

microstructural parameter, this length should be related to

some measure of fracture strain via a Hall-Petch expression.

In Figures 5.86 and 5.87, minimum hot ductility and net
-112

ductility loss are plotted against D-, where D is the

Widmanstatten colony width. Obviously, these ductility

measuremrents are only relative measures of true failure

strain (and "loss" of failure strain). Still Figures 5.86

and 5.87 show that there is a definite correlation between

hot ductility and Widmanstatten colony width. As was the

case with Figures 5.84 and 5.85, the correlation is most

obvious when the intrinsic ductilities of the materials are

eliminated, Figure 5.86. Thus, although true failure strain

cannot be calculated, the results shown in Figures 5.86 and

,..P."
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5.87 support the conclusion that the Widmanstatten colony 6

structure is the critical microconstituent. Additionally,

these results suggest that the functional form seen in

Figure 5.85 exists because the critical parameter is colony

width.

An additional and significant characteristic of the

relationship between the Widmanstatten colony structure and S

the ductility behavior of these alloys is that it only

applies within the hot ductility dip region. This study has

shown the relationship between colony parameters and •

ductility within the ductility region. However, no such

correlation can be be made at low temperatures. When tests

were performed at low temperature, the ductility was found 0

to be essentially the same in samples with widely varying

microstructures. The contrast between widely variable high

temperature ductility and essentially constant low 3

temperature ductility is clearly shown in Figures 5.57, 5.58,

and 5.60, the ductility versus temperature curves for Ti-6AI-

4V, TI-6AI-6V, and Ti-6A1-2V-2Nb, respectively. These S

results agree with those previously reported (55). N.

The stress-strain curves shown in Figures 5.88 and 5.89 *%

further support the observation that the relationship

between the colony structure and mechanical behavior only

applies at high temperatures. Figure 5.88 shows true

AA
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stress-true strain curves for Ti-6Al-2V samples, cooled at 0

various cooling rates to produce different microstructures-

and each tested within the ductility loss region. This

figure shows that the strength of the material increases

with cooling rate, hence with decreasing colony width.

Figure 5.89 is a similar figure, but in this case, the tests

were performed at 1000 C. In this figure, no clear •

correlation can be established between mechanical behavior

and cooling rate, hence transformed microstructure.

The preceding discussion has led to two conclusions. S

The first is that the ductility behavior of the alloys

studied is directly related to the amount and size of the

Widmanstatten colony structure. This is in contrast with S

the conclusions drawn by previous investigators (55,

133), who associated the ductility loss with the grain

boundary alpha film. The second conclusion is that the

colony structure dominates the mechanical behavior of these

alloys only at high temperatures. This suggests that the

strain characteristics of the microstructures studied change O

with temperature. " .

An additional conclusion can be drawn when the results

of the lattice incompatibility testing are now considered.

Figures 5.77 and 5.78 plotted ductility and ductility loss

versus beta to colony lattice incompatibility. In these %

I,,
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figures, the data was split into three groups, but each

seemed to be described by a correlation between a hot

ductility measure and lattice incompatibility. It was

pointed out that the change in lattice incompatibility

within each of the three groups was, for the most part, a

change in amount of the colony structure. This section has

shown that a correlation exists between amount of colony

structure and the ductility parameters, regardless of

lattice incompatibility. Thus, it is now apparent that the

correlations shown in Figures 5.77 and 5.78 are actually S

between the hot ductility parameters and the Widmanstatten

colony structure. In fact, the consideration of lattice V

incompatibility has the effect of obscuring the fairly S

universal correlation between the colony structure and hot

ductility. Based on this, the conclusion must be drawn that

no correlation exists between hot ductility and lattice 0

incompatibility, as measured in this investigation.

5.3.3.4 Alpha' Martensite In all of the preceding

figures, the data for Ti-6211 is obviously different from

that of the other alloys. In particular, the ductility

behavior of TI-6211 is universally poor and seems to be

immune to microstructural variables. This has also been

reported in other investigations (55, 6). Examination of

Table 5.9 shows that the data for TI-6AI-4Nb cooled at

I..'%
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50°C/s also differs from the surrounding daLa, the ductility S

being much lower and the ductility loss much greater than

expected.

In the CCT diagram section, it was shown that the

transformed microstructures in Ti-6211 were slightly

different from those of the other alloys. In particular,

Ti-6211 had a transformed microstructure which contained

grain boundary alpha and Widmanstatten alpha-beta colonies, w.J

but had alpha' martensite in the center of the prior beta

grain, rather than basketweave alpha-beta. This was also

shown to be true for Ti-6A1-4Nb cooled at 50°C/s. As was

discussed, this microstructural interpretation is subject to -,

some question. However, in the case of Ti-6211 and Ti-6A1-

4V, for example, a similar classification has been made by

others (109). These results suggest that the occurrence

of extremely low ductility and an unusually severe ductility

loss is associated with the presence of alpha' martensite.

This observation is supported by studies where rare-earth :%

additions made to Ti-6211 were found to eliminate the alpha'

martensite (65). The rare-earth additions were also found to

increase the high temperature ductility and lessen the

severity of the ductility loss of Ti-6211 to levels similar

to those of the other alloys in this study.
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Another characteristic of the martensitic samples is S

that the fracture of these samples appears to be far more .

intergranular than is the case for the other samples. This

is shown in Figures 5.90 and 5.91 which contain fractographs

and longitudinal metallographic sections of martensitic and

basketweave samples, respectively. Figure 5.90 shows that

the fracture surface of the martensitic sample appears to be

very faceted, with the facets corresponding to the prior

beta grain boundaries. In Figure 5.91, the fracture surface

appears to be a mix of intergranular and transgranular

fracture. The longitudinal section of Figure 5.91 shows

that the mixed fracture mode corresponds with failure along

Widmanstatten colony boundaries as well as prior beta grain

boundaries.

One possible explanation for this behavior is that in

the martensitic samples, microvoid nucleation occurs S

preferentially at the prior beta grain boundaries, rather

than at the colony boundaries. This agrees with the results

of Lewis (133), who associated microvold nucleation within S

the grain boundary alpha film with the presence of small

pools of beta retained along the surface where the plane

front interface broke down and the Widmanstatten side plates S

began to form. Such a regular array of retained beta would

not be expected at a colony/alpha' interface. Another

'
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possibility, which will be discussed in a later section, is

that the extent of strain localization within the colony

structure is much greater in the case of the martensitic

structures than in the basketweave structures.

5.4 Deformation of the Colony Structure

The implication of colony deformation by localized

planar slip is consistent with previous work (135)

describing the deformation of materials with lamellar

microstructures. However, the characteristics of the high

temperature ductility loss require that any proposed 0

deformation mechanism be either activated or enhanced by an

increase in temperature. One possible explanation is that

an interaction stress of the type proposed by Margolin (136)

contributes significantly to localized planar slip. In a

study of alpha-beta brass bicrystals, Margolin calculated

that the passage of slip from one phase to the other was

further aided by the elastic stress field set up at the

alpha-beta interface. He proposed that the alternating

stress field set up in a lamellar structure would greatly -

enhance the passage of dislocations in a particular

crystallographic direction, creating an effect similar to

that of localized softening due to particle shearing. The ,

interaction stress would have the requisite temperature

dependence, having the greatest effect at temperatures

%
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immediately below the beta to alpha transformation, where '-p

the bulk material strength was the lowest.

Chan, et. al, (135) studied the deformation of Ti-Al-Mn

Widmanstatten colonies and got somewhat different results. •

They found that the extent of strain localization in a

lamellar microstructure could not be associated with any

particular orientation of alpha, beta, and stress axis, S

either crystallographic or microstructural. Because of
',. .

this, they concluded that the stress field postulated by

Margolin (136) was not a significant factor. Chan et. al. S

did allow however, that the magnitude and effect of any

stress fields was a complex function of temperature and the

properties of the two phases, and that generalizations

should not be made.

More significantly, Chan, et. al. (135) found that two

distinct classes of behavior existed in describing the

deformation of Widmanstatten colonies. The first type of

behavior was characterized by uniform deformation of the

colony by slip contained within the alpha lamellae. In this

case, deformation occurred in the alpha phase but the

dislocations were not able to shear the beta phase. This .

happened when slip in the alpha occurred either on a single

favorably-oriented slip system which was unable to shear the

beta or simultaneously on several slip systems. In these

'I.N
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samples, there little or no evidence was found of gross,

localized slip.

The second class of behavior identified by Chan, et..

al. (135) was colony deformation by gross planar slip. In

this case, the first alpha system on which slip occurred was

able to shear the beta phase. Slip then continued on this

system and led to very localized deformation. Chan et. al.

observed macroscopic slip on all basal, prismatic, and

pyramidal slip systems, but in all cases of gross localized

deformation, slip within the alpha phase occurred on a basal

system. This suggests that gross local ized deformation of

Widmanstatten colonies may be associated with the occurrence

of primarily basal slip. 0

The slip character of alpha titanium is a sensitive
% ,.

function of composition and temperature. In an ideal hcp

lattice, the c/a ratio is approximately 1.63 and slip occurs

primarily on basal systems. However, alpha titanium has a

r/a ratio of approximately 1.585 and slip occurs primarily

on prismatic systems. In this study, it was Found that the

alpha phase of all the alloys was essentially Ti-6A1. In

all cases, the room temperature c/a ratio was approximately

1.595. Because the alloys in this study very similar to

those of Chan, et. al., it can be concluded that the N

addition of basal and pyramidal slip that they observed ,*?
-

'," S
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results from the increase in c/a ratio. It was also found J

in this study that the c/a ratio of all of the alloys

increased with temperature, from 5.595 at room temperature

to approximately 1.610 at 900°C. Combined with the results

of Chan, this suggests that an increased tendency toward

localized deformation of the Widmanstatten colonies at high

temperatures may be associated with a change in slip

character of the alpha phase.

5.5 Overall Deformation Behavior

Based on the above observations, the conclusion can be

made that within the temperature region associated with low %

ductility, the behavior of these materials is controlled by " ke

the deformation of the Widmanstatten colonies. Within this

temperature range, the failures occur because of local ized ,

slip within the colonies, leading to microvoid nucleation

and coalescence at the colony boundaries. The strength and

ductility of the alloys tested can be directly related to

the properties of the colony structure.
S

Outside the temperature range associated with the

ductility loss, the mechanical properties of the material

cannot be directly related to the characteristics of the

colony structure. Two possible explanations exist for this

behavior. The first is simply that the strength levels of

the colony and basketweave microstructures are roughly the

4h
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same at room temperature, but vary enough at high 0

temperature to concentrate slip within the colonies. This

is the "differential strength" model proposed by Starke, et.

al. (55) appl'ed to the basketweave and colony

microstructures, rather than to the grain boundary alpha

film and grain matrix. The differential strength model,

applied to the Widmanstatten colonies, is consistent with S

the behavior of the martensitic samples as well. In the

case of Ti-6211, the majority of the samples have a

microstructure consisting of Widmanstatten colonies and 0

alpha' martensite. In these structures, the slip paths in

the colony structure are short, but the strength

differential is great enough to localize slip within the S

colonies. This leads to localized slip and microvold

nucleation, but on a much finer scale than is the case in

the basketweave samples. S

As the cooling rate is lowered, eventually a point is

reached where the transformation structure of Ti-6211 is 'A

mostly Widmanstatten colonies. The material still has low S

ductility, but now the fracture surface appears to be a

mixture of Intergranular and transgranular failure. This

mixed appearance corresponds to failure at both the prior

beta grain boundaries and colony boundaries. In this case, I,.

the strength differential is not as great but the slip paths
. 1
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in the colony structure are much longer. The result is that

the slip band spacing and microvoid distribution are much

coarser than in the martensitic samples. Figure 5.92

contains fractographs of both martensitic and non-

martensitic Ti-6211 samples. A comparison of the relative

size of the dimples in the two fractographs confirms that

microvoid nucleation occurs on a much finer scale in the

case of the martensitic sample.

This interpretation is further supported by the true

stress-true strain curves for Ti-6211 shown in Figure 5.93.

The curves in Figure 5.93 are for samples which have been

cooled at different rates and tested within the temperature

range of low ductility. The curves for cooling rates other •

than 0.17 0 C/s are all very similar. The microstructures

associated with these cooling rates are martensitic. The

curve for the sample cooled at 0.17 C/s differs markedly the 0

others, this sample having far lower strength. This is

consistent with the observation that the sample cooled at .A

0.17°C/s has a microstructure consisting of all

Widmanstatten colonies. %%I. %

An interesting observation that can be made in the case

of the martensitic samples is that the fracture surfaces

closely resemble those associated with creep failures, both

in titanium and other alloy systems (55, 134). This

: : ' , i ,":. : "/ , " - " ", ' ,:"i v ,'.% -" ' .- -: -P .- , " " .. '- " -" .:" :'. " , :- ,- , :' ....- , ",:'. :'. : -. .
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1.

F, 100 jm

-N

020'

Figure 5.92 Fractographs of TI-6211, tested at 770°C ''

during a cool of 10°C/5. Fracture surface -

shows evidence of both transgranular (b) and

intergranular (c) fai lure.
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suggests that although the low ductility failures are 6

associated with a stress and strain rate regime far removed

from creep testing, there may be common elements in the

failure mechanisms. In the case of the martensitic samples,

the extremely low ductility appears to be related to a very

fine distribution and high density of microvoids on the

prior beta grain boundaries. MaLlock (134) found that the

ductility of Nickel, measured as creep strain to failure,

behaved in a similar manner. He found that the creep strain

to failure was significantly lowered by the introduction of

pre-existing microvoids. He also observed a change in

fracture surface appearance similar to that shown in Figure

5.89. 6

A second possible explanation for the temperature

dependence of the strain localization within the colony

structure is a change in the slip character of the alpha 0

phase. At low temperatures, the c/a ratio of the alpha .

phase of the alloys studied Is approximately 1.595. Slip in

the alpha phase occurs on several systems, leading to fairly 0

uniform deformation. The long slip paths of the colony

structure have little effect on the overall slip character -"

of the material. At temperatures within the ductility dip S
..

region however, the c/a ratio is approximately 1.61, much

nearer the ideal hcp c/a ratio of 1.63. At these
0

V .'
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temperatures, slip within the alpha phase occurs primarily

on a single system. Because of the long slip paths in the

colony structure, the tendency toward single slip makes this

0 structure enough weaker than the grain matrix to localize

slip in the colonies. This mechanism is supported by the

transmission microscopy of Starke (55) and Lewis (133),

both of whom show localized slip in Widmanstatten colonies

tested at high temperature. Other investigators have shown

localized slip in Widmanstatten colonies at low

temperatures, but Chan et. al. (135) showed that while

several slip systems are active at room temperature, gross

localized slip could be achieved only by proper orientation

of the basal slip system. This model could be tested fairly

easily by an investigation of the slip character of the

colony and basketweave structures at temperatures both

within and outside of the hot ductility dip region.

Unfortunately, such an investigation is beyond the scope of

this study and will be left to a future investigation.

* S
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS *0

The phase stability, transformation kinetics, lattice

incompatibility, and high temperature ductility of several

model alloys have been studied. A particular mechanism has

been proposed for the beta to alpha transformation of these

alloys and has been found to be consistent with the

metallographic observations. This mechanism has been

modelled based on isothermal kinetic equations and the 6

additivity principle. Although very rudimentary, this model

has been shown to qualitatively predict the observed changes

in microstructures and transformation kinetics caused by

changes in system variables.

The lattice incompatibility of these alloys was

calculated, based on a system of measurements and two

specific assumptions regarding the development of a 0

transformation-induced stress. In both cases, it was found

that the lattice incompatibility varied with alloy content,

being highest for TI-Al-Nb ternary alloys and lowest for the S

commercial alloys Ti-6211 and Ti-6A-4V.

The hot ductility testing of these alloys showed that

the high temperature ductility loss previously reported in

specific alloys occurred in all the alloys tested. The

.%

extent and severity of the ductility loss were found to be, ,V

,0
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strong functions of cooling rate. This suggests that the

previously reported differences between various alloys are

at least partially due to the cooling rate dependence of the

individual alloys. It was found that the high temperature

ductility of these alloys could not be related to lattice

incompatibility, disproving the lattice incompatibility

model originally proposed by Rath (4).

The ductility oehavior of these alloys was found to

correlate with their transformed microstructures. In

particular, it was shown that within the hot ductility dip

region, the ductility of these alloys is controlled by the

deformation of thc Widmanstatten colonies. Within this

region, good correlation was found between the I

characteristics of the colony structure and the ductility

loss. At temperatures outside of the hot ductility dip

region, the ductility of these alloys could not be related

to the colony structure. This shows that the strain

characterisics of the microstructure change with

temperature. At low temperatures, the strain is uniformly

distributed. However, within the hot ductility dip region,

strain is localized in the colony structure.

Two reasons for this temperature dependence have been

proposed. The first is the "differential strength" model

proposed by Staike (55), now applied to the colony and

le.
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basketweave microstructures, rather than to the grain 0

boundary alpha film and grain matrix. The second proposed

explanation is that the slip character of the alpha phase

changes in such a way that within the hot ductility dip

region, the long slip paths in the colony structure become

the dominant factor.

Based on the observations made in this study, the 0

following conclusions can be drawn.

I) The high temperature ductility loss is universal in

alpha-beta titanium alloys. 0

2) The extent and severity of the high temperature

ductility loss vary with changes in alloy

content, but vary more with changes in cooling S

rate for an individual alloy.

3) The extent and severity of the high temperature

ductility loss cannot be related to gross volumetric

lattice incompatibility, as was originally proposed

by Path (4).

4) The cooling rate dependence of the high temperature

ductility loss is related to changes in transformed

microstructure, rather than to the dynamic

conditions of rapid cooling.

5) The microconstituent associated with the high

temperature ductility loss is the Widmanstatten

.f % .r, w% ,
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colony structure rather than the grain boundary

alpha film as has been previously reported.

6) Within the temperature range associated with

the ductility loss, strain is concentrated in

the colony structure, and the characteristics of -U

this structure control the ductility of the

material. Outside of this temperature range, 0

the strain localization either does not occur

or occurs to a far lesser degree.

7) The high temperature behavior of Ti-6211 is much

worse than any of the other alloys tested, with the

exception of TI-6Al-4Nb cooled at 500 C/s. This is

due to the presence of alpha' martensite in these

samples. Alpha' localizes strain in the colony

structure more effectively than the basketweave

alpha-beta structure which exists In the other

alloys.

0-
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FUTURE WORK S

This study was designed to evaluate the validity of the

lattice inconpatibility model proposed by Rath (4). It was

found that the gross volumetric lattice incompatibility

could not be related to high temperature ductility.

However, this conclusion was based on a specific

interpretation of lattice incompatibility as well as a

particular set of measurements and calculations. Both the

concept of gross volumetric lattice incompatibility and the

measurements used would benefit from further evaluation and

development. Most significantly, it is quite possibile that

the concept and experimental techniques used do not •

accurately characterize the conditions that exist during the

transformation. A particular concern is the possibility of

dynamic and local partitioning during the transfor, tion.

The local partitioning could be studied by mapping the

compositional profiles near the prior beta grain boundaries

in quenched samples. A study of the dynamic aspect of the

transformations would require further development of a

facility capable of making lattice parameter measurements ,.-

under dynamic condition. An example of such a facility is

the neutron diffraction laboratory at Riso.

A second aspect of this investigation which would

---o
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benefit greatly from further work is the transformation 0

kinetics modelling. In addition to further development in a

general sense, this model should be supported by comparison

of the experimentally derived constants with similar values

based on isothermal studies. Reported values of physical

quantities, diffusivity for example, could also be compared

to those used in the model. A second source of verification

for this model would be to compare its predictions with in-

situ measurements of transformation kinetics. This

experimental capability could also be developed using the 0

neutron diffraction facility at Ris0.

This investigation has shown that within the hot

ductility dip region, the ductility is contro)led by

deformation of the Widmanstatten colony structure. However,

stre- 1- localization in the colony structure does not occur

at lower temperatures. One of the proposed explanations for •

this temperature dependence is based on the assumption of

changing slip character of the alpha phase. This

assumption, as well as characterization of the slip 0

character of the various microconstituents, should be

studied by transmission microscopy of samples containing a

wide range of microstructures and tested at temperatures

within and outside of the hot ductility dip region.
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IN-SITU MEASUREMENT OF PHASE TRANSFORMATION KINETICS
USING NEUTRON DIFFRACTION

B.K. Damkroger, D. Juul Jensen*, and G.R. Edwards

Center for Welding Research, Colorado School of Mines
Golden, Colorado

*Department of Metallurgy, RisO National Laboratory

Roskilde, Denmark Lw

INTRODUCTION

Mathematical models describing the kinetics of isothermal
transformation kinetics were originally derived by Johnson •
and Mehl, and Avrami. (1-4) Over the years these equations
have been studied and modified but still form the basis for
a description of isothermal phase transformation kinetics.
(5,6,7) For practical purposes however, a prediction of
transformation behavior under continuous cooling conditons
is desired. Several attempts to model transformation S
kinetics for continuous cooling have been made. (8-11)
Usually, the approach taken has been to treat continuous
cooling as a series of discrete isothermal steps. Each step
is then an increment of transformation, to be added to the
other increments. (8,9,11) In most cases, the attempts at
theoretical models have been hampered by a relative lack of •
experimental verification.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Most studies of transformation kinetics involve "after the 5
fact" metallographic analysis or x-ray diffractometry of
several samples, each partially transformed and quenched.
For each sample, the amount transformed is related to the
elapsed time, allowing volume fraction transformed to be
plotted as a function of time. This type of experiment can
yield information regarding the kinetics of nucleation and
growth as well as of the overall transformation. (7,12)
However, direct in-situ measurement of transformation
kinetics offers many advantages, most notably speed and
flex ibility.
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Of the standard methods used to determine volume fraction of
phases present, diffraction offers the greatest potential
for performing in-situ transformation kinetics measurements
by mapping the integrated intensity of diffraction as a
function of time. This requires that systems be developed
to continuously monitor a range of 28, the Bragg diffraction
angle. Multi-detector x-ray diffraction systems capable of
this have been used with some success in texture studies.
(13) Recently, systems incorporating fiber optics have been
developed to produce a position-sensitive x-ray detector
system. (14) However, because x-ray diffraction is XV,

essentially a surface phenomenon the requirements exist for
very stringent specimen handling procedures and atmosphere
control. This is particularly true at the elevated
temperatures usually associated with allotropic phase
transformations.

Neutron diffraction, by being a bulk rather than a surface
measurement, eliminates many of the experimental 0
difficulties associated with x-ray diffraction while
functioning in much the same way. A range of 26 is selected
in which diffraction peaks from both phases of interest
appear. The continuous monitoring of this 28 range provides
direct measurement of volume fraction transformed as a
function of time. Ideally, this technique alsu permits 0
measurement of the lattice parameters of both phases ouring
a transformation.

In-situ measurement of transformation kinetics using any
type of diffraction has inherent limitations. Most
significantly, in polycrystalline materials, integrated
intensity cannot simply be taken to be equivalent to volume
fraction. The use of diffraction for measurement of volume
Fraction of phases present requires a thorough knowledge of
the diffraction characteristics of the macerial being
studied. Factors which affect the integrated intensity of
specific samples must also be considered, for example, grain
size and texture.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Recent advances in the neutron diffraction facility at the
Danish National Laboratory at RisO have demonstrated the
feasibility of using this system to make in-situ
transformation kinetics measurements. This system has been
used for in-situ measurement of recrystallization kinetics.
(15,16) The basic unit for the transformation kinetics
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measurements is the multipurpose spectrometer TAS3, at tne S
Ris9 C-3 reactor. This unit is a standard triple axis
spectr, eter modified by the addition of a linear position-
sensitive detector and an Euler goniometer. A given
wavelength is selected by a crystal monochromator. The

position-sensitive detector is placed horizontally tj cover

a 26 range of approximately 60 . The detector is a He
detector operated in the proportional regime. It is 0.5 rn
lonw, 2.4 X 10 m diameter stainless steel tube with a 3 X

10 m quartz wire coated with colloidal graphite as the
resistant anode (350 ohm/m). The position resolution of the .-.N:

detector system is about 0.5 cm (full-width half-maximum),

and counting rates up to approximately 20,000 counts/s can
be handled without appreciable dead time (for higher
counting rates, dead time corrections are handled by a
multi-channel analyzer system). For the initial

investigation, the detector output recorded in the MCA was
summed to give 300 "reduced channels" representing

equivalent segments along the detector. The spectrometer
and processing of the detector output are controlled by a %
PDP-11/23 computer. This system is shown in Figure Al. %

The sample, a 15mm tall, 10mm diameter cylinder, is mounted
in the Euler goniometer, where it can be rotated about three

axes under computer control. The specimen is heated by
radiation from a graphite element and its temperature is
monitored by a fine wire thermocouple, either b ype K or type-.
S. The thermocouple signal is fed through a 0 C reference

junction and to the feedback loop of the furnace and output
to a strip chart recorder. The specimen and furnace
assembly were containgd in a vacuum maintained at
approximately 1 X 10 torr.

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION/DEMONSTRATION OF TECHNIQUE

A preliminary investigation has been performed to

demonstrate the feasibility of using neutron diffraction to
make in-situ measurements of transformation kinetics. Two -

ternary titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloys, Ti-6A1-2V and Ti-

6AI-6V were selected for this investigation. On cooling,
these alloys transform from bec beta to hcp alpha. Under

equilibrium isothermal conditions, or at moderate continuous
cooling rates, this transformation proceeds by nucleation

and growth. The kinetics of this transformation,
particularly the growth of the alpha phase, are believed to
be controlled by the diffusion of vanadium, which also acts

to stabilize the beta phase. Hence for a given cooling
rate, the transformation of Ti-6A1-2V would be expected to

S
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be much more rapid than that of Ti-6Al-6V, to occur at a S
higher temperature, and to produce a microstructure which
reflects a higher ratio of growth to nucleation.
Dilatometric and metallographic studies support these
assumptions. (17) For a cooling rate of 10 C/s6 the beta to
alpha transformation start temperatures are 865 C and 735°C
for the 2V and 6V alloys, respectively. Similarly, the
micrographs of Figure A2 show that the 2V alloy has a
greater extent of grain boundary transformation product and V
a generally coarser microstructure, reflecting its higher
growth/nucleation ratio.

Using neutron diffraction, the transformation kinetics of
these alloys were studied under continuous cooling
conditions. The cooling rate used was 150 C/s, taken as the
average of the cooling rates immediately before and after
the transformation. Prior to cooling, the samples were
equilibrated in the beta region for times sufficient to
produce a beta grain size of approximately 2mm. This large
grain size was chosen so that a single grain would remain
stable and that the diffracted intensity would be a

sufficiently large to permit the shortest counting times
possible with the current date aquistion system. Similarly,
a 26 range of approximately 4 and a spatial resolution of
approximately 0.2 2e were selected to permit the fastest
possible sampling.

RESULTS

The results of these preliminary tests are shown in Figures
A3, A4 and AS. Figure A3 shows a series of beta phase
diffraction peaks for Ti-6A1-6V. As can be seen, the
integrated intensity of these peaks remains constant prior
to the transformation, decreases during the transformation,
and then remains constant once the transformation has been
completed. Figure A4 shows the integrated peak intensity
versus time curves for Ti-6A1-2V and Ti-6A1-6V, and Figure
A5 shows integrated intensity plotted versus temperature for .
these alloys. The dilatometric transformation start and
finish points for equivalent cooling rates are superimposed
on Figure AS, and show the agreement between the dilatometric
and diffraction techniques. Similarly, Figure A4 verifies
the assumption that the transformation of the 2V alloy
occurs more rapidly than that of the 6V. Because of the
preliminary nature of this investigation, no attempt was
made to model the kinetics of these transformations.
However, these data show the feasibility of using neutron
diffraction to measure transformation kinetics.

6%
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DISCUSSION 0

Several limitations of the experimental setup, as it
currently exists, are obvious. The major difficulty of the
existing system is that the existing data aquisition system
is not fast enough to get an accurate peak at each sampling
interval. Because of this, the peak positions cannot be .
determined accurately. Even with the spatial limitations, the
minimum counting time was approximately 1.5 seconds, barely
fast enough to track the transformation in the 2V alloy.
Modification of the data aquisition system is currently
underway. The majority of the other difficulties with this
preliminary experiment are associated with the large grain 0
size and reactivity of the titanium sample material and
hence, are easily avoided. Fortunately, the limitations
imposed on this preliminary investigation were not stringent
enough to prevent the successful demonstration of this
technique. Figures A3 and A5 show that neutron diffraction
can be used to track phase transformations, and Figure A4 S
shows the potential for use of this technique for .
transformation kinetics studies.

The greatest advantages of in-situ diffraction measurements,
either x-ray or neutron, are their directness, ease, and
speed. The disappearance or emergence of a grain or grains
can be mapped as a function of time with a single sample.
The conversion of this data to a curve of volume fraction
transformed versus time then allows transformation kinetics
to be quickly and easily studied under a wide variety of
conditions. Several benefits of this are apparent. In
addition to further study of isothermal transformation
kinetics, the ability to accurately control the
transformation thermal cycle and to quickly run and map the
kinetics of many specimens will aid the study of non-
isothermal and non-equilibrium transformations. Another way
to exploit this capability is to study the eFfects on
transformation kinetics of composition and processing 0
modifications. Investigations such as this will aid the
understanding of both the fundamental mechanics of
transformations and the practical relationships between
thermal cycles, alloy composition, and microstructures.

0

-,. -.
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6.1 Synchrotron Radiation Measurements •

Lattice parameter measurements were made of several

titanium based alloys by Dr. M.A. Imam of the Naval Research 'S

Laboratory in Washington, D.C. (I). These measurements were

made at room temperature and used the synchrotron radiation SW

facility at Stanford University, Stanford, California.

These results are presented in Table B.I.

B.2 Neutron Diffraction Measurements

Lattice parameter measurements were made at room

temperature and several high temperatures using neutron

diffraction. This work was done at the Danish National

Laboratory at RisO. A description of the exper mental R %

apparatus is contained in Appendix 1. The results of this

testing are presented in Table 6.2. In Table 6.3, beta ..4

phase lattice parameters measured using x-ray diffraction

are compared with those made using neutron diffraction.

J-"
.

"-P
O-- .S
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* Table B.1

Lattice Parameter Measurements Made Using

* Synchrotron Radiation (114)

Alloy Alpha Phase Beta Phase
a (A) c (A) a (A)

Ti-6A1 2.934 4.680

Ti-6A1-4V 2.935 4.752 3.219
-6V 2.736 4.654 3.246

Ti-6A1-2Mo 2.927 4.685 3.251
-4Mo 2.881 4.716 -

-6Mo 2.715 4.797 3.228

Ti-6A1-2Nb 2.943 4.677 -

* -4Nb 2.930 4.679
-6Nb 2.930 4.678

P.O-
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Table B.2 •

Lattice Parameter Measurments Made Using

Neutron Diffraction •

Alloy Temperature Alpha Phase Beta Phase
(0C) a (A) c (A) a (A)

O

Ti-6A1 RT 2.927 4.657 -

1000 - - 3.279
1100 - - 3.282
1200 - - 3.292

TI-6A1-2V RT 2.929 4.680
900 - - 3.277
1100 - - 3.286
1200 - - 3.286

Ti-6A1-4V RT 2.929 4.681 -
900 - - 3.290
1100 - - 3.277
1200 - - 3.277

Ti-6A1-6V PT 2.935 4.696 -

Ti-6AI-2Mo PT 2.930 4.666 -

900 - - 3.277
1000 - - 3.281
1100 - - 3.285
1200 - - 3.290

TI-6AI-4Mo RT 2.935 4.671 -

300 2.940 4.699
500 2.944 4.709
900 - - 3.270
1000 3.278 "
1100 - - 3.277

.4,

TI-6A1-6Mo RT 2.933 4.684 -

Ti-6A1-2Nb RT 2.932 4.698

W o
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Table B.2 (cont.) r

Alloy Temperature Alpha Phase Beta Phase
(0C) a (A) c (A) a (A)

T,-6A1-4Nb RT 2.932 4.681 -V.
200 2.937 4.717
400 2.934 4.710
700 2.955 4.723 -

900 - - 3.295
1000 - - 3.304
1100 - - 3.310
1200 - - 3.308

Ti-6A1-6Nb RT 2.932 4.684 -

1000 - - 3.288
1100 - - 3.294
1200 - - 3.298

Ti-6211 RT 2.931 4.690 -

1000 - - 3.291
1100 - - 3.296
1200 - 3.298

.%%
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Table B.3 S
v.

8 Phase Lattice Parameters (A) and Cell Volumes (A3)

Measured by X-Ray and Neutron Diffraction

p.

Al oy Temprature X-Ray Neutron
(C) a V a V

Cp Ti 1200 3.323 36.70 -

Ti-6A1 1200 3.313 36.37 3.292 35.68
-2V 1200 3.323 36.70 3.286 35.47
-4V 1200 3.311 36.40 3.277 35.19 0
-6V 1200 3.323 36.70 - -

Ti-6AI
-2Nb 1200 3.353 37.70 - -

-4Nb 1200 3.329 36.90 3.308 36.21
-6Nb 1200 3.317 36.50 3.298 35.86

Ti-6A1
-2Mo 1200 3.323 36.70 3.290 35.60
-4Mo 1200 3.314 36.40 3.308 36.21
-6Mo 1200 3.302 36.00 - -

Ti-6211 1200 3.323 36.70 3.298 35.88

Ti-6A1
-2V-2Nb 1200 3.302 36.00 ,

S7:

ii'- i
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APPENDIX C

X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA PROCESSING METHODS

AND BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS

owe!
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Several errors are inherent in the measurement of x-ray

diffraction peak positions and hence, lattice parameters.

These errors, which depend on the particular experimental 1

technique used, are thoroughly discussed in references C and

BM. As described in these references, the most severe of ,",

these inherent errors as they apply to a mechanical

diffractometer are:

1. Misalignment of the instrument-the incident '-

beam not intersecting the center of the

diffractometer and 29=00 .  o

2. Use of a flat specimen rather than one curved

to follow the focusing circle.
A%

3. Absorption of the specimen. (This is minimal

with titanium because of it's relatively high 
.9-.

-S

absorption.)

4. Displacement of the specimen from the

diffractometer axis.

The error due to displacement of the specimen from the

diffractometer axis is described in reference C as "usually

the largest single source of error" and causes an error in d

(plane spacing) given by:

Ad/d = -(D cos2e)/R sine

This error can be minimized by extrapolation 
of lattice

2/ .es t

parameters plotted against cos e/sine. The errors resulting
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VO

from the use of a flat specimen and absorption of the 0

specimen, on the other hand, are minimized by using an

extrapolation parameter of cos 2e. The selection of a

particular extrapolation parameter will depend on the

relative magnitudes of these errors. Both extrapolation

parameters were tried for a specimen of unalloyed aluminum

using the experimental apparatus used in this investigation.

It was found that the best results were obtained with the

cos 2e/sine extrapolation parameter. An additional

extrapolation parameter, cos 2e/sine + cos 2e/, known as the

Nelson-Riley parameter and usually used with data from a

Debye-Scherrer camera, was also tried. The results obtained

with this parameter were virtually identical to those S

2

obtained with cos e/sine. Therefore, the more theoretically

correct parameter, cos 2 e/sine was used throughout.

In the case of alpha titanium which has a hexagonal

crystal structure, a minimum of two diffraction peaks are

required to compute both the "a" and "c" parameters. A

graphical extrapolation or linear regression would require S

the selection of diffraction peak groups having indeces

(001) to calculate and extrapolate the c parameter, and peak

groups having indeces (hkO) for the a parameter. This was S

not possible in this investigation due to the low diffracted

intensities encountered.

4 V
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In this investigation, the data was processed using a 0

multiple regression analysis technique known as Cohen's (C) %-

method. First, an extrapolation parameter is chosen which

most completely compensates for all of the systematic errors

in the experimental setup. This parameter describes the

errors in calculated plane spacing as a function of

diffraction angle, e. In this investigation, a mechanical 0

diffractometer was used, so the best extrapolation parameter

was cos/ine. Based on this:

Ad/d = cos e/s ine

Starting with Bragg's law, nX = 2dsinB, square each side,

take the log of both sides and differentiate: .

2 22 2
A2 = 4d sin6e or A /4d 2 = sin e 0

2 3ln(A 2 ) - 21n(d) = ln(sin '

2 2
-2(Ad/d) Asin e/sin a

Substituting for Ad/d in this equation: 0

% ...
-2K(cos 2e/sine) = Asin 2e/sin 2

-2K(sin 2e/sine) = Asin 2e,

For a hexagonal system:

l/d2 = (4/3)(h 2+hk+k2/a ) + ( 2/c
2

Combining this with Bragg's law: -

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
sin 9 = (A /4)(h +hk+k /a ) + (A /4)(1 /c 2 )

It is important to note that the values of s 2e, a, and c

in the above equation are true values, where: %

V0
....- ,..

- .,t ' " .,!,'. 4:-'[-,,"I"' ' ." ., % ,r,.-. ,..,..{,.,"r r,?'.F,'r.." ,',.T .,.;% .. " . ".", . .L -.".,. .. "-,"-" ".."•"-. ,. "-,Z,".•-" ."" ,.S .
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*2 2 20sin @(observed) - sin 8(true) =sin &

When the expressions for sin 2e(true) and &sin 2 are P,

substituted into this equation, the resulting expression is:

sin 2 8(observed) = Ca + By + DB

where: a = h2 + hk + C = 2/ 3a 2

y=2  B= 2  2
y = 12B = X2/4c2 J

8 = cos 2esine D = -2K 0

At this point it should be noted that if a different i

extrapolation function is chosen, it will affect only B in
the above analysis. The data for sin 2 e(observed) and the

indeces of the diffraction peaks are then input into

equation (V) and these equations are combined and solved for

a and c (C and B) using the method of least squares. This 0

procedure involves the creation of a group of normal

equations which are solved simultaneously. The normal V

equations in this analysis are: S

2 2
Easin 8 = Ca + Bay + DoaB

Eysin 2e = CoZay + BEy 2 + D"yB

ZBsin 2 E = ClaB + B YB + DES
2

The above analysis procedure was combined with a

subroutine for solving simultaneous equations by Choleski's

method into a BASIC computer program for use on either an

IBM PC or TI personal computer. This program, called ANG,

is included in this appendix. The data in thisis ,5-.
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investigation processed by this program is denoted by the

suffix "ANG".

A second data processing system was developed

specifically to process the data generated by the neutron

diffraction measurements conducted at the Danish National

Laboratory at Risq. Because of their greater penetration,

neutrons diffract from the entire specimen, rather than from S

the surface. Thus, the sources of three of the major errors

inherent in mechanical diffractometry, displacement of the

specimen from the diffractometer axis, absorption of the 0

specimen, and the use of a flat rather than round specimen,

can be greatly reduced by proper collimation of the incident

and diffracted beams. In this case, an extrapolation 0

parameter is no longer needed. The procedure to process

this data simply combined each pair of diffraction peaks to

calculate "a" and "c" and averaged these values. A BASIC S

computer program was written to perform this calculation,

and is included in this appendix and referred to as MUL.

This data processing method was originally applied to only S

the neutron diffraction data, but was later used with the x-

ray data as well to supplement the ANG results. When

presented, data processed with this program is denoted by S

the suffix "MUL".

Table CI compares several sets of diffractometry data

* -
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Table C. I

Examples of Lattice Parameters Obtained With Various

Data Processing Methods

Material and Processing a c vol/{ell
Source Method (A) (A) (A

Unalloyed Titanium
Published Data

10 lowest Beaks ANG 2.948 4.681 35.231
+0.05 ANG 2.947 4.681 35.215
-0.05 °  ANG 2.948 4.682 35.246

10 highest peaks ANG 2.949 4.684 35.268 %
10 random peaks ANG 2.950 4.684 35.300
8 lowest peaks MUL 2.951 4.678 35.290

TIMET Ti-6A1-4V S
8 Lowest Peaks

CSM x-ray data ANG 2.927 4.677 34.702
MUL 2.926 4.681 34.698

Riso neutron S
diffraction data ANG 2.933 4.679 34.856

MUL 2.',29 4.681 34.770

Vo

-.,,.
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processed by the both methods, ANG and MUL. This table 0

shows that the results obtained with the two methods are

very similar, this method. In both cases, the calculated

lattice parameters can be used to back calculate theoretical 0

diffraction peak positions. These back-calculated peak

positions can then be compared with the measured values as a

qualitative check of the internal consistency of the data 0

set. Table C2 shows measured and back-calculated 28 values .'5;

for two sets of data processed by both methods. Again, the '5.,-,

results are very similar. In both cases, the back-

calculated 20 values are within approximately 0.05 ° of the 52";

measured values. As will be discussed in the following

Appendix, this difference is roughly the accuracy with which 0

the chart recorder trace of intensity versus Bragg angle can
*.%"

be read.

Two additional methods of processing the data were

briefly investigated. The first involved the use of two
.. %.

very intense peaks, the (011) and (112) peaks, to directly .5'..

calculate "a" and "c". This system was investigated as S

possibly being a more consistent relative measure of cell

volume than the ANG extrapolation procedure, at the expense

of absolute accuracy. However, in addition to being a poor 0

measure of absolute parameters, the use oi: only two peaks

eliminates the internal checks in a multi-peak analysis,
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Tab)e C.2

PubI ished and Measured Peak Positicns Compared With Peak

Positions Back-Calculated From Lattice Parameters

Original Data Back-Calculated 2e
hkl 2r ANG MUL

Published Ti Data (X=1.54051) S

010 35.06 35.11 35.08
002 38.40 38.45 38.45
Oil 40.15 40.20 40.17

012 53.01 53.04 53.02

o!0 62.96 62.98 62.93 "
103 70.66 70.72 70.71
112 76.29 76.27 76.22
201 77.32 77.40 77.34

TIMET Ti-6AI-4V
CSM X-Ray Data

010 35.45 35.41 35.43
002 38.53 38.49 38.47
01i 40.48 40.48 40.48
110 63.59 63.58 63.61
112 76.85 76.84 76.85
201 78.16 78.13 78.16 %

.
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hence requires multiple samples to insure consistent

results. When a small number of samples were used, the

parameters calculated by this method often varied

significantly from those obtained using the extrapolation

procedure. This method was used to evaluate a small number

of alloys early in this investigation, but was not used in

the overall data comparison.

The fourth method which was investigated briefly rel led

on the assumption that peak positions could be measured very

accurately relative to each other. This procedure used two

it ,peak positions to calculate "a" and c". These parameters

were then used to back calculate the position of a third

peak which was compared to the measured position. The data

was adjusted, maintaining the original peak spacing, until -

the set of three peaks were located correctly to produce a

consistent unit cell. Although beautiful in concept, this S

procedure resulted in huge shifts of the original peak

positions for any and all data, and produced calculated

lattice parameters which deviated severely from published or

produced by any other data processing procedure. This

method was not used.

, W_
A..
• %z_

.' -_
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BASIC Computer Program "ANG4"1

200 'THIS SECTION IS THE CHOLESKI SUBROUTINE USED IN THE
210 'SOLUTION OF A SET OF LINEAR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
220 "* VARIABLE LISTING
230 VI = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS (UNKNOWNS)
240 V2-V7 a VARIABLE INDICES IN THE SUBROUTINE -I
250 WI(VIVI), W2(VI,V1), W3(VI) - TEMPORARY ARRAYS IN THE SUBROUTINE

260 W4-W5 a WORKING VARIABLES IN THE SUBROUTINE -S

270 COEF(VI.VI) - COEFFICIENT MATRIX
280 FUNC(VI.) a FUNCTION MATRIX
290 SOLUT(VIl) a SOLUTION MATRIX
300
310 °°..@.e0.t...*.C...o..SG..**aeo ee....e....e..aeo..Ga*eoe -

320 ' MAKE SURE 1) THAT THE MATRICES: COEF, FUNC. SOLUT, Wl. W2. 0
330 '0 AND W3 ARE DIMENSIONED WITH THE CORRECT VALUES IN THE MAIN

340 "* PROGRAM ; 2) THE VARIABLES: COEF, FUNC, SOLUT, AND W ARE ft

350 "* DEFINED IN DOUBLE PRECISION (DEFDBL) ; 3) THAT V IS DEFINED::

360 AS AN INTEGER (DEFINT).
370 ' ...... ....

380"
385 DEFINT V,R,Z
390 GOTO 1000 0
401 DEFINT V
409 FOR V2-1 TO VI ,
410 V3=V2
420 V4=V2-I
430 IF V2-1 THEN 530
440 FOR VS-I TO V4
450 W4aCOEF(V2.VS)

460 IF VS-I THEN 510
470 V6=VS-I
480 FOR V7= TO '/6
490 W4=.W-WI(V2,V7)-w2(v7,vs)
S00 NEXT V7 --.,

510 WI(VZ.VS)=W4/W2(VS.VS) ""..-

520 NEXT VS -S.
530 FOR V5sV3 TO VI
540 IF V2=1 THEN 610
550 W5=COEF(V2,V5) -

560 FOR V7=1 TO V4

570 ws=Ws-WI(V2,V7)*WZ(V7,V5)
580 NEXT V7
590 W2(V2,VS)-W5
600 GOTO 620
610 W2(V2,V5)wCOEF(V2,VS) 0
620 NEXT VS
630 NEXT V2
640 W3(I)-FUNC(,I)
650 FOR V2s2 TO VI
660 W4-FUNC(V2,I)
670 V4.V2-1
680 FOR VS-I TO V4

r 90 W4-W4-W3(VS)'WI(V2,VS)
710 NEXT VS

W3(V2)-W4
720 NEXT V2
730 SOLUT(VI,I)nW3(VI)/W2(VI.VI)
740 V4aVI-I
750 FOR VZ-V4 TO I STEP (-I)

-ft,
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760 W4-W3 (V2)

770 V3=V2+1 %_

780 FOR VS-V3 TO VI
790 W4-W4-SOLUT(VS, I)*W2(V2,V5)
800 NEXT VS
810 SOLUT(V2,1)-W4/W2(V2.V2)
820 NEXT V2
830 IF Q a I THEN 1650
831 GOTO 15290 e %'

1000 PRINT "THIS 1S A PROGRAM TO COMPUTE LATTICE PARAMETERS." "%

1010 PRINT
1030 PRINT "CYRSTAL SYSTEM? I FOR CUBIC, 2 FOR HEXAGO:NAL" .
10so PRINT
1060 INPUT T

1070 IF 0 - 2 THEN 1100
1080 PRINT "CUBIC CRYSTAL SYSTEM"
1090 GOTO 1120
100 PRINT "HEXAGONAL CRYSTAL SYSTEM"
120 PRINT
1130 PRINT "COPPER K-ALPHA; WAVELNGTH 1.54184? FOR YES, 2 FOR NO"

132 PRINT
1140 INPUT WAVE
100 IF WAVE = 2 THEN 1180 0
1160 L2 a 1.54184 _
1170 GOTO 1200
19180 PRINT "INPUT WAVELENGTH USED, IN ANGSTROMS"

1200 PRINT "WAVELENGTH C" L2 ST

1220 PRINT
1230 PRINT "NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS?"
1240 INPUT RV
1250 PRINT R "REFLECTIONS WILL BE ENTERED"

1255 PR INT1256 GOTO 12000
1257 PRINT L2

1258 PRINT "ENTER 2-THETA H. K, AND L. EACH SEPARATELY"

1259 PRINT

1260 LET Z a Z + 11270 INPUT T2(Z)

1280 INPUT H(Z)

1290 INPUT K(Z)-
1300 INPUT L(Z).
1311 T2 = T2(Z) S
1312 T a H(Z)

1313 K a K(Z) k

1314 L a L(Z)

1315 PRINT
1320 LET T2 - (T2/360!) -2 * 3.1415926S#
1330 LET SI = SIN (T2/2)
1340 LET S2 a SI^2
1350 LET Cl - COS (T2/2)
1360 LET C2 - CI-2 -

1440 IF E a 2 THEN 12150
1450 IF E - 3 THEN 12110

1460 LET 82 a C2 * SI 0
1470 IF Q a 2 THEN 15000 P
!480 LET A2 - H^2 K2 + L^2 %
1490 LET MI a MI + A2 * S2 52%'

1500 LET M2 - M2 + AZ"2 A.6

1510 LET M3 - M3 + A282 .'

%

.4.
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I dl

1520 LET M4 . M4 + 82 * 52
1530 LET M5 a M3
1540 LET M6 - M6 + 82'2
1550 IF Z < R THEN 1260
1560 LET VI - 2
1570 DIM COEF(2.2). WI(2,2). W2(Z.2), W3(2), FUNC(2,I), SOLUT(2,1)
1580 LET COEF(1.1) - M2
1590 LET COEF(I.2) a M3
1600 LET COEF(2.1) a M5
1610 LET COEF(2.2) - M6
1620 LET FUNC(1.I) = MI
1630 LET FIJNC(2. 1) = M4
1640 GOTO 401
1650 LET C3 - SOLUT(I,!)
1660 LET A3 a SQR(L2^2/(4*C3))
1670 PRINT "IN ANGSTROMS. THE LATTICE PARAMETER IS " A3
1680 PRINT
1690 PRINT
1700 PRINT "CALCULATED 2-THETA, MEASURED 2-THETA, ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE."
1710 PRINT "AND PERCENT DIFFERENCE ARE"
1720 FOR ZZ a I TO R
1730 PRINT
1740 NWLI a A3-2/(H(ZZ)^2 + K(ZZ)^2 + L(ZZ)'Z)
1750 NWDI - NWLI^.5
1760 NSNI - LZ/(Z2NWOI)
1770 NSNI a ATN(NSNI/SQR(-NSNI*NSNI+I))
1780 NSNI = NSNI * 360/(2"3.14158625#)
1790 NSNI 2 * NSNI
1800 NSOF a NSNI - T2(ZZ)
1810 NSPR - (NSOF/TZ(ZZ)) e 100
1820 PRINT NSNI. T2(ZZ), NSDF, NSPR
1830 NEXT ZZ
1840 PRINT
1850 PRINT "IN ANGSTROMS, THE LATTICE PARAMETER 15", A3
1860 GOTO 50000
12000 PRINT
12020 PRINT" SELECT EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION, I FOR COS(THETA)-2/SIN(THETA)" "
12030 PRINT "2 FOR NELSON-RILEY, 3 FOR COS(THETA)^2"
12040 INPUT E Vv.
12050 IF E - 2 THEN 12130
12060 IF E = 3 THEN 12090
12070 PRINT "COS(THETA)-2/SIN(THETA) EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION"
12080 GOTO 1257
12090 PRINT "COS(THETA)-2 EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION"
12100 GOTO 1257
12110 LET 82 = (SIN (T2))^2 5
12120 GOTO 1470
12130 PRINT "NELSON-RILEY EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION"
12140 GOTO 1257
12150 LET T a T2/2

12160 LET N2 a (SIN (T2))2-
12170 LET 82 a N2/SI + N2/T
12180 GOTO 1470
15000 LET A2 a H-2 + H*K + K-2
15010 LET G a L-2
15020 LET MI - MI + A2 a S2
15030 LET M2 a M2 + A2-2
15040 LET M3 s M3 + A2 * G
15050 LET M4 a M4 + A2 ' 82
15060 LET MS m M5 + G * S2

J "
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15070 LET M6 a M3
15080 LET M7 - M7 + G^2
15090 LET M8 a M8 + G 82
15100 LET M9 x M9 + B2 S2
15110 LET Ol a M4
15120 LET 02 - M8
15130 LET 03 = 03 + B2^2
15140 IF Z < R THEN 1260
15150 LET VI - 3

15160 DIM COEF(3,3), WI(3,3), W2(3.3), W3(3), FUNC(3.1). SOLUT(3,I)
15170 LET COEF(1,2) - M2
15180 LET COEF(1.2) = M3
15190 LET COEF(1.3) = MA
15200 LET COEF(2,I) = M6
15210 LET COEF(2.2) - M7
15220 LET COEF(2,3) = M8
15230 LET COEF(3,1) a 01
lr?4fl i.FT COFF(1.2) . 0?
15250 LET COEF(3,3) = 03
15260 LET FUNC(1,1) = Mi
15270 LET FUNC(2,l) a MS
15275 LET FUNC(3,I) = M9
15280 GOTO 401
15290 LET C3 a SOLUT(I,1)
15300 LET 83 = SOLUT(2,1)
15310 LET A3 a SQR(L2^2/(3*C3))
15320 LET A4 a SQR(L2"2/(4*83))
15330 PRINT "IN ANGSTROMS. THE LATTICE PARAMETERS ARE"
153A0 PRINT " A = " A3
15350 PRINT "C " A4
15351 PRINT
15352 PRINT
15353 PRINT "CALCULATED 2-THETA, MEASURED 2-THETA, ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE"
15354 PRINT "AND PERCENT DIFFERENCE ARE;"
15355 PRINT
15360 FOR Z I ! TO R -N
15370 NWLI = L(Z)^2/A4A2
15380 NWL2 a (H(Z)^2 + H(Z)*K(Z) + K(Z)'2)/A3^2
15390 NWL2 a NWL2 * (4/3)
15400 NWDI a NWLI + NWL2 %V
15410 NWDI = l/NWOI
15420 NWDI = NWDI^.5
15430 NSNI a L2/(2*NW1)
15440 NSNI * ATN(NSNI/SQR(-NSNI*NSNI +1))
15450 NSNI - NSNI * 360/(203.14159625#)
15460 NSNI - 2 0 NSNI
15461 NSOF a NSNI - T2(Z) 712i
15462 NSPR * NSDF/T2(Z)
15463 NSPR a NSPR*I00
15464 PRINT NSNI, TZ(Z), NSDF, NSPR S.
15465 PRINT
15480 NEXT Z
15481 PRINT "A " A3, "C a 

" A4
50000 END
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BASIC Computer Program "MUL5"

10 PRINT "HCP LATTICE PARAMETERS"

,I PRINT
12 PRINT "ENTER TITLE"

13 PRINT
14 INPUT Z$

20 PRINT

30 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS"

40 INPUT I

50 IM a I - I
55 TEST = I

60 PRINT
70 PRINT I, "REFLECTIONS WILL BE ENTERED"

80 PRINT
85 PRINT "ENTER WAVELENGTH IN ANGSTROMS" W

86 PRINT
87 INPUT WAVE
90 'ENTER DATA
100 PRINT "FOR EACH REFLECTION ENTER 2THETA, H, K, AND L"

110 FOR L a 0 TO IM

120 INPUT THETA(L). H(L), K(L), L(L)

130 NEXT L
140 'CALCULATE NUMBER OF PARAMETER COMBINATIONS

150 -# OF WAY TO ARRANGE N THINGS M AT A TIME IS -

160 '(N FACTORIAL) / ((M-N) FACTORIAL) - N FACTORIAL)

170 R = I * (1-1)/Z
180 'CALCULATE D SPACINGS FOR EACH REFLECTION

190 FOR L a 0 TO IM

200 THETA - (THETA(L)/720) * 2 * 3.)4159265# 0
210 SIN2 - SIN (THETA)
240 0(L) - WAVE/(SIN2Z2)
260 NEXT L
270 'CALCULATE LATTICE PARAMETER COMBINATIONS

280 'FORMULA ISS I/0-2 a (4/3)((H^2+HK+X^2)/A^2) + (L^2/C^2)

285 PRINT
290 FOR M a 0 TO IM

300 M! = M + 1
310 FOR N = MI TO IM

320 HI a H(M)^2 + H(M)*K(M) + K(M)^2

330 H2 = H(N)^2 + H(N)OK(N) + K(N)'2
340 IF L(M) w 0 THEN 420

350 IF L(N) = 0 THEN 380
360 L2 = L(M)^2/L(N)-2
370 GOTO 560

380 A2 w (4/3)H2*O(N)'2

390 CI a I/D(M)^2 - (4/3)*(HI/A2)
400 C2 a L(M)^2/C1 K

410 GOTO 620

420 A21 a (4/3)*HI*O(M)Z,
430 AMI - AZI^.S
440 IF L(N) - 0 THEN 490

450 Cl a I/D(N)'2 - (4/3)*(H2/AZI)
460 C2 a L(N)^2/CI 
470 AZ a A21

480 GOTO 620 "K

490 A22 a (4/3)*H2'D(N)^2
500 AM2 a A22^.5

510 A(M.N)n(AM2 AMI)/2
520 TEST a 0
530 C(M,N) = 0

.%

|%
AK
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540 X = X +1 'I4
550 GOTO 660
560 NUM = (4/3) * (L2 * H2 - HI) -4,
570 DEN = LZ/(D(N)-2) - I/(D(M) 2)
580 A2 = NUM/0EN
590 Cl I/DG(M)'2) - (4/3) (Hi/An
600 IF Cl - 0 THEN 1030

610 C2 a (L(M)'2)/CI
620 A(M,N) = A2'.5
625 C(MN) - C2^.5
660 'ACCUMULATE TOTALS FOR AVERAGES
670 A a A(MN) + A
680 C = C(M.N) + C
690 NEXT N,M
700 'CALCULATE AVERAGES

710 AVE - A/(R-Y)
720 CVE a C/(R-X)
730 PRINT
740 PRINT
750 PRINT "THE AVERAGE PARAMETERS ARE: A(AVE) a" AVE, "C(AVE) a" CVE OI
760 PRINT
780 'CALCULATE THE ERRORS AND % ERRORS
790 FOR M - 0 TO IM

800 MI - M + I
810 FOR N a MI TO IM
820 DA a A(MN) - AVE
830 PAa (DA/AVE) * 100
840 DC - C(MN) - CVE
850 PC a (DC/CVE) 0 100
851 IF PC > 1.25 THEN 860
852 IF PA > 1.25 THEN 860
853 IF PC < -1.25 THEN 860
854 IF PA < -1.25 THEN 860
855 GOTO 1010
860 IF PC a 100 THEN 1010
861 IF PC a -100 THEN 1010
865 PRINT "REFLECTIONS:" THETA(M), H(M), K(M), L(M)

870 PRINT " " THETA(N), H(N), K(N). L(N)

880 PRINT 4'-

890 PRINT "CALCULATED: A -" A(M.N), "C w" C(M.N)
900 PRINT , ,
910 IF TEST - 0 THEN 930
920 GOTO 960

930 PRINT "INDIVIDUAL A'S ARE: Al -" AMI, "A2 = AM2
940 TEST a I
960 PRINT "DEVIATIONS: DELTA A -" DA. "DELTA C " DC

970 PRINT
980 PRINT "PERCENTS: %A -" PA. "%C a" PC
990 PRINT
1000 PRINT
1010 NEXT N,M %

1020 GOTO 15351
1030 CI a I/(D(N)'2) - (4/3) * (H2/A2) --.
1040 IF Ci - 0 THEN 1070 0
1050 C2 = (L(N)-2)/CI

1060 GOTO 620,b
1070 C2 a 0 0-

1080 X = X + I e'1

1090 GOTO 620 '

15351 PRINT

4. NI
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15352 PRINT
15353 PRINT "CALCULATED Z-THETA. MEASURED 2-THETA, ABSOLUTE OIFFERENCE'

15354 PRINT "AND PERCENT DIFFERENCE ARE;"
15355 PRINT
15360 FOR L 0 TO IM
15370 NWLI L(L)^2/CVE^2
15380 NWL2"- (H(L)'2 + H(L)*K(L) + K(L)^2)/AVE^2
15390 NWI " a NWLZ * (4/3) .4

15400 NW. NWLI + NWL2

15410 NWDI a I/NWOI
15420 NWDI - NWDI^.5
15430 NSNI - WAVE/(ZNWOL)
15440 NSNI = ATN(NSNI/SQR(-NSNI-NSNI +1)) *

15450 NSNI a NSNI * 360/(2*3.14159625#)
15460 NSNI - 2 ' NSNI
15461 NSOF - NSNI - THETA(L)

15462 NSPR a NSDF/THETA(L)
15463 NSPR - NSPR*00
15464 PRINT NSNI, THETA(L). NSDF, NSPR
15415 PRINT
15480 NEXT L
15481 PRINT "A -", AVE, "C - " CVE

50000 END I.

, -d

'0
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APPENDI]X 0 0

ERRORS INVOLVED IN LATTICE INCOMPATIBILITY MEASUREMENTS "
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In this investigation, lattice incompatibility was 0

calculated in two different ways. The first used the

assumption that the critical incompatibility was between the

supercooled beta phase and the grain boundary alpha film.

In this case, the measurements relied on were the lattice

parameter measurements of both phases, the beta phase

dilatometry, and the temperature measurements in both sets 0

of samples. The second lattice incompatibility calculated

was between the supercooled beta and the Widmanstatten N

colony structure, assumed to be an equilibrium mixture of •

alpha and beta. In addition to the lattice parameter

measurements, dilatometry, and temperature measurements,
.SA~

this second calculation also incorporated quantitative 0

metal lography and the dilatometric measurement of specific

transformation start temperatures. Each of these

measurements will be briefly discussed.

D. 1 Temperature Measurement

In both the high-temperature x-ray diffraction facility

and the Gleeble 1500, temperature was monitored via a 0.010

in. Pt versus Pt-13%Rh thermocouple spot welded to the

sample surface. In both cases, the temperature readings

have been Independently checked using a second thermocouple

and external signal conditioning system, and found to be

reproducible to within at least 50C. In some of the -.

% -'-, .
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earliest high-temperature diffractometry, a specimen

configuration was used in which the thermocouple was mounted

on the back side of a thick sample and contained in ceramic K
material. With this specimen configuration, the temperature

read was significantly lower than the actual specimen

surface temperature. For these samples, a calibration curve

relating the actual and measured temperatures was developed •

and used to correct the temperature readings. In these

tests, the accuracy of the temperature readings was

approximately +/- 250C. Data taken with this sample •

configuration includes that for unalloyed titanium, Ti-6A1,

Ti-6A1-4V, and some of the data for Ti-6211. In any case,

an examination of the data presented in Figures 5.29-5.51 S

indicate that in the lattice parameter measurements, errors

in sample temperature measurement are not significant.

D.2 Lattice Parameter Measurements

There are several sources of error involved in the

measurement of the lattice parameters and cell volumes

reported in this investigation. The most obvious source of

error is involved in the use and choice of an extrapolation

parameter. The magnitude of the effect this can have on

calculated parameters and cell volumes can be evaluated by a

comparison of publ ished, neutron, and x-ray data processed

by different methods, presented in Table Dl. When the

M®
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Table D.1

Examples of Lattice Parameters Obtained With Various',

Data Processing Methods

Materilal and Processing a c vol/cel I
Source Method (A) (A) (A3

"'A

Unalloyed Titanium 5.

PubI ished Data

10 lowest Reeks ANG 2.948 4.681 35.231
+0.05a ANG 2.947 4.681 35.215
-0.05' ANG 2. 948 4. 682 35. 246•

10 highest peaks ANG 2.949 4.684 35.268
10 random peaks ANG 2.950 4.684 35.300 "
8 lowest peaks MUL 2.951 4.678 35.290

TIMET Ti-6AI-4V 0
8 Lowest Peaks

CSM x-ray data ANG 2.927 4.677 34.702
MUL 2.926 4.681 34.698

RisO neutron
diffraction data ANG 2.933 4.679 34.856 "'V

MUL 2.929 4.681 34.770

• r...,,

"5%

%
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published data for pure titanium is processed by the ANG and 0

MUL procedures, the difference in calculated parameters is

0.003A, or +/- 0.05%, and in cell volumes, 0.059A3 , or +/-

0.087.. Also included in this table are sets of Ti-64 peak 0

positions measured by neutron and x-ray diffraction. This -.

data is processed by both the ANG and MUL programs. For the

neutron data, the calculated cell volumes differed by •

3
0.086A or +/- 0.09%. For the case of Ti-64 measured by x-

ray diffraction, the difference between cell volumes

calculated by the ANG and MUL programs was 0.004A3, or +/- S

0.005%. For comparison, the most theoretically correct

values are the parameters calculated from the neutron

diffraction data and the MUL program, and the parameters 0

cdlculated from the x-ray diffraction data with the ANG

program. These values differed by 0.068A 3 , or +/- 0.09%.

These results suggest that differences in parameters

calculated from data from different sources are of

approximately the same magnitude as the worst that can be

induced by an incorrect choice of extrapolation procedure, S

+/- 0.09% in cell volume.

Once a data processing system has been selected as the

best possible compensation for systematic experimental

errors, the effect of random errors on the final parameters

p

and ellvolmes ay e ealuaed.A qalittiv •.
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examination of the error in determining peak position on a 0

chart recorder trace suggested that the peak position could

be determined 5t least as well as +/- 0.05 28. To evaluate %

the effect of this error, the lowest 10 of the published 28

positions for pure titanium were offset +0.05- and -0.05 ° -
, - .

and the parameLers and cell volumes calculated using the ANG -"

program. These results are also included in Table DI. It

was found that the variation in calculated volume, from

largest to smallest, was 0.031A 3 which corresponds to +/-

0.04%, a smaller effect than arises from either an incorrect 0

choice of extrapolation procedure or the variation in data

from different sources. .

The accuracy of the calculated lattice parameters in S

this investigation was further compromised by the use of low

angle diffraction peaks. As with any extrapolation

procedure, the accuracy of the extrapolated values is best 0

when a small extrapolation follows a large data range.

Further, as discussed earlier, the effect of errors in peak

position determination will have a relatively l.-ger effect

on calculated lattice parameter when low angle reflections

are used. In this investigation, only peaks with a range of

0 028 from 35 to 78o had sufficient intensity to be used.

With the extrapolation parameter cos 2e/sine, it was found F

2e/
that this range of 28 corresponds with a range of cos @/sin(

*I S

0 .'
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from about 3 to 1, extrapolated to cos2 8/sine 0. One
problem that this sometimes causes is that the extrapolation

procedure seems to put an i nord inate amount of we ight on the
highest angle reflections, often the least accurately read .due to the ir low intensity . A lso , the relat ive intens ity of :..'--
various diffraction peaks varied from sample to sample....
Frequently, 

certain peaks had too low an intensity to use. 
-

The magnitude of the variation in the calculated 
"

parameters due to the use of different sets of peaks was
roinvestigated 

using the publ ished data for pure titanium.
The data was divided into three sets, one consisting of the " ''

. -,

1o lowest angle peaks, a second cons isting of the 10 highest

angle peaks, and the third, a random group of 10 peaks.
Each data set was processed 

using the ANG program and thei
results are included in Table DI. It was found that the the
difference in calculated parameters, 

in terms of cell raIvolume, was found to be y. A or an error of +/ 0.05. o
This error is approximately 

the same magnitude 
as thatintroduced by random errors in peak position determination. 

0
This error is again within theiatn 

ite lto using data

from different sources or that due to incorrect compensation 
.,.

f o r s y s t e m a t i c e r r o r s .

, I _.

The due compari Sons of data from d ifferent sourcesprocessed both with and without the use of an extrapolation

.?

" 

11

The ata as ividd ito treesets on conistng o th

J1.~ .',p.LI
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parameter show a va-iation which is, in the worst case, no

greater than that seen in the published data for pure

titanium, Table 5.4. Published values for pure titanium

lattice parameters vary from 2.943A to 2.953A for "a". and a

from 4.679A to 4.729A for "c". Even in studies carefully

designed to determine the most accurate lattice parameters

possible (C), variations in the data are on the order of

0.002A in "a" and 0.005A in c, or 0.07% and 0.10%,

respectively. Based on this comparison and the above

analysis of the errors involved in the lattice parameter

measurements, the accuracy of these measurements is

estimated at +/- 0.05% of the individual parameters and +/- V

0.10% of the calculated cell volumes.

D.3 Dilatometry Errors '.

The determination of the lattice incompatibility in

this investigation used radial dilatometry to determine the

size of the beta phase cooled to below the equilibrium

transformation start temperature. Figures 5.49-5.51 showed

that the dilatometric curves for all of the alloys could be J1%

approximated by the same curve and that this average curve

agreed closely with previously published results. Because

of this, the conclusion can be made that the error in the
5 -.

measured size of the supercooled beta lattice is not overly

affected by dilatometric errors. However, these errors

Ok0

fA5

% %'
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apply to a certain extent to the measurement of

transformation temperatures where other investigators (H)
'1

have found that they can be significant, so they are briefly k.

listed below.

D.3.1 Misalignment of the Dilatometer

If the dilatometer is not at the sample center, it will

record the dilation of material at a lower temperature,

where the sample size does not change as rapidly with

temperature. Also, if the dilatometer is not perpendicular

0
to the sample, it will record the true dilation divided by

the cosine of the misalignment angle. These errors vary from

run to run, each time the dilatometer is re-installed on a

sample. C,.

D.3.2 Differential Barrelling

Several sample configurations were used in this

inv-, rtion. The ability of these samples to overcome

load or, th- ram imposed by the o-ring seals around the ram•%

and expand longitudinally varied. Samples with greater hot

strength and a larger cross sectional area were able to N.,

expand more longitudinally and thus had lower apparent

thermal expansion coefficients. All other factors being "

equal, the longitudinal thermal profile is flatter for a

longer sample, hence the overall expansion of the specimen is C

greater. If the specimen was not able to overcome the o-
• S

•I
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ring load, the apparent thermal expansion coefficient was ;9.

higher. These errors vary primarily from alloy to alloy and

between different sample geometries.

D.3.3 Fixturing Errors

The largest of these are drift due to exoansion of the

fixturing and creep into the sample clue to the clamping

force of the dilatometer spring. These vary from run to run

as well as from one alloy to another. _W

D.4 Transformation Temperature Measurements

The dilatometer errors, particularly misalignment of

the dilatometer, also apply to the measurement of

transformation temperatures. It was assumed that, in

Gleeble testing, 1/3 of the specimen free span is at a

temperature greater than 90 of the peak temperature. A

common sample configuration used in the CCT diagram

development was shown in Figure 4.1. This sample

configuration results in a "90" zone of approximately 8 mm.

In some cases, samples were used where the "90" zone was

only approximately 4 mm. If it is further assumed that the

longitudinal thermal gradient is linear within the "90"

zone, at 800C, these two sample configurations result in

0 0S
thermal gradients of 20°C/mm and 40 C/mm respectively.

Qualitatively, it was determined that the dilatometer can be

located at the thermocouple with an accuracy of
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approximately 0.5 mm. In the shorter specimens, this

corresponds with a potential error of 200C. It should be

noted that the potential errors in measurement of Gleeble

specimen temperatures are most significant in the ductility

testing, where the specimen very rarely fails exactly at the

thermocouple. For the ductility tests, the accuracy of the

reported temperatures is certainly no better than +/- 20C,

and probably no better than +/- 400 C.

Additional errors involved in the measurement of

transformation temperatures result from incorrect

calibration and non-linearity of the chart recorder and the

accuracy with which it can be read. Qualitatively, the %

chart recorder can be calibrated to within approximately 5 C

if the proper scale is used and the recorder is referenced

to a simulated output representing the temperature to be

measured. In this investigation, 20000C was used as full-

scale deflection of the chart recorder. With this scale,

temperature can be read with an accuracy of approximately

+/ 50C.

The largest source of error in the measurement of

transformation temperatures is involved in determining

exactly where, on the chart recorder trace, the

transformation starts and ends. To achieve the highest
possible accuracy, the dilatometric measurements should be .

P1

carefully coordinated with metallographic analysis of

NX

0,
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;.

quenched specimens. In this investigation, the measurement 0

of transformation finish temperatures was further

complicated by the fact the mdjority of the samples

contained both alpha and beta at room temperature. In the -*

case of Ti-6AI-6V, the "transformation finish" was simply ->

too gradual to measure. In general, the finish temperatures

could not be measured as accurately as could the start •

temperatures. Based on the above analysis and an evaluation

of the repeatability of test results, the accuracy of

measured transformation temperatures is estimated at +/- •

1500C for the transformation start temperatures, and where

reported, +/-25°C for the finish temperatures. It must be

pointed out however, that these estimates represent "worst 0

case" values. In most cases, the accuracy of the reported

values is probably much better than this.

In terms of the lattice incompatibility measurements, S

the only effect that an error in transformation temperature J,

measurement will have is in the calculation of the

volumetric difference between the supercooled beta and the

equilibrium beta. This arises because of the large change

in lattice volume with temperature that occurs near the beta

transus due to the changing composition of the beta phase, 0

Figure 5.42. As shown in Figure 5.46, this effect is

largest for the vanadium containing alloys. As was
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discussed, a possible modification of the lattice 0

incompatibility calculation method is to more heavily weight

the beta phase. If this is done, the error in beta to beta

incompatibility due to incorrect transformation temperatures

could be significant. 4.
D.5 Quantitative Metal lography

The metal lographic quantity used in the lattice S

incompatibility calculations was the volume percent of the

Widmanstatten colony structure. This quantity and the width

of the colonies were also used when discussing the 0

microstructural effects on hot ductility, Section 5.3.3. it •

is estimated that both quantities have an accuracty of+:-

10%. Because the range observed in both cases is very S

large, it is believed that the accuracy of the reported
-'. '

values could affect the quality of the correlations shown,

but not their existence (or lack thereof). 0

',". %:
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